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ABSTRACT

Inside the language classroom, the way the teachers teach directly affects the
students' learning. This is particularly true in a traditional, teacher-centered
classroom, because most of the classroom speech is from the teachers' side.
Teachers, however, need not be authoritarians, but can be both coordinators and
facilitators in the classroom. How the teacher gives explanations, conducts drills,
and interacts with the students by the use of the target language is of the utmost
importance for the students to achieve their goal of learning.
This thesis investigates how a second language is used to teach a third language,
that is, how English is used as a medium language for teaching Chinese. It studies
how the teacher controls the shift of languages back and forth, and how IRF
Exchange and Sequence are utilized in the classroom by three instructors in the
Department of Business Chinese at Assumption University of Thailand. The
research questions for the study were: ( 1) What are the functions for which English
and Chinese are used in the discourse of the three classrooms under study, and how
do they shift in the course of the semester? and (2) What existing problems are
solved or left unresolved by the way the functions are carried out by the three
teachers? The data sources consist of recordings of each teacher's class at the
beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the semester. In each of these three time
periods two weekly class sessions were recorded. One of these sessions was
transcribed at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the semester for
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intensive analysis of each teacher's performance. Through these transcripts, how the
teachers used English or Chinese, or both English and Chinese, is analyzed in a
Teacher's Behavior Matrix. How the teachers conducted drills or interacted with the
students is presented by reference to 1-R-F Exchange and Sequence structure. Both
the Behavior Matrix and the Exchange and Sequence structures are taken from
Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982). In order to gain supplementary information, the teachers
were interviewed in the middle and at the end of the semester in order to be aware
of the teachers' beliefs about the functions of the languages they used in the
classroom.
As each teacher has her own way of performing the different functions for the
use of English and Chinese in class, in the end, the results of the study show that
amongst the three teachers, Teacher 1 and Teacher 3 always used the 1-R-F
Exchange and Sequences in both English and Chinese, while at the beginning and in
the middle of the semester, Teacher 2 mostly used both English and Chinese for
Explanations.
Toward the end of the semester, both Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 increased the
amount of target language use; however, Teacher 2's class still had less practice in
the target language compared with Teacher 1 and Teacher 3 's classes, and the
increased amount was still far from reaching the ideal of using only the target
language in the classroom. Moreover, in Teacher 3's class, even though Chinese was
used the most frequently, as she found that the students were not able to respond to
some of her questions toward the end of the semester, she reverted to the function of
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Explanation in both English and Chinese, rather than using more communicative
strategies.
The data from the transcripts showed that, in the three teachers' classrooms,
one essential problem that was left unresolved was the lack of authentic
communication because the teachers focused too much on the textbook. Thus, most
of the teachers' teaching, examples and practice were directly from the lesson. Since
all the instruction stuck closely to the lessons in the textbook, the lessons were all
very teacher-centered and did little to achieve the goal stated in the course
description of developing the students' communicative abilities in Chinese.
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to find out how three teachers at Assumption University
Thailand differ in their use of English and Chinese in the classroom, as well as the
extent of these differences, through the analysis of the teachers' behavior and
classroom discourse.
1.2 Background

According to statistics from the Whole World Times, there were more than 30
million people learning Chinese outside China in 2006, and this number is
constantly increasing. People around the world have started to learn Chinese as a
foreign language with various purposes: to do business, to increase their language
proficiency, to fulfill their wish or interest, or to be able to work in China.
Thailand official statistics showed that there are about 600,000 Thai people at
present learning Chinese in various forms. Moreover, according to the statistics
collected by the Thai Ministry of Education, more than 400 public and private
schools have developed syllabi for Chinese language courses. The Ministry has
even recognized and allowed the Chinese language to be listed as one of the foreign
languages in its curriculum, and many students have started to learn Chinese.
However, there are still not many people in Thailand who can speak Chinese as part
of everyday life.
Although people may realize that the better option is to learn Chinese if they

have the chance to live in China, as the opportunity is not always there, the
classroom becomes the only place to learn and practice. As Cook (2001:141)
declared, "there is no other choice than the classroom." So the teacher's instruction
directly affects the students' learning and usage of the target language. Classroom
instruction is the language learner's chief, or indeed only source of the second
language. According to Cook (2001: 141) "the instructor's teaching directly affects
students' learning and use of the target language. Whatever they know, whatever
they can say or understand, is an effect of teaching."
On the other hand, people are exposed to English everywhere in the world as
it is the global language. This international spoken language has become the
common language for people who are from many different countries to
communicate with each other throughout the world. Therefore, most countries have
established English in their educational system as either a target language to be
learned or as the medium of instruction. In some international schools, English
serves both purposes. And in the case of the Business Chinese Department at
Assumption University, which is one of the international institutions in Thailand,
English is also being used as the medium language in this department, the English
used being referred to as English for Academic Purposes (EAP). However,
according to Evans and John (1998: 34), "students whose first language is not
English may need help with both the language of academic disciplines and the
specific 'study skills' required of them during their academic course".
Since Chinese as the target language is being taught to students as a foreign
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language, the students here in Thailand have only limited opportunity to practice
Chinese outside the classroom. Thus, whatever occurs inside the classroom - the
teacher's behavior, teacher's speech, and classroom interactions - are the only
sources of the target language. As such, recording actual teaching and learning
activities that occur in the classroom is an important approach for this research.
According to Allwright and Bailey (1994: 3) "typically you need some sort of a
record of what happened in a particular classroom or classrooms, so that you can
analyze the record and describe the classroom processes in whatever terms interest
you."
In a language classroom, it is usual for the teacher to use the target language

as the principal means for giving instruction and directions, modeling the target
language patterns, and giving feedback regarding student performance (Richards
1996: 182). These "things that teachers do" - giving instructions, modeling, giving
feedback - are examples of what can be referred to as teacher's classroom behavior.
Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982: 22) put these behaviors in very simple terms: ''telling
things to pupils, getting pupils to do things, getting pupils to say things, and
evaluating the things that pupils do." If teachers know how to manage their teaching
behavior, it will become a very helpful strategy for increasing and improving the
students' learning. However, in some of the world's language classrooms, as
All wright and Bailey ( 1994: 162) point out, "the teacher is ... a dominant figure and
the learners rarely get much of a chance to develop an individual approach."
Since multi-lingual language learning presents more diversity and more
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complexity than second language acquisition, it becomes a challenge for language
teachers. The teachers' role, background knowledge and beliefs are all matters that
affect their teaching. They need to help the students to improve their target language
learning. The teachers in this study did that to varying degrees.
Functions of the medium language and the target language and the way they
alternate in the language classroom need to be handled appropriate by the teachers.
Through the appropriate use of the medium language for explanation followed by
examples, interaction between the teachers and the students can be carried out in the
teaching process, because through practicing the structures they have already
learned, the students can more easily acquire target language comprehension.
Moreover, the teachers should provide as much opportunity as possible in class for
students to practice the target language. The teachers need to be aware of suitable
learning strategies to fit the students' needs. Observing and recognizing the class
situation can help them lead the students in an effective and flexible way of learning
instead of only rigidly following their teaching routine. This is the way to meet the
goal of communicative language learning.
In the case of the Business Chinese Department at Assumption University of

Thailand, the teachers and the students use English as the medium in teaching and
learning Chinese, although most of them are neither native English speakers nor
native Chinese speakers. Problems might occur not only because of the difficulty of
using correct English as a tool to explain the lesson clearly, but also because of
students' difficulty in understanding the meaning of what the teachers try to explain
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in English. In such a complicated language teaching and learning situation, the
challenge for the teachers is how they can use English effectively, how they can find
the balance between the use of either English or Chinese to raise questions to check
the students' understanding of Chinese, how they give feedback or make comments
with reference to the two languages to settle problems, and how the teachers
facilitate the students' learning using as much of the target language as possible. All
of these questions are essential to effective instruction and classroom management.
According to Richards (1996: 182), "a major portion of class time in teaching is
taken up by teachers talking in front of the class. [This is true] no matter what
teaching strategies or methods a teacher uses ... "
Moreover, in the three classes which were studied for this thesis (see 1.2, p. 6
below), classroom interaction between the teachers and the students occurred
frequently, but followed limited patterns. Classroom interaction should not be
limited to one type. In an active classroom, "at various times during lessons learners
are called upon, and call upon themselves and each other to communicate in the
target language in a great variety of ways" (Van Lier 1994: 25). However, since
activities such as asking questions, giving answers and feedback between teachers
and students do frequently occur in the classroom, while interactions among
students themselves happen more rarely, the classroom discourse of Sequence and
Exchange by Sinclair and Brazil (which includes Initiation, Response and
Follow-up) becomes a very useful tool in analyzing classroom interactions between
teachers and students. According to Hall (2002: 99) "IRE (where E
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= evaluation,

instead of F = follow-up) is the most common pattern of classroom interaction
found in Western schooling contexts. Its use typically exemplifies a transmission
model of teaching in which the focus is on delivering a body of knowledge to
learners." Sinclair and Coulthard developed this system with a team of researchers,
based on an observation and a flexible application of basic categories, the structure
allowing researchers to modify the data presented for new contrasts and acts of
analysis (Chaudron 1995: 41). Thus, it is a most suitable and flexible structure
which fits the case of this research.
1.2 Rationale

The Business Chinese program was established at Assumption University of
Thailand many years ago. It is taught as a foreign language through the instructional
medium of English, which is also the medium of instruction in the university as a
whole. Chinese is either a major course or an elective course for students who are
interested in it. The classes to be researched are therefore multilingual

classes~

specifically, they involve three Thai teachers who speak Thai (Ll), but use English
(L2) to teach Chinese (L3).
The interesting question now arises as to how the Thai teachers who use
English to teach Chinese as a target language are able to manage their classroom
situations. Specifically, and bearing in mind the quite complex language
backgrounds of the teachers, one wonders what the teacher's behaviors are, what the
teachers' speech patterns are like and how they interact with students in order to
help them improve their target language learning and usage.
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In this thesis, therefore, both the teachers' behavior and classroom discourse

analysis are used as frameworks to analyze the transcripts of the classroom
discourse which form the data for this study. Through this analysis, this researcher
studies the teachers' classroom behaviors, how teaching is conducted, and how the
teachers interact with students in the classroom. Through the dual approach of ( 1)
data collection via transcripts of recordings, and (2) data analysis focusing on
classroom discourse, research themes of both theoretical and practical importance
are developed and elucidated (Allwright and Bailey 1994: 62).
In addition, to find out the most effective way of doing this research not only

may affect researcher's further teaching, but may benefit the teachers at other
international institutions who are in a similar situation.
1.3 Aims of the study
In this study, the aims are to study the instructional patterns of teachers who are

Thai but who use English as a medium to teach Chinese as the target language at
Assumption University of Thailand. The researcher aims to find out how the
classroom functions are carried out using the two languages and how the language
use shifts over the course of the semester. Secondly, the study seeks to find out what
problems which occur because of the way the languages are used are resolved or left
unresolved by the three teachers' classroom behaviors.
1.4 Research questions

1.

What are the functions for which English and Chinese are used in the discourse
of the three classrooms under study, and how do they shift in the course of the
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semester?
2.

What existing problems are solved or left unresolved by the way the functions
are carried out by the three teachers?

1.5 Definitions of terms
Exchange - the exchange is the primary unit of language interaction, and has a

structure made up of Initiation, Response and Follow-up. The idea of an exchange is
that of the smallest structured interchange between speakers. In much classroom
research, and in this thesis, it is applied to the traditional classroom unit of exchange
between teacher and student.
Initiation - initiation of language interchanges by the teacher is the main instrument

of education. By asking questions, giving instructions, and giving information the
teacher guides and controls his/her class. In this thesis, the Initiation is focused on
the teacher asking questions in the language class.
Response - in question and answer, the minimal response adds a piece of

information sought by the question. In this thesis, after the teacher's Initiation, a
certain set response is usually expected from the student's side (display response).
Follow-up - in classroom exchanges, unlike other, more spontaneous conversations,

this refers to the teacher's comment after the student has responded to the teacher.
Follow-up is immensely important in teaching. It allows the teacher to shape the
material being taught, to select, edit, and evaluate.
Sequences - sequences mark places where a formal pattern is maintained above the

exchange level in a chain of initiations, responses and follow-ups. It is intermittent,
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marked by stylistic constraints and comprising more than one similar exchange.
Teacher behavior -Teacher's behavior refers to what teachers do in the classroom.
In this thesis, the teacher behavior was classified according to how English, Chinese

and combined English-Chinese are used in each teacher's classroom in terms of
Sinclair and Brazil's Teacher Behavior Table (1982).
Frequent, Frequency - used mostly in Chapter 4 to refer to the number of times a

certain language is used in the classroom compared to the others. Frequency of
language use is used in a general sense and is not subjected to statistical analysis.
Function - in this thesis, the word of 'function' does not refer to any functions of

social or real world use but rather to classroom demands by the teacher on the
student, such as those used to elicit responses or check vocabulary or grammar the
student has learned in the lesson. Social functions hardly occur in these traditional
classrooms.
1.6 Organization of the thesis
The thesis consists of five chapters.
Chapter One - Introduction is the general introduction to the study which
includes the background, rationale, aims of the study and research questions.
Chapter Two - Literature Review discusses the research on teachers' behavior
including Sinclair and Brazil's Teacher Behavior Table (1982), teacher talk, teacher
beliefs and the units of classroom discourse in the Sequence and IRF Exchange
structure and examples.
Chapter Three - Research Methodology discusses the context and background of
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the subjects being studied, the data collection method, and the data analysis method
in this study.

Chapter Four - Data Analysis presents the results of the data analyzed from
transcripts of audio-recordings in the classrooms. This primary data is supplemented
by the results from the interviews of the teachers and the questionnaires
administered to the students.

Chapter Five - Conclusion summarizes the findings from the research, describes
the limitations of the study, gives suggestions for the teachers and recommendations
for further research.

10
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Chapter2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

How teachers carry out their teaching activities directly affects their students'
learning, no matter what a kind of class these teachers are handling. According to
Richards (1996: 29), language teaching has been described in terms of what teachers
do, "in terms of the actions and behaviors which teachers carry out in the classroom
and the effects of these on learners". In this thesis, therefore, the researcher is only
focusing on the classroom discourse on the teachers' side instead of the students',
because most of the talking during the class is, perhaps unfortunately, from the
teachers. As Thomas has declared, "talking is almost equated with teaching in many
situations, there is, therefore, a large amount of language used to observe,
particularly on the teacher's part" (1991: 20).
In this chapter, the following topics are discussed with some theoretical issues\
set out by various scholars and researchers, as follows: The multi-language
classroom (2.2), teachers' motivation abilities (2.3), teachers' background
knowledge (2.4), teacher beliefs (2.5), teachers' roles (2.6), teacher talk (2.7),
teacher questions (2.7.l ), teacher feedback (2.7 .2), the role of interaction in the
classroom (2.8), teachers' behavior (2.9), discourse analysis (2.10), discourse
structure of Exchange (2.10.1 ), Initiation (I) (2.10.1.1 ), Response (R) (2.10.1.2),
Follow-up (2.10.1.3), and Sequence (2.10.2), and finally the conclusion (2.11 ).
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2.2 The multi-language classroom
The teachers and the students in this research use a second language to teach and to
learn a third language. Actually, teaching a foreign language to L3 learners is a
challenging task, especially when both the teachers and the students are using L2 to
teach and learn L3. According to Cenoz and Jessner (2000), "Multilingual
acquisition presents more diversity than second language acquisition and its study
presents greater complexity." As explained above, the teachers who are Thai, and
the students, most of whom are Thai, used English as a medium to teach and to
learn Chinese. Even though they know that Thai grammar is a lot more similar to
Chinese grammar than English, since the university's policy is to use English as a
medium of instruction, both parties are in a difficult or challenging situation. As
Cenoz and Jessner asserted,
Multilingual acquisition and multilingualism are complex phenomena. They
implicate all the factors and processes associated with second language acquisition
and bilingualism as well as unique and potentially more complex factors and effects
associated with the interactions that are possible among the multiple languages being
learned and the processes of learning them.
(Cenoz and Genesee 1998: 16 cited in Cenoz and Jessner 2000)

Within this special language teaching and learning background, code switching is
another matter that often occurs in the classroom. Code switching proper can also be
exploited as part of actual teaching methodology. When the teacher knows the
language of the students, the classroom itself is often a code switching situation
(Cook 2001: 105), For instance, when the teachers explain new vocabulary, code
switching often occurs because the teachers are aware that in multi-lingual
classrooms such as these, every one of the student can understand more than two
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languages.

2.3 Teachers' motivational abilities
The most important factor in determining the success of language learning is
motivation. It is a very strong factor related to achievement in language learning.
"Learners were seen to have different needs and interests, which would have an
important influence on their motivation to learn and therefore on the effectiveness
of their learning" (Hutchinson and Waters 1998: 8).
Therefore, according to Dornyei (2001: 72), if the teachers make the process
more stimulating and enjoyable, it can greatly attract the students' involvement.
However, if there is no motivation in the classroom, the teachers simply go through
the motions, and the learning atmosphere becomes depressing and teaching
becomes apathetic and ineffective. "If teaching lacks instructional clarity and the
learners simply cannot follow the intended programmer, motivation to learn the
particular subject matter is unlikely to blossom" (2001: 72).
According to Brown (1987 cited in Ur 1998: 276), in language classrooms,
the three types of motivation are: (a) global, (b) situational, and (c) task motivation.
The first is the overall orientation of the learner towards the learning of the foreign
language. The second has to do with the context of learning (classroom, total
environment). The third is the way the learner approaches the specific task at hand.
As is the case in this research, the context of learning which refers to classroom
motivation is most important for the students, because the students in Thailand have
limited opportunities to practice the knowledge they learn other than in the
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classroom.
Moreover, in the language classroom integrative motivation is an important
matter to be pointed out. According to Cook (2001: 115), integrative motivation is
"learning the language in order to take part in the culture of its people." Thus, in this
case, since most of the students are Thai, if the teachers can effectively work on
integrative motivation with the students and get the students to admire the target
culture, the teaching and learning process may be much easier than anticipated.
2.4 Teacher's background knowledge

The teachers' knowledge not only refers to the knowledge of the subject matter that
they have to teach, but also the teaching experiences and teaching strategies that the
teachers use in the classroom. Usually, experienced and skilled teachers have a
complex knowledge to bring to their teaching. As Nunan (2001: 72) commented, "a
teacher's education refers to the sum of experiences and activities through which
individuals learn to be language teachers."
However, according to Wood (1996: 191), one important distinction within
the concept of background knowledge is that of content knowledge versus
instructional knowledge. Leinhardt and Smith (1985: 247 cited in Wood 1996: 191)
explained by categorizing the knowledge structure of teachers into two "core areas":
"lesson structure knowledge" (knowledge of how to construct and conduct lessons),
and "subject matter knowledge" (knowledge of the content to be taught). Therefore
to be a knowledgeable teacher, content knowledge is not the only knowledge the
teachers should have but the experience of instructional knowledge as well. So the
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teachers should practice both of these core areas in order to achieve their goal of
teaching.
Moreover, in the language classroom, the teachers have to be aware that, as a
conductor, they need to know how and when to make a decision. It is important to
be able to guide the students in the right way in their learning situation. As Woods
(1996: 191) declared, "they do not only need to know things, but they also need to
know how to do things. Decision-making includes decisions about what to do and
decisions about how to do it."
In addition, in the normal classroom, the way to evaluate the teacher's
teaching and the student's learning is through tests. However, the teacher should
know that "tests are not everything. Learners' opinions should also be taken into
account. To some extent you can see their opinions on their faces and in their
behavior" (Davies and Pearse 2000: 181). Therefore, the teachers' background
knowledge affects the students' learning process; and experiences and skills are
valuable knowledge for teachers to get through their teaching as well.
2.5 Teachers' beliefs

Teaching is a very personal activity, and each individual teacher has different beliefs
about effective teaching. While one teacher believes that, to be a successful teacher,
he/she should continually improve the target language they teach; the other teacher
may believe that helping students to settle any problem they face has more value in
achieving their goal. According to Richards (1996: 30), "teachers' belief systems are
founded on the goals, values, and beliefs teachers hold in relation to the content and
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process of teaching, and their understanding of the systems in which they work and
their roles within it." Moreover, if the teacher has a specific goal in their mind, it
can definitely affect their teaching. As Shavelson and Stem (cited in Woods 1996:
192) have stated, "beliefs play a role in teachers' decisions, judgments and
behavior."
Indeed, there are many terms that have been used to represent teachers'
beliefs. According to Kindsvatter, Willen, and lshler ( 1988 cited in Richards 1996:
30), research on teachers' belief systems suggested that they are derived from a
number of different sources, including:
( 1) their own experience as language learners
(2) their experience of what works best
(3) established practice
(4) personality factors
(5) educationally based or research-based principles
(6) principles derived from an approach or method
In addition, teachers' beliefs are affected by cultural concerns. For example,
the best experiences for Asian teachers may not be the same for European teachers,
because their own educational background or the students' background of their
learning may not be the same; in particular, the ways of thinking and of doing things
that are valued may differ. As Feiman-Nemser and Floden (1986: 508 cited in
Richards 1996: 30) asserted, "teaching cultures are embodied in the work-related
beliefs and knowledge teachers share - beliefs about appropriate ways of acting on
the job and rewarding aspects of teaching, and knowledge that enables teachers to
do their work." Therefore, the teachers' beliefs are directly related to their actions in
the classroom and essentially affect their teaching activities.
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2.6 Teachers' roles

Obviously, the teachers, as the pnmary persons m the classroom, play a very
important role in their teaching. As Legutke and Thomas (1993: 287) explained,
"the teacher carries the responsibility for the learning process as a whole and retains
the right to intervene with help, advice or to set fresh targets."
Simply put, the role of the teachers is determined by what they do. In the
classroom, they may sometimes act as 'conductor'; sometimes they may act as an
'assistant' who helps and encourages the students. Therefore, in order to analyze the
teachers' roles and how they participate in their roles, Wright ( 1987 cited in
Richards 1996: 98), pointed out that "some roles are defined primarily by the work
people do, while others are defined mainly by the kind of interpersonal relationships
they imply." In this thesis, interpersonal relationships are not included in the
analysis, as they did not become visible in the classroom recordings.
Another way to look at the role of the teacher in the classroom is as the
coordinator and facilitator (Richards 1996: 97). That is, as the coordinator, some
teachers spend much time planning their lesson, monitoring their teaching, and
managing the students' learning, while some teachers who see themselves as
facilitators like to keep the teaching-learning situation in class interactive at all
times. But "how interaction is achieved in formal situations is a matter of technique
or of classroom approach" (River 1994: 5). Because of the teaching method that the
class recording revealed, this thesis is not focused on how the teachers keep the
situation interactive in a communicative sense, but on how they elicit display
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responses from the students and thus test their knowledge. This is a more traditional
teacher role.
According to a framework suggested by Harmer, the teacher deals exclusively
with roles that relate to classroom procedures:
as controller in eliciting nationality words; as assessor of accuracy as students try to
pronounce the words; as corrector of pronunciation; as organizer in giving
instructions for the pair work, initiating it, monitoring it, and organizing feedback; as

prompter while students are working together; and as resource if students need help
with words and structures during the pair work.
(Harmer 1991, cited in Hedge 2000: 26)

Therefore, teachers interpret their roles in different ways depending on the kinds of
schools they work in, the teaching methods they employ, their individual
personalities, and their cultural backgrounds (Richards 1996: 98).

2.7 Teachers' talk
The teachers talk in the classroom can either construct or obstruct learners'
participation, and teachers' talk can also facilitate and optimize learner contributions.
So classroom research which looks at teachers' speech helps teachers to recognize
and develop their teaching. For example, how the teacher asks questions, checks
students' understanding, and gives feedback on their students' learning are all parts
of research that comprises teachers' talk.
According to Allwright and Bailey (1994: 139), observations of many
different classes, in content area subjects as well as in language teaching,
"consistently show that teachers typically do between one half and three quarters of
the talking done in classrooms". However, classroom talk is structured differently
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from other kinds of talk because of the nature of instruction (Allwright and Bailey
1994: 141). Since teachers have their own way of organizing their talk in the
classroom, the talks definitely differs in the way it functions in different classrooms.
Chaudron (1995: 53) made the point that if teachers devote much time to
explanations or giving instructions, learners have less opportunity to produce the
target language, and this situation may not suit every student in the class. However,
if teachers spend much time doing drills or drill-like questioning, learners may have
less chance of thinking about the input or producing creative language. So "the
teacher has a number of competing concerns" (Richards 1996: 182), which means
the teacher should reflect on the balance and the purpose of their speech, such as
how to giving instructions, and directions or feedback on students' performance.
2.7.1 Teachers' questions

One of the most common techniques used by teachers is to ask questions. Asking
questions plays a crucial role in language classrooms (Chaudron 1995: 126).
Through questions, the students can practice the knowledge they learned, and
teachers also can check the students' understanding of what they taught. Hall (2002:
88) stated that "the different kinds of questions teachers ask function as resources
for creating supportive conditions for comprehension and participation, thereby
helping students move forward in the learning process."
There are many reasons why questions are used as the function in teaching,
which according to Richards (1996: 182) include the following:
•
•

They stimulate and maintain students' interest.
They encourage students to think and focus on the content of the lesson.
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•
•
•
•

They enable a teacher to clarify what a student has said.
They enable a teacher to elicit particular structures or vocabulary items.
They enable teachers to check students' understanding.
They encourage student participation in a class.
(Richards 1996: 182)

The teachers who are teaching in the multi-language classroom can not only
utilize both the medium language and the target language to raise questions in order
to check the students' understanding or increase target language use, but also on the
other hand, through the questions, the students are encouraged or challenged in their
way of thinking about the questions that are focused on the content of the lesson.
Therefore, questions can help students accomplish complex classroom tasks,
and guide them in making their own contributions to an interaction. For instance, in
language classrooms, teachers often ask students to recall the know ledge they
learned (Hall 2002: 88). Through this kind of practice, the students not only recall
knowledge, but also correctly put the learned knowledge with new practice as well.
This is also one of the strategies that the teachers in this study used in their
classroom.
2.7.2 Teachers' feedback
In any kind of the classroom, after students have answered the questions raised by

their teachers, feedback is often given, as this is an important procedure that needs
to be carried out in order to help students improve. In order for teachers and their
learners to gain a better understanding of individual development, feedback is very
necessary (Hedge 2000: 385). Normally, "Feedback has to be inferred from aspects
of the phrasing, pronunciation, and intonation of the next utterance, but there are
some utterances which are devoted explicitly to making remarks about what has
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gone before" (Sinclair and Brazil 1982: 44 ). In the language classroom, sometimes
non-verbal feedback is given by facial expression, gesture or in other ways. In this
study, non-verbal feedback could not be studied because of the mode of data
collection. Because the talk in the classroom was so patterned, aspects like
intonation, stress and so forth may not have carried much meaning either. Thus,
feedback was mostly explicit verbal, including evaluative comments like "good" or
repetition of the correct response.
Through feedback, learners' responses interact with teachers' speech, and
through this process, learners are able to finally learn, improve, and produce
accurate work. According to Dornyei (2001: 123) "feedback is not just a decoration
on the cake or an additional asset that's worth having. It is an essential ingredient of
learning."
Feedback can be either positive or negative. Aside from general instruction,
the main role of language teachers is often considered to be error correction, which
is a form of negative feedback (Chaudron 1995: 132). However, too much focus on
accuracy might negatively affect students' confidence or enthusiasm. Therefore,
feedback and correction should be done in a positive way. According to Davies and
Pearse (2000: 53), "feedback should be different in accuracy work, when the
emphasis is on the language forms, and in fluency work, when the emphasis is on
effective and hesitation-free communication."
"Positive feedback may serve not only to let learners know how well they
have performed but also to increase motivation and build a supportive classroom
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climate" (Richards 1996: 188). When the teacher gives feedback in a positive way,
the students are not afraid to respond to the teacher's questions; they may feel freer
to discuss with the teacher how they think; and on the teacher's side, motivating
feedback can be provided that will lead to the students improving as much as they
can.
According to Raffini, effective feedback from a motivational point of view has
the following qualities:
•

•
•

First, feedback can have - when it is due and appropriate - a gratifying
function, that is, by offering praise it can increase learner satisfaction and lift
the learning spirit.
Second, by communicating trust and encouragement, feedback can promote a
positive self-concept and self-confidence in the student.
Third - motivational feedback should prompt the learner to reflect
constructively on areas that need improvement and identify things that he/she
can do to increase the effectiveness of learning. This kind of feedback is often
termed 'positive information feedback'.
(Raffini 1993 cited in Dornyei 2001: 123)

In addition, according to Richards (1996: 188) "feedback on a student's
spoken language may be a response either to the content of what a student has
produced or to the form of an utterance." Teachers should recognize that providing
feedback to the students' performance is another important aspect of teaching.
2.8 The role of interaction in the classroom

In the language classroom, especially in classes which use L2 to teach L3, the
students need to practice the knowledge they have already learned through the
medium of language in order to acquire target language comprehension. Therefore,
interaction is required. Interaction is not only action followed by reaction, as the
teachers raise questions in L2, and the students respond to it in L3, for example.
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According to Thomas ( 1991 :7), "interaction means acting reciprocally, acting upon
each other. The class reaction becomes in itself an action, evoking a reaction in
teachers, which influences their subsequent action. There is a constant pattern of
mutual influence and adjustment." Such adjustment, however, occurred only to a
limited extent in the classroom studied.
Teachers and students need to co-operate in interaction; without the teacher's
initiation, students' response and teacher's follow-up, interaction may not occur in
the classroom. According to Rivers (1994: 4) "exchange is the basic unit of
discourse... Linguistic interaction is a 'collaborative activity' involving the
establishment of a triangular relationship between the sender, the receiver and the
context of situation."
Thus, in order to interact with the students effectively, teachers need to be
flexible. There is "a repertoire of techniques they can employ as circumstances
dictate, while keeping interaction central - interaction between teacher and student,
student and teacher, student and student, student and authors of texts, and student
and the community that speaks the language" (1994: 6). Many of these types of
interaction do not apply in the classroom studied because of the nature of the
teaching.
2.9 Teachers' behavior

'Teachers' behavior' refers to what teachers do in the classroom. According to
Sinclair and Brazil the kinds of things that teachers do include (in no particular
order):
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Telling things to pupils; informing them, describing things to them, explaining
processes, machinery etc., demonstrating experiments and effects.
Getting pupils to do things; ordering them and controlling them, instructing them
in how to do things, organizing the teaching/learning process.
Getting pupils to say things; questioning, and probing for answers, stimulating
various kinds of talk, involving pupils by getting them to commit themselves.
Evaluating the things that pupils do; acknowledging their responses and giving
them indications of their progress and achievements.
(Sinclair and Brazil 1982: 22)

In analyzing 'teacher's behavior' as described by Sinclair and Brazil in

reference to the classroom studied in this thesis, in the L3 classroom, the teacher
often explains and asks questions about the lesson by the medium language of L2
(or Ll), gets students to say things and stimulates various kinds of responses by
using the target language. Evaluation of the students' responses, that is, the
follow-up provided by the teacher may also be in the target language or may be
mixed with the medium language as well.
No matter what kind of class a teacher teaches, he or she is typically
confronted with the following kinds of tasks: presenting learning activities, asking
questions,

conducting

drills,

checking

students'

understanding,

providing

opportunities for practicing new items, monitoring students' learning, giving
feedback on student learning and reviewing and re-teaching when necessary
(Richards 1996: 29).
Therefore, Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982: 22) divided the work in the classroom
into three main areas of attention so that each of the activities above can be seen
with reference to different aspects of the teaching:
a. subject matter
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b. organization
c. discipline
According to the kinds of activities teachers do, as listed above, teachers not
only need to know the content knowledge, but they also need to know how to pass
the knowledge to the student.
Sinclair and Brazil therefore pursued an idea to look at teachers' modes of
activity in the classroom. All 12 modes are summarized and represented in the
matrix below:
1

Telling

2
Controlling

3
Stimulating

4
Rewarding

A
Content
B
Organization

c
Discipline
Table 2.1 Teacher's behavior analysis table (Sinclair and Brazil 1982: 25)

An example of teacher's behavior is given below which covers each possible
combination of categories in the table:
1a.
2a.
3a.
4a.
1b.
2b.
3b.
4b.
le.
2c.
3c.
4c.

The sum of two odd numbers is always an even number.
Repeat after me ...
What is the capital of India?
Yes, that's a good answer. Just right.
Today we are going to discuss the Civil War in England.
During the lesson, think all the time about what it was like to live during
the Civil War.
Do you remember what we did yesterday about Charles II?
Yes, we'll be doing that next week.
Anyone who wants to enroll for. ..
Pay attention.
Are you feeling all right?
Thanks, that's better.
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(Sinclair and Brazil 1982: 22)
From the above examples, the activities teachers do express the function of
the language they use; these are tallied using the above table, and how frequent! y
they occur reveals the teachers' behavior in their teaching (Sinclair and Brazil 1982:
25).
In addition, Domyei (2001: 32) pointed out what appropriate behaviors of

teachers should be cultivated in order to motivate learners:
•

enthusiasm;

•

commitment to and expectations for the students' learning;

•

relationship with the students;

•

relationship with the students' parents.
Thus, taking into consideration the teacher's teaching behaviors inside the

classroom with appropriate behaviors that would motivate learners, teachers could
achieve their goal easily even without realizing how their behaviors are relevant in
their teaching.
2.10 Discourse analysis

According to Cook (1997: 6), discourse is "language in use, for communication ... ;
and the search for what gives discourse coherence is discourse analysis." In the
language classroom, how the language is used is affected by issues in language
learning; and the students and the teachers' interaction is the sole focus in discourse
analysis. According to Ellis (1997: 568), "discourse analysis serves as a device for
systematically describing the kinds of interactions that occur in language
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classrooms."
"Linguistic/discourse focus has analyzed the teacher-learner exchanges
occurring in the classroom into a classification of types of interactional 'moves'"
(Woods 1996: 12). Sequences and Exchanges, which in the basic units of classroom
discourse show the interaction of how teachers keep students' attention, comprise
the moves of the teachers raising questions, students giving answers or responses,
and the teachers following up or commenting on the answers.
2.10.1 Discourse structure of exchange

Exchanges basically include three parts: Initiation (I), Response (R), and Follow-up
(F). According to McCarthy's (1996: 16) "Every exchange has to be initiated,
whether with a statement, a question or a command." In the classroom, almost of
the time the teachers' Initiation starts with questions. Then the students give a
Response to what the teacher initiated, as "someone responds whether in words or

action" (1996: 16). The final part is the Follow-up which is when the teachers
provide instructions or comments after the students' response. ''The status of the
follow-up move is slightly different; in the classroom it fulfils the vital role of
telling the pupils whether they have done what the teacher wanted them to; in other
situations it may be an act of politeness" (1996: 16). Without a follow-up by the
teacher, students may get confused whether they have given the right response or
not.
As introduced in the previous paragraph, an Exchange is the primary unit of
language interaction, and has a structure made up of:
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Initiation (I)
So they were all happy

Response (R)
No, they weren't at all.

that night, were they,

Follow-up (F)
No, indeed they weren't.

Good.

Anna?
Each of these elements is a move (Sinclair and Brazil 1982: 49), and from classroom
research they found that entire lessons consisted of transactions, which were made
up of these three-part exchanges (Nunan 1993: 36).
Moreover, in the case of classroom research, discourse analysis usually
involves the analysis of spoken language as it is used in classrooms among teachers
and learners (Allwright and Bailey 1994: 61). The example from McCarthy (1996:
15) below shows a classroom exchange:
(1.8)

Teacher:
Pupil:
Teacher:

What do we do with a saw? Marvelette.
Cut wood.
We cut wood.

This is an example of classroom discourse that shows units of an Exchange. This
particular exchange consists of a question, an answer and a comment, and so it is a
three-part exchange (1996: 15). "Not all exchanges have all three elements present,
but in teachers the 1-R-F structure is regular and characteristic" (Sinclair and Brazil
1982: 49). In the classrooms under study the exchanges are similar to the examples
above and thus are typical 1-R-F.
2.10.1.1 Initiation (I)

Every Exchange has to be started from an initiation, which may either be a
statement, a question, or a command (McCarthy 1996: 15). Initiation of language
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interchanges by the teacher is the main instrument of education. Sinclair and Brazil
(1982: 49) assert that when initiation has the form of a question, "in some
classrooms over half of class time is taken up with question-and-answer Exchanges"
(Gall 1984 cited in Richards 1996: 185).
Thus, Initiation by asking questions plays a crucial role in language
classrooms. However, there are several sections to follow concerning the different
kinds of initiation. According to the example of Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982: 36), the
question "What is the capital of England?" shows the main features of this Initiation:
"(a) It is a selection from an open set. With this as a model, an indefinite number of
questions can be constructed; (b) It anticipates a verbal response from a learner."
2.10.1.2 Response (R)
After Initiation, the Response follows. The minimal Response that occurs in the
classroom is the response between 'yes' and 'no'. According to Sinclair and Brazil
(1982: 41), "answers are utterances that fit in with questions, and that is often the
most obvious feature of them, particularly of the 'information' question that starts
with a word like who, what, or why. "
The Response from students can either be words or actions. McCarthy's (1996:
16) example below shows responses in three different ways:

Move
Initiation
Response
Follow-up

Exchange 1
A: What time is it?
B: Six-thirty.
A: Thanks.

Exchange 2
A: Tim's coming tomorrow.
B: Oh yeah.
A: Yes.

Exchange 3
A: Here, hold this.
B: (takes the box)
A: Thanks.

Exchanges 1 and 2 are responded to in words. The Initiation in Exchange 1
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functions as a question, so the Response here is an answer. In Exchange 2, the
Initiation is given information, thus the Response here is an acknowledgement. In
Exchange 3, the Response is an action. As the Initiation is in the form of a command,

the Response is non-verbal. Therefore, Sinclair and Brazil (1982: 40) pointed out
that whatever follows a question could be broadly classified into three types: (a)
answer, (b) a diversion, and (c) anything else.
2.10.1.3 Follow-up

The Follow-up plays a very important role in teaching. It "allows the teacher to
shape the material being taught, to select, edit, and evaluate" (Sinclair and
Brazil 1982: 45). However, if the follow-up move is not given, then the students are
likely to think that something is wrong, that they have not given the answer the
teacher wants (McCarthy 1996: 15).
In addition, Follow-up can also be "in the nature of a summary, reviewing
perhaps several contributions to the discourse and drawing a conclusion by putting
them all together" (Sinclair and Brazil, 1982: 45). Inside the classroom, therefore,
Follow-up fulfils the vital role of telling the students whether they have done what

the teacher wanted them to (McCarthy 1996: 16). It is an indispensable action that
teachers should consider at all times in the classroom.
2.10.2 Sequence

In a formal pattern of classroom discourse, Sequences mark the place above
Exchanges. A Sequence is a pattern, and similar questions allude to previous

patterns several times. Sinclair and Brazil (1982: 52) stated that "a Sequence arises
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when a predictable routine is begun - perhaps a number of similar questions, or
repetitive commands, or anything that participants recognize as forming a
distinctive set of Exchanges, with a beginning, middle, and end." The example
given by Sinclair and Brazil clearly illustrates how a Sequence works:
Teacher:
Participant:
Teacher:
Participant:
Teacher:
Participant:
Teacher:

What kind of word is always?
An adverb.
Good. And wonderful?
An adjective.
Good. And tranquility?
Noun.
Good.

The above example shows similar types of questions and similar commands which
occur repeatedly several times. Sequence actually is an intermittent procedure which
often occurs in the language classroom. It is "marked by stylistic constraints", that
is, it has a fixed format. This structure is used for "comprising more than one similar
exchange" by substituting words to answer the similar question (Sinclair and Brazil
1982: 53). Therefore Sequence is a very useful structure which is needed for
interaction between the teachers and the students. Moreover, with repetitive
commands in order to checking the students' understanding of the knowledge they
have learned using Sequence structure also has positive effects. However, it does not
lead to natural conversation.
2.11 Conclusion

The teacher plays a vital role in the classroom, whatever their behavior, their beliefs,
their background knowledge, their ways of giving instructions, how they conduct
drills or the strategy they use for interaction, are all the important matters that
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directly affect the students' learning.
In this research, therefore, the teachers' behavior shall be analyzed using

Sinclair and Brazil's Teacher's behavior analysis table (1982: 25) as most of the
speech is from the teachers when in a classroom setting, and the functions of
languages that teachers use can be elucidated by looking at the teachers' behaviors.
Moreover, by looking into the classroom discourse of I-R-F Exchanges and
Sequences, the researcher can also explore how the teachers perform their teaching

in the classroom.
Based on the theoretical frameworks described in this chapter, the following
chapter explains the context and background information about the participants, and
how the methods of data collection and analysis were carried out.
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Chapter3
Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the context and background information about the participants, the

method of data collection, the sequence of data collection, and the method of data
analysis are described. The research questions are also restated.

3.2 Restatement of the research questions
1.

What are the functions for which English and Chinese are used in the discourse
of the three classrooms under study, and how do they shift in the course of the
semester?

2.

What existing problems are solved or left unresolved by the way the functions
are carried out by the three teachers?

3.3 Description of the research participants and context
Three teachers of Chinese language were asked by the Head of Department to
participate in this research. Since some of the teachers in the Business Chinese
Department are Thai (the Department also has some native Chinese teachers), most
of the students are Thai and the target language of Chinese is being taught in
Thailand, Thai teachers were selected for the study. The following chart shows the
teachers' Chinese language study background in terms of years, place of study,
major, and highest degree achieved. (In this study, the teachers are designated
Teacher 1, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3.)
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Teacher 1

8

Thailand and China

Masters in Chinese

Teacher 2

10

Thailand and China

Masters in Chinese

Teacher 3

18

Thailand

Masters in Chinese

Teacher 1 has been teaching Chinese for more than 4 years at Assumption
University of Thailand. She completed her Bachelor's degree majoring in Chinese at
Assumption University and did her thesis for her Master's degree in Chinese in
Beijing, China. Teacher 2 is in her first semester of teaching. She also finished her
Bachelor's degree in Chinese at Assumption University, and pursued a Master's
degree at the Foreign Studies University in Beijing. Of the three, Teacher 3 has been
teaching Chinese the longest, and had just reached her 10th year. Unlike the other
two teachers, she earned both her Bachelor's and Master's in Chinese in Thailand,
at Chulalongkorn University.
Two of the teachers participating in this study (Teachers 1 and 2) are teaching
'Introduction to Chinese', a major requirement with 3 credits. According to the
course outline:
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The course focuses on the basics of the Mandarin language: the phonological
system, Chinese pinyin, Chinese characters and the primary sentence patterns.
Articulatory phonetics drills and basic texts lay the foundation to
understanding the language and to building up skills for the courses to follow.
The objectives of the course are to enable students to:
1. Acquire the phonetic system, basic grammar and 600 Chinese words.
2. Communicate in basic Chinese in everyday conversations.
3. Understand short Chinese passages.
(CN 1400 Introduction to Chinese: Course Outline 1/2009)

Teacher 3 is teaching the course 'Chinese I'. This is also a major requirement
course with 3 credits, and is the next level following CN1400 Introduction to
Chinese. According to the course outline:

This course develops further skills in listening, understanding, speaking and
writing Chinese for daily use. In the course, knowledge of grammar and
syntax is expanded and the vocabulary systematically broadened through
basic texts concerning daily life. Some first exercises in composition are
required. The objectives of 'Chinese I' are to enable students to:
1. Acquire the basic sentence structures and 1500 Chinese characters.
2. Develop listening, speaking, reading, and writing abilities through texts
about daily life.
(CN 1401 Chinese I: Course Outline 112009)

Both course descriptions emphasize active skills in Chinese and knowledge of daily
life. However, the study shows that these goals are not very well met because of the
teachers' strict adherence to the textbook used and focus on drills and recall of
patterned speech and vocabulary.
Each of the three classes consists of approximately 20 students. One or two in
each class are Chinese, and the rest are all Thai. With such a class makeup, if the
university did not require the use of English as a medium of instruction, the
question of which language or languages to use in the classroom might have been
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decided differently.
The courses were held for 15 weeks from the 1st of June to 18th of September,
2009. Each class session lasted 1.5 hours, and there were 4 classes per week. The
courses included 4 or 5 quizzes, a mid-term examination, and a final examination.
3.4 Data collection
3.4.1 Audio recording

The main instrument for data collection in this research was through audio
recording using a Sony IC recorder ICD-UX71F, and was carried out as follows:
1.

Recording of each of the three classes was done in three phases during the
course of the semester: at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the
semester.

2.

Each phase included the recording of two class sessions, one in each of two
weeks. The dates when the recordings were made were as follows:
a) The first phase recordings were done at the beginning of the
semester, 4th and 11th of June respectively.
b) The second phase recordings were done at the period before and
after the mid-term examination, 9th and 30th of July respectively.
(The mid-term examinations lasted for two weeks.)
c) The final phase recordings were carried out close to the end of the
semester, on 10th and 17th of September respectively.
Throughout these recording sessions, the recorder was set up in front of

the teacher in order to be able to clearly record her teaching, and to capture the
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students' responses, when possible. These audio recordings and the transcripts
of the recordings were burned onto a CD shown in Appendix I. From a total of
18 recording sessions, only nine (from the first week's recording of the two in
each phase) were transcribed and analyzed in full, because it was thought that
the second week of each of these periods would not show any significant
changes.
3.4.2 Teacher Interviews

The three teachers were interviewed two times each using a semi-structured
format. Interview 1 was held at the time of the mid-term exam, while the
researcher took notes; and Interview 2 was conducted before the final exam,
and was recorded. Both of the interviews were given in English and the
teachers responded to the interviews' questions in English as well. The
researcher realized after conducting Interview 1 that doing a recording instead
of note taking would give her a more complete record, thus, she decided to
change her method of data collection.
The purpose of Interview 1 was to acquaint the researcher with the
teachers' educational background and teaching experience. The teachers were
asked about the problems they faced, and how they tried to solve these
problems while teaching. Interview 2 was a follow up to check on the
development of the problems the teacher faced and how successfully they were
solved by the end of the semester. The teachers were also asked about their
ideas on the use of English and Chinese in teaching. (The questions used as a
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basis for the interviews, the notes on Interview 1, and the transcript of Interview
2 are shown in Appendix II.)

3.5 Method of analysis
In order to compare how the three teachers used English and Chinese in their classes
and what each teacher's teaching behavior was, based on their classroom discourse,
one of the paired audio recordings from each phase (at the beginning, middle and
end of the semester) for a total of three sessions for each teacher have been selected
for transcription and detailed analysis. Analysis of the results of teachers' interviews
provides supplementary insights about teaching in these multilingual classrooms.
A matrix by Sinclair and Brazil is used for analyzing the teachers' behavior,

classified according to types 1 to 4 and a to c, as shown in 3.5:

3.5 Classification of teacher's behavior

1
Tdling
..

.

a

}~--t·················
....... ·

ti :. }

~~~r.a~~
c

··Discipline ·

•..

•·

la
Telling
Content
lb
Telling
Organization
le
Telling
Discipline

. . z<···· .\>···.·1r

· .· . . . ··qntn>Um&···. .
2a
Controlling
Content

-t••··. ·• .:
<s< . .· .·

I .

4·)

·.

~-w-JJ>

/

•

3a
Stimulating
Content

4a
Rewarding
Content

2b

3b

4b

Controlling
Organization
2c
Controlling
Discipline

Stimulating
Organization
3c
Stimulating
Discipline

Rewarding
Organization
4c
Rewarding
Discipline

The organization of the discourse itself is analyzed using a second framework,
Sinclair and Brazil's Exchange structure in Initiation (I), Response (R) and
Follow-up (F) and Sequence which were all identified by Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982).
The reason for using Sinclair and Brazil's (1982) teacher's behavior and classroom
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discourse structure is because the recorded classes were quite teacher-centered. It
was found that whatever happened in the class matched almost perfectly with
Sinclair and Brazil's (1982) classroom discourse structure and teacher's behavior
analysis, although it was first developed more than 20 years ago and describes a
very traditional classroom without taking account of sociological views of language
learning (Hall 2002). Since the teachers involved in the study do not go beyond
traditional classroom discourse structures, Sinclair and Brazil's (1982) matrix and
structure can be used in this study as judgment criteria. In fact, by using these
criteria, the similarities and differences in the use of English and Chinese in these
three classrooms can be shown.
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Chapter4
Data Analysis

4.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 3, there were three Chinese language teachers involved in
this research. A total of six classes were audio-recorded from each teacher, that is,
two each during three sessions: at the beginning, middle, and end of the semester.
For each teacher, the first recording from each of the three sessions (nine in all)
have been selected for transcription and detailed analyses.
This chapter shows the researcher's data tabulations, and her attempts at
analyzing for what functions the three teachers used (1) English, (2) Chinese, and (3)
combined English-Chinese in their classes. These analyses in tum describe each
teacher's teaching behavior based on their classroom discourses in order to compare
and explain the differences among them. Analysis of the results of interviews with
the teachers provides supplementary insights about teaching in these multilingual
classrooms.

4.2 Teacher's behavior and classroom discourse analysis

A matrix for analyzing teacher's behavior based on the work of Sinclair and Brazil
(1982) is used (4.2.1 ), and is followed by a series of examples which illustrate how
the different classroom functions exercised by the teachers were analyzed by the
researcher in this study (4.2.2). The other framework used for analysis in the study
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was the classroom discourse structure showing Exchanges, further categorized into
Initiations (I), Responses (R) and Follow-ups (F), and Sequences. All translations of
Chinese [given in square brackets] are by the researcher.

4.2.1 The features of Teacher's behavior
The data are presented and analyzed in the following format:
1
Telling
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

3
Stimulating
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:

2
Controlling
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:

4
Rewarding
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:
E:C:
E&C:

(Sinclair and Brazil's 1982: 25)
Legend indicates languages used in class: E =English used
C = Chinese used
E & C = combined English-Chinese
4.2.2 Examples of the different functions in Teacher's Behavior Matrix (shown
in the 12 cells of the matrix).
Note:

since

no

3c-Stimulating

Discipline,

4c-Rewarding

Discipline

and

4b-Rewarding Organization appeared in the transcripts for this study, they are not
included in the following examples.
1a-Telling Content - the explanation of the meaning of the vocabulary, grammar
rules and syntax, for example:
•

T: If you want to say Thai language you just say, ·•i!'[Thai language].

•

T: ~*~[this book]. ~ means the book,
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*

is the measure word of the

book, *[measure word]. 'ftBMll~~*~[He help me to buy this book].
1b-Telling Organization - the teachers talk to the whole of the class and telling
something to them, for example:
•

T: So today we have to start the new chapter. ~~~7f~~~~= +-ti.I
[Today we will start lesson 27].

•

T: So this chapter will let you know that how to ask someone the age. How
old are you? How old is this person, or how old is your friends.

le-Telling Discipline - the teachers give students directions from the school or

faculty, for example:
•

T: Ok, class, announcement, we have change quiz 1 date from 13th next
Saturday to 4th of July. So you have more time to prepare yourself.

•

T: for listening test, if you absent, no makeup.

2a-Controlling Content - the teachers give directions for the specific content they

are teaching, and then check the students, for example:
•

T: Next, No. 2 Write all the Antonym.

•

T: ll~n*fi-r. [Let's take a look] ~$ltllm*fi-r[First, Let's take
a look]

m= +-ti.I

[Lesson 27]

2b-Controlling Organization - the teachers give the student directions about what to

do next in the lesson and then check the students:

• T: Ok, now can you read by yourself one time? 1, 2, 3 ... (Then students
started to read by themselves again.)

•

T: For example, can you read it?

Ss: -fm).9:~tt. [He doesn't have money]
T: He had no money.
2c-Controlling Discipline - the teachers as an inspector to check the discipline, for

example:
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•

T: S22, you haven't completed your assignment. S23, you also haven't
completed your assignment. You have to complete it first.

•

T: Don't forget tomorrow we have the dictation Chapter 14.

3a-Stimulating Content - the teachers asking questions about vocabulary, grammar

rules and syntax, for example:

• T: You should go to sleep, how to say? You should go to sleep .
Ss: ~$~~Djjf;. [You should go to sleep]
T: ~$~~11tjf;. [You should go to sleep]
•

T: how to say has he ever study Chinese? Using the word ~?[question
word]
Ss: .fti!~ll~X~? [Has he ever study Chinese?]
T: Very good.

3b-Stimulating Organization - the teachers ask the students about the knowledge

they have learned.

, can you remember the word ii

•

T: ~IHti

•

T: Remember ·~·~~Z.? [What is 'pen'?]

[street]?

4a-Rewarding Content - after the teachers' questions asked in 3a-Stimulating
Content, follow-ups provided by the teachers often occurs, for example:

•

T: ~~nm"~~izg~? [Do you go to the park often?]
Ss:1'"m'~. [Not often]

T: 1'"m'~. [Not often]

•

T: ifl would like to say, SI, ~~~~* 7? [SI, how old are you now?]
SI: jl~~ 19 '!fl 7

o

[I'm 19 years old now.]
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T: Yes,

fflJJ-.

[very good]

4.2.3 The features of classroom discourse:
~

~

Exchange:
•

Initiation (I)

•

Response (R)

•

Follow-up (F)

Sequence:
•

Teacher (T)

•

Students (Ss) or Student 1 (Sl), Student 2 (S2) and so on.
Some of the data from transcripts shows the teachers conducted drills or

interacted with the students in their teaching, which are referred to as 1-R-F
Exchanges and Sequences. However, because of the limited space, if the 1-R-F
Exchanges or Sequences occurred more than twice in the same class period, the
researcher has chosen to list only two examples of each. For example, in the second
week of Teacher 1's class, a particular Sequence occurred more than twice:

1. T:

Sl, ~~~MiMi*l!I? [Sl, where is your older sister going today?]

Sl: ~~~MiMi*~~o [She is going to school today.]
T:

2. T:

II.lo Yes.
S2, ~~~mm*11J~? [S2, where is your kid brother going today?]

S2: ~)§t~mmo [I don't have a kid brother.]
T:

Assume that you have.

S2: ~mm*~~..t.ilo [My kid brother is going to school to attend a
class.]
T:

11.o Yes.
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S3, ~~~~~*I!? [S3, where is your father going today?]

3. T:

S3: ~~fl~f£*fl~*o [My father is going to my home today.]
T:

laughing ....

4. T:

S4, ~~-1£*~? [Where is your father going?]

S4: ~~fl~f£*fm~1}'gjo [My father is going to his company today.]
T:

D.l.o Yes.

5. ······
As in the above case, the researcher has chosen only two examples of Sequences
selected from the transcripts. I-R-F Exchanges have been treated similarly.
4.3 The three teachers' teaching behavior in Week 1:
These are the transcripts from the first classes which were recorded at the beginning
of the semester on 4th of June. The matrix shows how many times the teacher was
telling the content, getting the students to say things, to do things, to ask questions
and to evaluate them; based on Sinclair and Brazil's (1982) teacher behavior
analysis.
4.3.1. Teacher 1 's teaching behavior in Week 1:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:l C:l
E & C:31
E:O C:O
E &C:l
E:OC:O
E&C:l

2
Controlling
E:8C:O
E&C:9
E:4C:O
E&C:O
E:l C:O
E&C:l

3
Stimulating
E:17 C:14
E&C:8
E:l C:O
E&C:l
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:2 C:16
E&C:4
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4.3.1.1 The use of English in Week 1-Teacher l's classroom
At 3a-Stimulating Content, Teacher 1 used the most English for this function.
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This means the teacher frequently asks questions in English, for example:
•
•

T:
T:

Do you know how to say to close the door?
S 1, how to say, I can speak a little French?

Even though Chinese was used most often in 4a-Rewarding Content (16
occurrences), in 3a-Stimulating Content it is only less frequent by 2 occurrences
(14). From the transcript, an example is shown below:

•

T: ~~ni!~5ft/JJ<W?J? [Do you like skate?]
Ss: i!~o [Like]

•

T: ~jft/JJ<lij? [Can you skate?]
Ss: ~o [Can]

This means that Teacher 1 not only asked questions in English, but in Chinese as
well.
4.3.1.2 The use of Chinese in Week 1-Teacher l's classroom
After questions, feedback follows. In Teacher 1's transcripts, she always gives
feedback by repeating the correct answers given by students. So in 4a-Rewarding

Content, Chinese was used most often. It shows that Teacher 1 often used Chinese
to give feedback, whether the questions were asked in English, Chinese, or both
languages. For example:
1.

Teacher asked questions in English and students answer in Chinese:
• T:

S 1, how to say I help them to wash the cloth.

• Sl: flM-(tgfil}*~n&o [I help them wash clothes.]
~ T:

fa~

, flM-(tgfil}*~n&o
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[Very good, I help them wash clothes.]

• T:

S2, how to say, I can speak a little German.

• S2: ~~15i-J?.:.JL.i.!o [I can speak a little German.]
~ T:

2.

Ill , ~~15l- J?.:.)Lfiiio

[Ok. I can speak a little German.]

Teacher asked questions in Chinese and students answer in Chinese:
• T:

Sl, ~~]f .$.Jij? [Sl, Can you drive a car?]

• Sl: ~1'~7f.$.o [lcan'tdriveacar.]

3.

~ T:

1'~7f .$.o [Can't drive cars]

• T:

S2, Hb111~? [S2, do you smoke cigarettes?]

• S2:

1'Hbo

~ T:

Ill , 1'Hb11lo

[No, I don't smoke.]
[Yes, you don't smoke]

Teacher asked questions in combined English-Chinese and students answered in
Chinese: (there was only one E & C example from this class)
• T:

S 1,

!aHa Jij ? [Do you know?] What is the difference between these

two words?
• S 1: ><.. is the kind of writing.
~ T:

i.! is kind of speaking.

X'.t 7 o [That's right.]

Almost all of the questions that Teacher 1 asked are followed by her feedback after
the students have responded, and in 4a for Week 1-Teacher 1's class, Chinese was
used more often than pure English or combined English-Chinese.
4.3.1.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 1-Teacher l's classroom
The use of combined English-Chinese occurs most frequently at 1a-Telling Content.
Below are a few examples:
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•

If you want to say Thai language you just say, ·~i8".

•

~means the book, *is the measure word (quantifier) of the book.

In the Business Chinese language classroom, teachers use English as the medium of
instruction to explain new knowledge, conduct drills and control organization. The
target language is used to provides feedback or sometimes raise questions. And the
teachers always try to make sure that the students are able to understand what they
are saying. In order to make themselves clear to students, therefore, combined
English-Chinese are used in this part.

4.3.2 Teacher 2's teaching behavior in Week 1:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:OC:O
E & C:41
E:5C:O
E&C:O
E:2C:O
E&C:O

2
Controlling
E:6C:O
E & C:19
E:lO C:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:5C:O
E&C:5
E:6C:O
E&C:4
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:O C:2
E&C:3
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4.3.2.1 The use of English in Week 1-Teacher 2's classroom
The most frequent use of pure English in this classroom is at 2b. It means the
teacher always tried to get the students' attention using English in order to make
sure that the students follow or understand what she had said. For example:
•
•

Ok, there are only 14 of vocabularies here; you have to remember no.1 to 12,
so mark, mark, and mark. Make sure you know how to write no.1to12.
Don't forget your homework. Please submit it on Monday. Or if you already
finish, you can submit it now.

In Teacher 2's classroom, the same kinds of 'warning' often occur. The students get
alerted by the teacher. At least they know what is important and what they must do
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in order to learn the lesson.

4.3.2.2 The use of Chinese in Week 1-Teacher 2's classroom
Pure Chinese was used in this class in only two sentences. It is shown in 4a. So after
the students have answered the questions in Chinese, the teacher gave feedback in
Chinese as well.

•

For example, if you know how to drive, but you can't drive today,

T:

because you are sick, which one you will use?

fl 1' ... ? [I can not.. . ?]

• Sl: Im [can with condition of ability]
~

DI. ,

T:

~1'ft~3f $.o [Ok, I can't drive today.]

• T: How to say China?
• Ss:

~ ~o [China]

~

~~ ' 11!.o [China, yes]

T:

The data above shows that the giving of an explanation in Teacher 2's class plays a
most important part. However, since the class period is limited, the practice of the
target language was not realized in her classroom.

4.3.2.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 1-Teacher 2's classroom
The data from the above table shows that the most frequent behavior of Teacher 2 is
at la-Telling Content. New Chinese words explained using English often occurred
in this class, and the class tended to be teacher-centered with explanations being
given most of the time. Examples from this class are:

• -

~) L means a little.

• HE 11 means to smoke cigarette. HE means to smoke, 11 means cigarette.
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From the table showing Teacher 2's behavior during Week 1, besides la, there
are few occurrences of other behaviors.
4.3.3 Teacher 3's teaching behavior in Week 1:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:lOC:O
E&C:33
E:3 C:l
E&C:l
E:l C:l
E&C:2

2
Controlling
E:10C:6
E&C:3
E:31 C:2
E&C:lO
E:l C:l
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:32 C:31

E&C:23
E:5 C:l
E&C:6
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:18 C:4
E & C:34

E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

In this class a higher level of Chinese language was being taught than the other two
-

the course title being Chinese I, and the level of Chinese taught and used was

higher (more complex structures) than the other two classes. The table therefore
shows that compared to those two ·classes, the third teacher used more English,
Chinese, and more combined English-Chinese in the class.
At the beginning of the class, Teacher 3 did the exercises from the textbook
together with the students; meanwhile, she controlled the class by calling on the
students' name to answer each question. So, 2b-Controlling Organization,
3a-Stimulating Content, and 4a-Rewarding Content have been more frequent in this

class.
4.3.3.1 The use of English in Week 1-Teacher 3's classroom

The most frequent use of English in Week I-Teacher 3 's class is in 3a-Stimulating
Content. Examples of questions in English are shown below:

•

If I would like to say how far?

•

So the second one is?
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When Teacher 3 begins her class, her behavior is always the same -

often starting

with questions instead of telling the content directly to the students, even though she
was teaching a new lesson. That is the reason why in Teacher 3 's class, there is a
much higher occurrence of 3a than in the classes of the other two teachers, and of
course she is teaching a higher level of Chinese as well.
4.3.3.2 The use of Chinese in Week 1-Teacher 3's classroom

The most frequent use of Chinese in Week 1-Teacher 3 's class is also in 3a.
Examples of Chinese questions are:

•

)L-T~~Z..? [What is son?]

•

~ ::k~~Z..

? [What is how old?]

The reason that Chinese is used most often is that Teacher 3 often started with
questions to stimulate students to respond, instead of telling content directly to the
students. It is same purpose as using English as shown in 3a. However, the
difference of using only Chinese instead of only English is that by using more of
the target language to ask questions, the teacher was providing more chances for
her students to practice the use of the target language. Specifically, the students
also were given opportunities to practice their listening skills as they were exposed
to hearing spoken Chinese more frequently.
4.3.3.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 1-Teacher 3's classroom
In 4a-Rewarding Content, the use of combined English-Chinese was the most

frequent. This means that the teacher always provided a follow-up or feedback to
her students by using both languages, for example:
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If I would like to answer, they have been living in Shanghai for one year,
how can I say?

•

T:

•

Ss: fm~n~1£...t5fe1:± 7

-£¥ 7. [They have been living in Shanghai for one

year.]

»

T:

Yes, just take off the word of ~R[how long] by use of the time

-£¥0

[a year]
•

T:

The opposite word of

•

Ss: ~~o

»

T:

11'-T is? [The opposite word of grandson is?]

[Granddaughter]

Yes, ~~o ~~is granddaughter.

However, the transcripts from Teacher 3 's class shows that the reason for use
of combined English-Chinese being most frequent in 4a was because the teacher
always responded 'Yes', then followed by comments in Chinese. In the following
examples, the teacher responds to the student's answer by starting with 'Yes':

m:tzr

•

Yes,

•

Yes. ~ o [Yes, correct]

o

[Yes, very good]

This is why in 4a, the highest frequency is the use of combined English-Chinese
instead of only Chinese.
4.3.4 The discourse of the three classrooms in Week 1
The Exchange structure of Initiation (D, Response (R) and Follow-up (F), and
Sequence structure by Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982) are used for analysis in this part.
The reason for using it is that the researcher found from analyzing the transcribed
data that the most frequent mode of interaction used by all three teachers in the
classroom is based on the 1-R-F Exchange and Sequence framework of classroom
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discourse established by Sinclair and Brazil ( 1982).

4.3.4.1 The discourse of Teacher l's classroom in Week 1
In Week I-Teacher l's class many 1-R-F Exchanges occurred. When the teacher
started the initiation with Chinese, most of the time the students responded in
Chinese. However, if the teacher raised the questions with English, the students still
responded in the target language of Chinese.
Samples of Initiation (I), Response (R) and Follow-up (F) structure and
Sequence structure for Teacher 1 in Week 1 are:
~

Exchanges

•

English moves:
1. I:
R:

how to say 'I help my mother to cook'?

l!Mil!?iiz!?iit&i:&o [I help my mother to cook.]

F: Yes.
2. I:

Russian language?

R: ~':ii
trX.1.ti o [Russian 1anguage]
F: Yes.
•

Chinese moves:
1. I:

S 1, ~:ffb1illi?i

? [S 1, Do you smoke?]

R: llJ.o [Yes]
F: :ffb~?

2. I:

l!Jl ...

[Smoke? Oh ... ]

Sl, ~~7f*lli?i? [Sl, Can you drive?]

R: fl1'~7f *o

[I can't drive.]

F: 1'~7f *o [Can't drive]
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•

Combined English-Chinese moves:
1. I:

S 1, how to say, I can speak a little French?

R: ~~ijt- ~)L5!i.!o [I can speak a little French]

F: 11.l , ~~iM,- ~)L)!i.!o [Yes, I can speak a little French] 11.l , ff!Jro
[Yes, very good.] Ok, I can speak a little French.
2. I:
R:

Do you know how we call it in Chinese?

= ~*

[Three drops of water]

F: Very good. We call it =~*o .=. means three, ~ means dot,

* means

water
The I-R-F Exchanges in Teacher 1's class showed that the teacher normally
followed-up the questions that the students answered in Chinese by reinforcing the
response (I can't drive - Can't drive). Only rarely did Teacher 1 respond with
English or combined English-Chinese. With this kind of follow-up, the teacher was
actually helping the students use the target language accurately, and the students
were quite certain whether their answers were right or wrong.
~

Sequences (The researcher found that the Sequence structure of combined
English-Chinese occurred very rarely in any of the three teachers' classes, so
this Sequence pattern was not taken into account in the analysis.)

•

English Sequence:
T:

How to say French language?

Ss: 5!i.! [French language]

•

T:

What about German language?

Ss:

[German language]

•i.!

Chinese Sequence:
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T:

Sl,~~~~ij~? [Can you speak Chinese?]

S 1: fl~~)X~o [Yes, I can speak Chinese.]
T:

II.a [Right]

T:

S2, ~~~-ij~? [Can you speak German?]

S2: fl~~-ijo [Yes, I can speak German]
T:

II.a [Right]

Combined English-Chinese Sequences rarely occurred, perhaps because the
Sequences always ask after the teachers' explanation. In this case, the students have
learned the syntax by using the word or grammar the teachers taught. Normally,
whole sentences were spoken in only English and only Chinese. Therefore, this
Sequence pattern is not taken into account in the analysis.
The transcripts distinctly showed that in Week 1-Teacher 1's class, she did
numerous Sequence exercises with the students. This involved not only the whole
class, but she also called on individual students to answer questions, i.e. by
nomination. Through this kind of exercise, the students could get a better idea of
how to use the words they learned. Nearly all the Sequences are to elicit lexis or
grammar, not pronunciation. Although useful for practice, they are not natural
exchanges.

4.3.4.2 The discourse of Teacher 2's classroom in Week 1
Since Teacher 2's class had only a few examples of I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences,
the researcher shall discuss all that had occurred in Teacher 2's classroom in this
·section.
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Initiation

Cn, Response

(R) and Follow-up (F) structure and Sequence

structure for Teacher 2 in Week 1:
);;>-

Exchange
1.

I:

If you can drive, but you can't drive today, because you are sick, which

one you will use? ~ or ~?[Can or able?]

2.

);;>-

R:

~ [Able]

F:

D.l , f!1'~3f $.o [Ok, I am not able to drive today]

I:

How about Thai language?

R:

•>to

F:

you can also say

[Thai language -written]

•t!o

[Thai language-spoken]

Sequence
1.

T: How to say China?
Ss: ~ ~o [China]

2.

T:

~~o Ok.

T:

How to say England?

Ss: ~~o [English]
T:

~~o Ok.

The matrix showing Teacher 2's behavior reveals that the activity that most
frequently occurred in her class was la-Telling Content. The reason why there are
only a few examples of I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences as shown above, is because
the students were seldom stimulated to respond. There were only a few questions
asked by the teacher; instead, she gave explanations most of the time in her class
and had no time to provide the opportunity to the students to practice the target
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language.
4.3.4.3 The discourse of Teacher 3's classroom in Week 1
In Teacher 3's first week, there were numerous initiations that had occurred in her

class. For instance, although she was in the process of teaching, she always tried to
interact with the students by asking questions. However, the reason that the 1-R-F
pattern often occurred in the beginning of the class was because the teacher was
leading the students in doing exercises from the textbook. This, indeed, was a
typical instructional pattern for all the teachers in one way or another.
Initiation (I), Response (R) and Follow-up (F) structure and Sequence
structure for Teacher 3 in Week 1:
~

Exchange
•

English moves:
1. I:

How old are you, Uncle Wang?

R: x*~

,

~jlj"~? [Uncle Wang, how old are you?]

F: Yes, right.
2. I:

His father is 80 years old this year, he is very healthy.

R: -Im~~~~ B~ 80 ~ 7

, ~"*ffHifM o

F : Yes. Very good.
•

Chinese moves: (there is only one Chinese 1-R-F in this class)
I:

ttft-Z.llJE? [Been ... ?]

R:

1± JJB fB] i} ~I f1: 7 !b ~ 7 ?
company?]

F:
•

DJ. , ~~ o [Yes, very good]

Combined English-Chinese moves:
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[How long have been working in that

So the antonym of 'm'~~Z? [What is the antonym of 'far'?]

1. I:

R:

JITo

T: Yes,
2. I:

[Near]

m1lf , JITo

[Yes, very good, near.]

Measure word, X'.t is? Can you guess?

R:

Apair.

F: Yes, ~means a pair.
Based on the transcripts, some of the Initiation occurred without follow-up
because the teacher was explaining new information to students, and students may
be unable to answer any questions yet.
Moreover, based on the transcripts, the researcher found that under the 1-R-F
Exchange structure, almost every time when Teacher 3 followed up the students'
answers, she used combined English-Chinese, or even pure Chinese more often than
pure English in one sentence, because she often exclaimed 'Yes' and followed by
comments in Chinese. For example:
•

I:

If I would like to say uncle Wang? How can we say?

•

R: X:;k~o [Uncle Wang]

)'>

F: X:;k~, [Uncle Wang] Yes.

• T:

If I would like to say, how old is Ms. Wang's daughter?

• Ss:

x.*.*~ ~)Lfl~

)'>

F: Yes.

m1lf

o

7 ? [How old is Ms. Wang's daughter?]

[Yes, very good]

As one can observe, the pattern of Teacher 3's answers, the follow-up part seems to
be in combined English-Chinese all the time in her class.
)'>

Sequence
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1. T:

Sl, 1$~~~* 7? [Sl, how old are you now?]

Sl: fl~~ 19 ~
T:

Yes,

T:

S2,

f!i1ff- o

7o

[I'm 19 years old now.]

[Yes, very good]

1$ ~ ~ ~ * 7 ? [S2, how old are you now?]

S2: fl~~ 20 ~ o [I'm 20 years old now.]

2.

fli1ff- o

T:

Yes,

T:

#-T?

[Yes, very good.]

Ss: Grandson.
T:

JL-T?

Ss: Son.
T:

Ok,

fli1ff- o

[Very good]

The first example in the above Sequence reveals that Teacher 3 not only asked
questions by herself, but also asked one student, then let this student ask another
student. This led to students asking and answering questions among themselves. For
example:
• T: S4,

ift'llJJ

S5, ~~~~* 7 ? [S4, please ask S5, how old is she now?]

Student 4 fallowed the teachers ' instruction and asked Student 5 about her
age.
From this exercise, students learned not only how to ask questions but also how to
answer them, both in the target language. Furthermore, in order to hold the attention
of the students, one of the Sequence examples also showed that the teacher asked
the same question to other students, to which the answer had already been given by
the previous student. For example:
• T:

S4, Sl a5J:ll!?i:ll!?i~~~*~~7? [S4, How old is Sl's mother this
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year?]
• S4: ft!!~~~~ 46 '!fJ 7 o [His mother is 46 years old this year.]
• T:

ft!!li!l~li!l~ijt~ 45

'!tJ 7 o [He just said 45years old.]

Through this kind of strategy the teacher was able to hold the attention of the
students, and was also able to practice more Chinese in the classroom.
4.4 Three teachers' teaching behavior in Week 8:

The data below are the transcripts taken from the recordings of the three classes
done during the middle of the semester on 30th of July. At that time, the mid-term
examination had just finished, and it was the fourth week from the beginning of the
study that the researcher made the recordings in the classrooms.
4.4.1 Teacher l's teaching behavior in Week 8:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:4C:4
E & C:49
E:l C:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:l

2
Controlling
E:9C:2
E & C:16
E:17 C:l
E&C:3
E:2C:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:33 C:28
E&C:lO
E:OC:O
E&C:6
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:9 C:29
E&C:8
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

Similarly to Week 1, English, Chinese and combined English-Chinese are most
frequently used in Teacher l's class to 3a-Simulate Content, 4a-Reward Content
and 1a-Tell Content. However, the difference this time is that these frequencies have
increased. Compared with Weekl-Teacher l's class, this time she increased the use
of English by 16 occurrences, Chinese by 13 occurrences, and combined
English-Chinese by 18 occurrences. While the increase may be because the content
in the text book became more complex compared with Week 1, and the teacher has
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to explain, ask, and give feedback more often than in Week 1, the increase in
quantity might also be because the students have become used to the style of the
teacher's teaching, they have become familiar with the teacher's teaching in the
classroom, and the teacher can go through her teaching process smoothly, thus she
had no problem increasing the quantity of language used in class.
4.4.1.1 The use of English in Week 8-Teacher l's classroom
In Week 8-Teacher 1's class, English is still most often used to raise questions as in

Week 1. However, the researcher would like to point out that the transcripts shows
that Teacher 1 in Week 8 also used Chinese 28 times to raise questions, so it does
not mean that Teacher 1 used only English, she used Chinese as well for this
purpose. However, since English usage still remains the more frequently used
language than Chinese, examples of English usage in 3a are shown below:
•
•

T:
T:

What about he is waiting for the bus at the bus stop?
How to say I didn't have class yesterday?

Teacher 1 still used English most frequently to stimulate students in the middle of
the semester; and the use of Chinese is as frequent as the use of combined
English-Chinese for Rewarding Content.
4.4.1.2 The use of Chinese in Week 8-Teacher l's classroom

The transcripts shows that Teacher 1 used much Chinese when stimulating the
students with questions, who in return responded in Chinese as well. The following
examples show Teacher 1 asking questions in English, Chinese and combined
English-Chinese:
1.

Teacher 1 asking questions in English and answering in Chinese:
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2.

•

T: How to say you should buy this book, you should buy this book?

•

Ss: ~fil~~i!*~o [You should buy this book.]

»

T: ~fil~~i!*~o [You should buy this book.]

•

T: I didn't go to China last year. How to say last year?

•

Ss: $::~o $::~jl)i~ $::i:J:I ~o [I didn't go to China last year]

»

T: DJ. , $:;~jl)i~ $::i:J:I ~o [Yes, I didn't go to China last year]

Teacher 1 asking questions in Chinese and answering in Chinese:
• T: ~1ff-lij ? [How are you?]
• Ss: 1ff-Ollii.I ! [I'm good!]

»

T: Dl.o

*"

! [Yes , I'm good!]

• T: ~m~$::~1Zii!lij? [Do you go to the park often?]
• Ss: 1'~$::0 [Not often]

»
3.

T: 1'~$::0 [Not often]

Teacher asking questions in combined English-Chinese and answering in
Chinese:
•

T: Sl, ~$::Mf«~Jij? [Have you ever been to Vietnam?]$::Mf«~Jij?
Vietnam. [Have you ever been to Vietnam?]

•

S 1: $::Mo [Ever been to]

»

T: OJ. , $::Mo [Yes, ever been to]

•

T: Using verb )i verb? [Ever]

•

Ss: ft!!~M .. Ji~M ... i:f:l3t ? [Has he ... ever ... studied Chinese?]

»

T: OJ. , ft!!~ M )i ~ M i:f:l 3t ? [Yes, has he ever studied Chinese?]
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There are still many more examples from the transcripts that show Teacher 1 giving
feedback in Chinese. The Chinese feedback was an advantage for the students
because they were always able to receive accurate feedback from their teacher, and
from the teacher's repeated feedback, the correct use of the words were reinforced
into the students' memory.
4.4.1.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 8-Teacher 1 's classroom
In Week 8-Teacher l's classroom the most frequent combined English-Chinese

usage was in la-Telling Content. However, the treatment of the lesson in both
languages compared to Week 1 was more in depth, as Teacher 1 not only explained
the meaning of the new words, but she also gave examples of how to use the words.
She provided most of the examples by using the new words in sentences, and the
sentences were much longer than those examples in Week 1. Some examples are
shown below:
•

T: ~$ means to have some matter, to have some business. For example,
one day Sl called me, and I say, Sl ~~$~? ~~~Z..$? Do you
have anything? What's the matter? Like this.

•

T: :ltt~ means to go to downtown, go to downtown. Sometimes you have
to contact with the government office, the government office is in the
downtown, so you have to say :ltt#& [go downtown]. :ltt#&$:®~Z..?
:lttt,!&$:~$0 Go to downtown to do something, to do some business.

Through this kind of teaching, which is similar to audiolingual method or direct
method, the students benefit in learning new words and learning how to put new
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words in the right place and in the right order. This aspect is very important for the
language learner as it allows for accuracy of production. However, the method used
was quite traditional and did not lead to natural communication, a goal of these
language courses (see 3.3).
4.4.2 Teacher 2's teaching behavior in Week 8:
1

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

Telling
E:5C:2
E & C:61
E:lOC:O
E&C:l
E:4C:O
E&C:O

2
Controlling
E:8 C:O
E&C:42
E:16 C:O
E&C:4
E:l C:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:ll C:O
E&C:5
E:15 C:O
E&C:4
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:2 C:S
E&C:5
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:O C:O
E&C:O

In Week 8-Teacher 2's class, English was most frequently used in 4a-Rewarding

Content, Chinese in la-Telling Content, and combined English-Chinese in
2b-Controlling Organization. These were the same results as in Weekl. However,

similar to Teacher 1, these three activities also increased in Teacher 2's class.
English usage increased by six occurrences, Chinese usage increased by three
occurrences, and combined English-Chinese usage increased by 20 occurrences,
which was more than that of the other two teachers.
4.4.2.1 The use of English in Week 8-Teacher 2's classroom
In Teacher 2's classroom, Controlling Organization using English often occurred.

Teacher 2 frequently tried to control students with instructions such as 'move to the
next topic' or telling the students about important things they should know or
remember. The examples of 2b are shown below:
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•
•

T: Let's check the words that you need to remember.
T: Write these sentences down in your book, noun plus location words. And
like this noun, place or person. Ok, no need to copy every single
example. No need to copy every example but you have to write down
noun plus location words. And write a star in front of noun and location
word. Ok, no need to copy every example.

In 2b, the teacher used only English to attract the attention of the students almost all

of the time. It might that there are important things that the teacher needed to tell the
students clearly, or she wanted to make sure that the students understood what she
said, so English is the better choice in this part.

4.4.2.2 The use of Chinese in Week 8-Teacher 2's classroom
There were only 5 utterances in 4a-Rewarding Content that used Chinese in this
class. All of the corresponding questions were asked using English. The researcher
thus listed only the questions that were in English and answered in Chinese.
1.

Teacher 2 asking questions in English and answering in Chinese:
•

T: What is south?

•

Ss:

~ T:

i¥J

[south]

WJ

[south]

•

T: Left is?

•

Ss: ti. [left]

~ T:

tr..

[left]

Compare with first week, Teacher 2 used more Chinese in 4a-Rewarding
Content. As in Week 1, 4a still has the highest frequency for Chinese usage,

although there was still a huge frequency differences when compared to combined
English-Chinese usage in la.

4.4.2.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 8-Teacher 2's classroom
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In Week 8-Teacher 2's classroom, combined English-Chinese usage in la-Telling

Content were more frequently used compared to the other activities. This is because

there were more new words to learn than before. In the beginning of the class, the
way Teacher 2 explained new words was quite simple. Later on, she provided
examples with her explanation. Some examples are shown below:
•

T: Now here can be place or person. For example, ~~:lt3il [to the north
of the school], ~~~Ul [beside the school], to the south of the school,
beside the school , ~~~Ml the opposite of school, fl~3il [beside
me], beside me, ftl!lc3il [on his left side], on his left side, flt!!t!!fili3il
[in front of my father], in front of my father. So that's how to use, noun
plus location words.

•

T: fili [front] means front. .I§ [back], .I§ [back] means back. For fili
[front] and .I§ [back], we can use it with time, after dinner, after class,
something like that,
So

lllti.1§

[after dinner], ~il.1§ [after class]. Ok?

fili [front] and .I§ [back], apart from the direction we can also use it

with time, means before and after.
Besides the simple explanation, where the meaning is already shown in the
text book, Teacher 2 provided authentic examples, which not only made the students
understand the new words easily, but also enabled the students to know how to use
the new words.

4.4.3 Teacher 3's teaching behavior in Week 8:
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a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:8C:2
E&C:43
E:12C:l
E&C:l
E:2C:O
E&C:O

2
Controlling
E:6C:l
E & C:l6
E:17 C:4
E&C:26
E:OC:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:34 C:53
E&C:34
E:6C:O
E&C:8
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:32 C:5
E & C:44
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

Instead of Telling Content directly, Teacher 3 always stimulated the students with
questions even for new knowledge that the students have not studied yet. In Week
8-Teacher 3 's classroom, the highest frequency of English, Chinese and combined
English-Chinese usage are the same as in Week 1 as well. The most frequent
English usage was still in 3a-Stimulating Content, and most frequent Chinese usage
was also in 3a. Most frequent usage of combined English-Chinese still remained in

4a-Rewarding Content. However, the English used was less than the Chinese
compared with Week 1 in Teacher 3's classroom. This time, Teacher 3 not only
stimulated questions directly in Chinese but she gave directions directly in Chinese
as well, for example:
•

T: fl~n*W- r[Let's take a look]. ~ 32 il

•

T: ~~i~i!JLI®

, [lesson 32]

, r1'~JUJ- .00... [Let's stop here today, and see you on

Monday]
In addition in her class, she also asked the students to recall the knowledge they
have learned the previous weeks by using combined English and Chinese, a pattern
that often occurs, for example:

• T: So yesterday I just ask you what kinds of book do you like to read the
most. Remember? ~-~~~ftZ.~~~~? [What kinds of book do you
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like the most?]
Similar to Teachers 1 and 2, Teacher 3 's behavior did not change in Week 8,
but the frequency with which she used English, Chinese and combined
English-Chinese in these activities increased. Her use of English increased by two
which is not much, but her Chinese usage increased by 22 which was substantial.
For combined English-Chinese usage, this increased by 10 occurrences. Therefore,
in Week 8-Teacher 3 's class, the use of Chinese compare with Week 1 increased.

4.4.3.1 The use of English in Week 8-Teacher 3's classroom
Instead of Telling Content directly, Teacher 3 often stimulated the students with
questions even for new knowledge that the students have not studied yet.
English usage in Week 8-Teacher 3 's classroom was similar to that of Week 1.
Teacher 3 always raised questions in English. However, compared with Week 1,
English usage only increased by two in 4a. The examples are shown below:
•
•

And if I want to say, I want to buy everything?
So if I would like to say is that classical book interesting? Is that..., it's the
question, right? Is that classical book interesting?

4.4.3.2 The use of Chinese in Week 8-Teacher 3's classroom
Data from the transcripts showed that Chinese usage in Week 8-Teacher 3's
classroom had extremely high frequency compare to that of Week 1. This means
that in Week 8, Teacher 3 stepped up her use of the target language. Since the most
frequent use of Chinese was in 3a, this means that Teacher 3 very noticeably raised
questions in Chinese the most. Examples are shown below:
•

JJ~.ftMn~If1:~~Z.~llJB? [Then what kinds of work are they doing?]

mfi~tii-~ [Are they all editors?] tiim~ftZ.[What is an 'editor'?]
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fth

•

!B~iA.lt~j!jDe! [So is the salary very high?] , ~JA.lt~j!j [The salary is

quite high] , ~JA~~Z.~ [What is 'salary'?]
The researcher discovered the reason that the use of Chinese was most frequent in
3a was because in the beginning of the class, Teacher 3 taught some new words
directly in Chinese. Later on, in the middle of the class, when she gave sentences
where these new words were used, she asked their meaning again for the second
time. Later on when those same words appeared in the lesson, she asked about them
again, totaling four times, making it likely that the students remembered them
through constant reminder and practice. Some examples are shown below. The first
group shows her introducing new words in Chinese:
1. T: "i!i" :!Jt!~ [classical] is? It's classical, right?

2. T: ~ 1~~ ~ [modem]? Modem.

3. T: ~3t~? Science and technology.
4. T: Last one *!~~ [society], yes, this one is society.
In the middle of the class she repeated these new words twice by asking the

students:
1. T:

!B' i!i" :!Jt!' ~ [how about 'classical']? i!i" :!Jt! [classical] is something ? "i!i" :!Jt!
~ [classical] ,

i!i" :!Jt!

[classical] ?

S3: Classical
T: Classical, yes?
2. T:

fJH~~ [modem]

?

S4: Modem.
T: Modem.
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3. T:

~=It l JE [science and technology?]

S5: Science and Technology
T: Science and Technology.
4. T:

:It~~? [Community and society]

S6: Community and society
T: Community and society, yes, right.
This pattern is repeated numerous times in the classroom.
Since Teacher 3 used more Chinese language in her class, it appeared that she
wanted to train the students to think in the target language at all times, and this is
reflected in fact that the most frequent use of Chinese in her class was in

3a-Stimulating Content. This was actually a positive way of facilitating the students
to learn the target language, as the students were at least able to farniliarize
themselves with the words that the teacher used.

4.4.3.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 8-Teacher 3's classroom
The data from Week 8-Teacher 3 showed that a large amount of feedback was
provided in combined English-Chinese, and the sentences she used were quite long
and more complex than in Week 1. In this class, the feedback to the students was
almost always followed by instructions, or sometimes she would repeat the
responses from the students. For example:

•

T:

And if you want to say she is very beautiful, how to say?

•

S:

jtkfa)]l~. [She is very pretty.]

~

T:

You can say, JJa1'~~T*~fa)]l~, [that girl is very beautiful],

fa

~flfj [very beautiful] 'or m~fi [very pretty]. jtk~-~7'.7'.~6~~

[She has a pair of big eyes].

• T: Student 1, what kinds of hairstyle do you like the most? -~ft:Z.~
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m? [Which hairstyle do you like?] Just answer :fla:~ftZ.~m [The
hairstyle that I like is ... ] We have long and short, it's ok.
•

Sl: :fl3~m~~o [I like short hair]

~ T:

Yes, ffl~ [very good], m~~ [short hair], it's short hair.

The data also reveal that combined English-Chinese was more frequent in la, but
just by one time than in 4a. That means that after the teacher initiated with questions,
she often explained them by combined English-Chinese as well.
4.4.4 The discourse of the three classrooms in Week 8
4.4.4.1 The discourse of Teacher 1 's classroom in Week 8
Based on the transcripts, as 3a-Stimulating Content and 4a-Rewarding Content were
the most frequently done activities in Teacher l's classroom, there were more 1-R-F
Exchanges that occurred compared with Week 1. The language that the teacher used
was more complex than in Week 1 as well.
Initiation (I), Response (R) and Follow-up (F) structure and Sequence
structure for Teacher 1 in Week 8 are given in the following:
There were many examples of English moves in Week 8-Teacher l's
classroom. Teacher 1 often raised questions by using English, however, the
follow-up using English was not that much compare with Chinese. For example:
~

Exchange

•

English moves:
1. I:

how to say I have been to China? I have been to China.

R: :fl-ii;~ iti ml o [I have been to China]
F: Very goodo
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2. I: I didn't have lunch at noon. I didn't have lunch at noon.
R: fl~lf=-)~~llZ1'io [I didn't have lunch at noon]
F: Yes
From the transcripts, the researcher found that Teacher 1 usually initiated the
questions in English, and then the student(s) respond in Chinese, and as follow-up,
Teacher 1 would repeat the correct response given by students. For example:
I: What about he is waiting for the bus at the bus stop?
R: -fth1:E'1t$.~~$.. [He is waiting for the bus at the bus stop]
F:

DI. , -fth1:Erl:$.~~$.. [Yes, he is waiting for the bus at the bus stop]

This was the same behavior as in Week 1, because the same kind of data could also
be found in the transcripts from that period. Unless Teacher 1 asked for the meaning
of the words or the sentences in English, most of the follow-up comments that
teacher provided were in Chinese.
•

Chinese moves:

Chinese moves were the most frequent in Week 8-Teacher 1's class. If Teacher 1
started the Initiation in Chinese, after the students' response, she would usually
follow-up in Chinese as well, as in the examples shown below:
1. I:

~mti351i!*~~? [Have you ever read this book?]

R: flmti351i!*~o [We have read this book.]
F: DJ. , Jlmti351i!*~· [Yes, I have read this book.]
2. I:

~:ti:~IZ9~B\fi~$:~~Z.? [What do you usually do when you go to

the park?]
R:

'fidriio

[Cook]

F: Laughing ....
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I:

S2:*1itt1tZ. ? [What do you usually do?]

R: *!Bio

[Go for a walk]

F: *!Bio

[Go for a walk] *fi~tt(i:iJ .J;l. , ~lij? [Can also go for

exercise, right?]
In the second example, Teacher 1 not only followed-up the response given by the
student(s), but also provided suggestions in her follow-up. In this particular case,
she knew that those words she suggested had been learned before, and that students
might already be familiar with them, or might have forgotten them. So sometimes
she would remind the students about the meaning of the words she suggested. For
example:
I:

S4, ~~~ S )(lij? ~~~ S )(lij? Japanese? [Have you ever
studied Japanese?]

With the teacher's reminder, the students were able to respond in the right order.
Through this method, the students learned how to use new words, and also recalled
some lessons that they have learned before.
•

Combined English-Chinese moves:

Using combined English-Chinese to begin the Initiation for the moves frequently
occurred in Teacher 1's classroom. The examples are shown below:
1. I:

What about ~?You used to study the word ~ [stand] in the meaning?

R: Stand.
F: Stand, right? ~~*o
2. I:

fa~o

[Stand up. Very good.]

What about ~~antonym? [What about the antonym 'of stand'?]

R: ~ [sit]
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F: ~o to sit, ~o if~ [Please sit]
Using the 1-R-F exchange, Teacher 1 guided the students in the use of the new
words, and also through it the students had the chance to practice their past lessons.
~

Sequence

The most common strategy that Teacher 1 used in her class was Sequence. After she
had taught the new words, she would often construct sentences using those words.
Then, she would call three to four students to give examples of the words, and
construct sentences as she had instructed where the pattern is the same as the
Sequence.
1. T:

How to say you should buy this shirt?

Ss: i$$il~i!#:f-t1xo [You should buy this shirt]
T:

i$$il~i!#t-.1'1Xo [You should buy this shirt]

T:

You should read the book everyday?

Ss: i$4i~~$il~~o [You should read the book everyday]
T:
2. T:

DI.,

i$4i~~$il~~o [You should read the book everyday]

i$:ti;M~Uim?i? [Have ever been to Chiangmai?]

Ss: :ti;uo [Have been to]
T:

:ti;uo [Have been to]

T:

i$:ti;i1 Khon Kaen m?i? [Have you ever been to Khon Kean?]

Ssl:)~:ti;uo [Never been to]

Ss2: :ti;Mo [Have been to]
T:

)~:ti;uo [Never been to] :ti;uo [Have been to]

Teacher 1 would explain almost every word using examples and follow by her
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own example where the new word was used, or follow with sentences made by her
students according to her instruction. In this way she reinforced the language being
taught. However, all of the practices of I-R-F Exchange and Sequences were
according to the words from the lesson; the syntax used to form the words into
sentences was based on the lesson too.
4.4.4.2 The discourse in Teacher 2's classroom in Week 8
~

Sequence

While there were some activities of Stimulating Content 3a]as shown in Teacher 2's
behavior table, some of them were only questions without responses and follow-ups.
So in this part, the researcher could not identify any I-R-F Exchanges that have
occurred in Week 8-Teacher 2's class. During this week, however, Teacher 2 drilled
the students using Sequence exercises. The examples are shown below:
T: What is south?
Ss: ~ [South]

T: ~ [South]
T: And we have east.
Ss:

T:
T:

*
*

[East]
[East]

West

Ss: g§ [West]
T: g§ [West]
In Week 8 Teacher 2 did increase the use of Chinese by three more occurrences

compared with Week 1. However, the reason that the researcher could not list
examples of I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences in this part is because in Teacher 2's
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class, the problems remain the same as Week 1'; she often spent a lot of time
explaining, and the target language practice was still far too little to achieve the
goals of the course.
4.4.4.3 The discourse in Teacher 3's classroom in Week 8

In Week 8, 1-R-F Exchanges occurred more than Sequences in Teacher 3's class.
Teacher 3 always tried to stimulate the students with Initiation. Sometimes, there
were no follow-up moves because the students might not be able to respond, but at
other times the responses were easy because the teacher only asked for the meaning
of the new words, which could easily be read from the text book. Instead of telling
the meaning of the new words directly from text book, she often started with
Initiation.
Initiation (I), Response (R) and Follow-up (F) structure and Sequence
structure for Teacher 1 in Week 8 follow:
In Week 8, Teacher 3 often raised questions using English. However, the researcher
found out that Initiation in English does not always mean Follow-up in English. The
transcripts showed that sometimes, English Initiation ended with Chinese or
combined English-Chinese Follow-up. And sometimes, for Chinese Initiation,
English appeared as the follow-up. However, there are still some examples that
show only English moves:
~

Exchange

•

English moves:

1.

I:

It's already 2 o'clock, we should set out. How can we say, 'It's already 2
o'clock, we should set out?'
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R: B~r»j.S. flt! 7

, fi~n~t±i~ 7 o [It's already 2 o'clock, we should set out.]

F: Yes.
I: If I want to say all of them are not editors, all of them are not editors, how
can I say?

2.

R: -ftMn~1'~t.li9*1 [All of them are not editors]
F: Yes, right.
In this part, Teacher 3's follow-ups were quite simple, because, had she explained or
repeated the response, she would be using combined English-Chinese instead of
only English. And usually in Teacher 3's classroom, responses occurred in English,
although these were not initiated with English but Chinese, especially when she was
explaining new words to the students. For example:
I: t±i '*DJE ? [How about going out?]
R: Go out
F: Um, go out! Yes, go out, go outside right?
•

Chinese moves:

Some of the Chinese moves in Teacher 3's class in Week 8 were quite long. Chinese
was used quite often in this class, especially during Initiation. The transcripts show
that Teacher 3 always repeated what she just said, in order to make sure the students
knew it. The examples are shown below:
1. I:

11~1'~~-T*~fJUifi o

[That little girl is very ugly.] •1'•fi? [Is she

ugly or not?] •filij? [Is she ugly?] ~~**~UN~

,

~~*~~ [She

has big eyes and long hair.] ~~T-•1'•fi? [If she looked like that
would she be ugly or not?]
R: 1'•fi [Not ugly]
F: 1'•fi , ftlHfi o [Not ugly, she is very beautiful.] A~? [Really?] Jl~H
De:!o [Alright)
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2. I:

ll~n*'1"- '"F o [Let's take a look.] ~ 32 il , [Lesson 32] ~l'BB §:Ii!:~
~~Z.?

,

[Lesson 32 , the topic is "Talking, talking about what?]

R: ~I t'F [Talking about work]

F: ~It'F. [Talking about work]
Teacher 3 repeated her own questions quite frequently. Through this repetition, the
students were able to listen to what the teacher asked one more time, and through
this repetition, the students became familiar with the target language as well.

•

Combined English-Chinese moves:

Combined English-Chinese moves in Week 4 in Teacher 3's classroom had the
highest frequency. 1-R-F examples were very easy to find from the transcripts; the
reason being Teacher 3 always liked to start her explanation by Initiation. She would
always ask the meaning of the words she wanted to explain to the students first.
Then she would provide some Follow-up with 'Yes' and comments or more
explanation in Chinese. For example:
1. I:
R:

We have the other word, you can use with ~lfl [Salary]

m~J

[Welfare]

F: Yes, ~~o [Very good] It's the m~IJo [Welfare]
2. I:

-*1'1500~ [All kinds of] ,

'1Jmi'~~Z.? [What is 'aspect'?] You can

answer -*1'1.imi~~ [All aspects of books]
R: Aspect

F: Aspect, aspect of, so many kinds of books. So, -*1'1.imi~~~ o [there are
all kinds of books.]
~

Sequence
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There were four main parts in the Sequence that occurred in Week 8 in Teacher 3's
classroom. Three of them were initiated in English and one of them in Chinese. The
examples are shown below:
1. T: Very long?
Ss: **~ [Very long]
T: **~ [Very long] Very short?
Ss: ~~~ [Very short]
T: ~~~ [Very short]
2. T: Sl,~fii~~~ft-Z.~~~~ [Sl what kinds of books do you like to read
the most]
Sl: il:llB~~~Hi~~ [I like to read books about science and technology
the most]
T: Ah, yes, ~=It~~

, ~=It~~~ [Books about science and technology,

magazines about science and technology]
T: S2, ~-·~~ft-Z..~~~~? [What kinds of books do you like to read
the most?] ~--~~ft-Z.~~~~? [What kinds of books do you like to
read the most?]
S2: flll3~~JJQ.1~~~o [I like to read books about modem life the most.]
T: Yes, you just take the place and answer the question ~--~~ft-Z..~~
~? [What kinds of books do you like to read the most?] ft-Z.~~~~

[Which kind of book,] right?
The purpose of doing the first Sequence was that the teacher wanted to review the
lesson that the students had already learned using the same pattern, but with the new
word. In the second Sequence, the teacher conducted the drill for the correct usage
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of the new word. Through this Sequence structure, the students have reinforced the
lesson they have learned before, and have understood how to put new words in the
correct order as well.
4.5 Three teachers' teaching behavior in Week 15:

The data from Week 15 were gathered before the final examination at the end of the
semester, and were the last batch of recordings done of the three classes. Different
with those of Weeks 1 and 8, there were some changes in terms of the frequency of
teachers' activities as compared to the previous weeks. For Teacher 1 the data is
shown below.
4.5.1 Teacher l's teaching behavior in Week 15:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:2C:O
E & C:39
E:OC:O
E&C:l
E:l C:O
E&C:O

2
Controlling
E:OC:O
E&C:26
E:3 C:l
E&C:6
E:OC:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:14 C:21
E&C:5
E:OC:4
E&C:6
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:2C:9
E& C:18
E:OC:l
E&C:2
E:OC:O
E&C:O

In Week 15, Teacher l's behavior had some changes. In Weeks 1 and 4 the highest

frequency of Chinese usage were all in 4a, which meant that for Chinese usage, the
highest frequency was still in 4a-Rewarding Content. However, in Week 15 Chinese
usage changed from 4a to 3a. It showed that Teacher 1 directly asked questions in
Chinese. The researcher found that in Week 15-Teacher l's classroom, the teacher
not only raised questions in Chinese, but there were also some examples where she
also responded in Chinese. However, for English and combined English-Chinese
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usage, the behavior of Teacher 1 did not change in Week 15; it remained in
3a-Stimulating Content and la-Telling Content.

4.5.1.1 The use of English in Week 15-Teacher l's classroom

The frequency of English usage in Week 15 was less than in Weeks 1 and 8. In
Week 15, however, the highest frequency of English usage was still in
3a-Stimulating Content. After Teacher 1 explained new words, she would always

ask students to practice the use of the new words, for example the word 'forget', in
sentences:
•

•

If you want to say I will never 'forget' you. How to say? I will never 'forget'
you.
Do not 'forget' to call him?

4.5.1.2 The use of Chinese in Week 15-Teacher l's classroom

The most frequent use of Chinese in Week 15-Teacher l's classroom changed from
4a-Rewarding Content to 3a-Stimulating Content. For example:
•

T: 1ZD~~i$lBA~~ffi~nff~
BA~~ffi~nff~

, [If I say tomorrow we will have dictation]

, [We will have dictation tomorrow]

~~n~1ttftZ.D/a?

[What will you do?]
•

T: ~-~~~~•~m? [Do you like dogs or cats?]

Through this kind of practice, the students were more challenged to not only listen
to the teacher's questions in Chinese, but to respond it them correctly in Chinese as
well. However, the data from transcripts shows that Teacher 1 did not give feedback
in Chinese as much as the previous weeks; instead, she used combined
English-Chinese, which also had a higher frequency in Week 15. The repetitions
using combined English-Chinese reinforced the lessons that the students had
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learned.
4.5.1.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 15-Teacher l's classroom

The data from Week 15-Teacher l's classroom shows that la-Telling Content still
had the highest frequency in Week 15. For example:
•

~~ ,[loud cheer] it means the cheer voice,

'JIB [sound] is the voice, right?

so ~ ~ 'jE [loud cheer] is loud cheer.
•

JX\.OX[the wind blows] , .IX\. [wind] , it means the wind , the wind blows , .IX\.

ax

[the wind blows] ' the wind blows.

Throughout the semester, Teacher l's method of explaining new words were
all through la-Telling Content and using combined English-Chinese. This was
reasonable, because in order to know the other language, the medium language also
plays an important role as the tool for teacher to impart knowledge to the students,
to let the students understand what they are talking about.
4.5.2 Teacher 2's teaching behavior in Week 15:

Accorciing to the data from Week 15-Teacher 2's class, something changed
compared to Weeks 1 and 4. The highest frequency of Chinese usage changed from
4a-Rewarding Content to 3a-Stimulating Content. The frequency of Chinese usage

also increased in Teacher 2's classroom in Week 15, while English and combined
English-Chinese usage remained constant. The highest frequency of English usage
was still in 2b-Controlling Organization, and combined English-Chinese usage still
in 1a-Telling Content.
4.5.2 Week 15-Teacher 2's behavior
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a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:4C:l
E & C:28
E:2C:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

2
Controlling
E:3C:O
E&C:25
E:6 C:O
E&C:2
E:OC:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:4 C:lO
E&C:6
E:3C:O
E&C:3
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4

Rewarding
E:3C:6
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4.5.2.1 The use of English in Week 15-Teacher 2's classroom
In Week 15, Teacher 2's most frequent activity still was 2b, however, compared with

Weeks 1 and 4, she used less English to control her class. The examples of English
usage in Week 15 are shown below:
•
•

Ok, practice the conversation on page 10 with your friend.
Then, let's see the words from the passage. Please tum to page 15 for the
new words of the passage.

There were only 6 occurrences of Teacher 2 using English in 2b, the highest
frequency of English usage. Chinese usage, however, had a higher frequency than
English usage, as discussed in the following section.

4.5.2.2 The use of Chinese in Week 15-Teacher 2's classroom
Compared with Weeks 1 and 4, the frequency of Chinese usage increased in Teacher
2's classroom. It was also different from the previous weeks, as the highest
frequency of Chinese usage was now 3a while it was previously 4a; this meant that
most of the Chinese language was used to Stimulate Content rather than Reward
Content.

•

lfl~-m~z.~? [How is the library?]

•

~li!±tk ~ 181 £1tZ.? [What is in the middle of the lawn?]

Since the questions were initiated only in Chinese, the students in Teacher 2's class
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had a great deal of opportunity to practice their listening skills in the target language,
and also to give the responses also in Chinese in order to improve their speaking
skills as well.
4.5.2.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 15-Teacher 2's classroom

The frequency of combined English-Chinese usage in Week 15 did not change, and
remained in la-Telling Content. It was meaningful to use both languages in this
situation, as the examples show:

• f.!A!Dfi [audio visual] means audio visual.

1:!A! is seeing ,

Dfi is hearing. f.!A!Dfi

audio visual.

•

Im~. For this passage, the topic of this passage is ~~1114Hi means

school library.
Teacher 2 explained the content or the new words that were important for the
students to understand the target language. Through the medium of English, the
students were able to grasp the meaning. While Teacher 2 would sometimes also use
Thai to explain

the meaning of Chinese words to students combined

English-Chinese usage were the most frequent.
4.5.3 Teacher 3's teaching behavior in Week 15:

a
Content
b
Organization
c
Discipline

1
Telling
E:l2 C:5
E & C:60
E:7 C:O
E&C:2
E:OC:l
E&C:l

2
Controlling
E:4C:3
E&C:7
E:23 C:8
E&C:25
E:OC:O
E&C:O

3
Stimulating
E:25 C:38
E&C:49
E:2C:O
E & C:ll
E:OC:O
E&C:O

4
Rewarding
E:24 C:9
E&C:20
E:OC:O
E&C:l
E:OC:O
E&C:O

In Week 15, Teacher 3 also went through some changes compared to Weeks 1and8.

That is, combined English-Chinese usage shifted from 4a-Rewarding Content to
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la-Telling Content, there was a wide gap between 4a and la, because many times
the students were unable to answer questions asked by Teacher 3. Therefore,
follow-up occurred less. Related to this problem, Teacher 3 had to go back to the
explanation mode again. For 4a-Rewarding Content the highest frequency of
combined English-Chinese usage was 20 occurrences, but in 1a-Telling Content the
highest frequency of combined English-Chinese usage was 60 occurrences, 40
occurrences more than 4a. For 3a-Stimulating Content, combined English-Chinese
usage still remained constant as in the previous weeks.
4.5.3.1 The use of English in Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom

As in previous weeks, Teacher 3 always raised questions in her teaching even
though it was a new lesson. However, there were also some examples that showed
Teacher 3 raised questions in English after she had explained the new words. See
below:
• T: Anna invites Mark to have a dinner, how can I say?
• T: S 1, where you would like to go to do exercise?

4.5.3.2 The use of Chinese in Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom

Similar to the English examples above, Chinese was often used in Teacher 3 's
classroom to stimulate and encourage the students to respond. And in Week 15
Chinese was used more than English. See examples below:
•

T: ~~1* [bowling] , ~~~~Z. [What is bowling]?

•

T: ~ '9 , jiff P). ~ ~ Z.? [What is ~ '9 (because) , jiff P). (so)?]

The students got to practice the use of the target language through these kinds of
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questions when asked by the teacher. However, whether they could respond
correctly is another matter. Actually, after asking questions, Teacher 3 also had to
explain many of the words in combined English-Chinese, even in Week 15. The
following section shows how combined English-Chinese is used in Teacher 3's
classroom.
4.5.3.3 The use of combined English-Chinese in Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom

This time combined English-Chinese usage shifted from 4a-Rewarding Content to
la-Telling Content. The researcher found that after Teacher 3 posed questions to the

students, there were sometimes no responses, because they were too difficult for the
students, as explained in the previous section. So the Follow-ups were all the
teacher's explanations. See examples below:
•

T: ·•n~·

•

Ss: No response ....

•

T: •

£ftZ.

[What is 'lose weight']?

[to reduce] is to reduce, to cut it, to reduce it. D~ is fat ,/JlD~ [lose

weight] is reduce fat.
•
•
•

T: The gym that you can go to do something?
Ss: No response ....
T: Play some kind of machine, to walk, to run, something like that. This is
gymnasium, a room, a gym, go to gym. We use it as -fa) [one room].
It's like a room. Go to the gym, doing something,

It 1$ ~ 'i* [do

exercise]. So go to exercise everyday, and what happen? So -fm~~'i*~

5§!1± [his body is very strong]. He is very strong.
It can be said that this shift was an obvious move, as Teacher 3 needed to give
explanations when the students did not know the answer. In her interview, Teacher 3
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explained:
I say each time in class that you have to go back home and read over and over, but they
don't. Like today, some of them cannot answer the question, like what does this new
word mean, and also what we studies yesterday. That's the big problem that they don't
go back home, memorize that and prepare for the class.

As the data revealed in previous weeks, combined English-Chinese usage in

4a-Rewarding Content occurred more frequently than la-Telling Content, but in
both Weeks 1 and 4 la only had one occurrence less than 4a, so 4a occurred more
than la in Week 15, was an inevitable phenomenon as Teacher 3 explained above.
4.5.4 The discourse of the three classrooms in Week 15
In Week 15, the data from the transcripts showed that for Teacher 1, Chinese usage

in 1-R-F Exchanges often happened in her class, and most of the Follow-ups were
from the students' response. Teacher 2's class showed more 1-R-F Exchanges and
Sequences than in Weeks 1 and 4, which means she provided more opportunity for
the students to practice what they had learned. However, since Teacher 3 always
initiated with questions about whatever the students had learned or had not learned
yet, the follow-ups were much less frequent than the initiations.
4.5.4.1 The discourse of Teacher l's classroom in Week 15

For Week 15, the researcher found that the English moves in Teacher 1's classroom
were hard to find. Teacher 1 often used Chinese or combined English-Chinese in the
move almost all of the time.
)o>

Exchange

•

English moves:(there is only one example of English move in Week 15)
I: Um, what does it mean?
R: This song is very graceful.
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F: En, yes!
•

Chinese moves:

Chinese moves often occurred in Teacher 1's class in Week 15. From the students'
response, it was clear that Teacher 1 not only used the target language herself, but
the students knew what teacher was talking about and they were able to respond to
the teacher's questions. Examples are shown below:

I:

~~ffS~~tftll!?i? [Do you like dancing?]

R: A~. [Like]
F: ~~A. 1'-~· [Some people do not like it.]

I:

S7, ~~n~~JLR~? [How many dogs do you have at home?]

R: ~PJi~o [There are two of them.]
F:

II. , ~PJi~o [oh, there are two of them.]

There were also some examples from the transcripts which showed that in Week 15,
Teacher 1 was even able to have a conversation with her students only in Chinese
throughout.
I:

If you want to say I will never forget you. How to say? I will never forget
you.

R: ll*~~1' 1 ~mo [I will never forget you.]
F: fl*~~1' 1 ~mo [I will never forget you.] Like this.
R: Jl~ a!?J? [Really?]
F: -~ [Really], on Friday, I may say fl~~~m [I like you] .ll*~~1'

1 ~ID [I will never forget you] ,
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fl*~~~ [I will always love you] !

~~.fil [see you in Taiwan]o

The audio recording showed that, the above conversation had a warm and
affectionate tone, and the relationship between the teacher and the students seemed
to become much closer than before. In other words, this kind of feedback was able
to motivate the students to use more of the target language and to encourage them to
willingly learn more of the target language as well.
•

Combined English-Chinese moyes:

The combined English-Chinese moves in Teacher 1's class demonstrated that she
would like the students to give the meaning of the words she asked; and since some
of the words were already shown in their textbook, this was also a kind of
encouragement to stimulate the students to respond.

I: fl!!~ 7 -1lt~ [He sang a song], ~ [Sing], what does it mean?
R: Sing
F: U~ [Sing] means sing.

I: 3l1'~tf $. , ..R~~~$ [I cannot drive, so I can only take the bus], what
does it mean?
R: I cannot drive, so I can only take bus
F: I cannot drive, so I can only take ~$. [bus] bus.

);;>

Sequence

As in the past weeks, Sequences were always used in Teacher 1's classroom as a
tool for the students to get to know the meaning of the words and to use them
correctly. For example:
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.
T: I forgot to call him.
Ss:

fl$ 7 tl~'fm

T:

ll$ 7 ~-fmn ~ i!

[I forgot to call him].
[I forgot to call him].

T: I forgot to bring the books
Ss:

ll$ 7 W~

T:

Yes.

[I forgot to bring the books].

T: Now, S5, can you give me one example of the word R'Jf [just] ?
SS: ll1'~DIHa'.
T: J~I_?

, RJJ-Dfffi*o

1lJ .l-:J.~ -iji-filij ? [Can you say it again?]

S5: R::=f~Dl§I~ ,
T:

[I can't sing, so I just listen to music.]

RJJ-Dfffi*o

Di ,tt:!."QJ PJ- ! [Oh, it's ok]

[I can't sing, so I just listen to music.]

fl~ C,::=f~Dl§I~ ,RJID.ff~UADl§lo [I can't sing

it myself, so I just listen to other people sing.]
T: S6, can you give me some other examples?
S6: fl)i~tl., R'Jf-ffi.M~~o [I don't have money, I'll just borrow from
friends.]
T:

1lJ P). , 1lJ P..l.. (That'll do, That'll do.)

~;Jefl)i~Wtl.

, RJJ--ffi.M~~o

(I don't have money with me today, I'll just borrow from friends.) Like this.
In Week 15, the Sequences occurred only with English questions; there were

no Chinese questions asked by the teacher that reflected a Sequence structure in the
transcripts. The English used to ask questions in Teacher l's class still often
occurred until Week 15, despite there being a lot of Chinese conversations in Week
15. However, the problem in Teacher 1's class that remain until Week 15 was that
the practices of 1-R-F and Sequences were quite limited, which means the practices
were all from the textbook under different lessons. The authentic conversation was
lacking in the classroom, although, as shown above, the teacher occasionally came
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close to establishing more personal communication with the students.
4.5.4.2 The discourse of Teacher 2's classroom in Week 15

Different from previous weeks, 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences occurred more in
Teacher 2's classroom in Week 15. While the content of the 1-R-F Exchanges was
from the textbook, at least the students were able to practice the target language
with the teacher. During the practice, the teacher did not just repeat the responses
given by the students, but she added more to what the students responded as well.
)o>

Exchange

•

Chinese moves:
I: If!~ ti ff l!I~ ? [Where is library?]
R:

f±g§liJ.o

[In the west.]

F: tt~~(!Jge§liJ.o [In the west comer of the school.]

I: lfl~m~z.~? [How is the library?]
R:
F:
)o>

fll*o

[Very big.]

.J,,~~~

IB1~~1t:.o

[And also very beautiful.]

Sequence

In Sequences examples that Teacher 2 provided in Week 15 's class she mixed

English, Chinese and combined English-Chinese questions together to raise the
Sequence questions. Despite using all these languages, the students understood the
questions and were able to answer them all.

T:

!J~ means?

Ss: There.
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T:

Ok, how to say here?

Ss: i!JL.
T:

Where?

Ss: ~JL.
T:

How about

DJliJL without JL? jj~ means?

Ss: That.

T: )! ?
Ss: This.
T:

jj~J!!;?

Ss: Those.
T:

j!J!!;?

Ssff: These.
T:

1!81! J!!; ~ ID!

means?

Ss: Which.
T: Ok.
The data showed that the Sequence that Teacher 2 used in her Week 15 classroom
was the most frequent pattern she used in all of the three weeks analyzed. However,
the problem is still that the occurrences of the practices were not enough throughout
the semester. That means that Teacher 2 spend too much time on explaining the
lesson instead of interacting with the students using the target language in her
classroom.
4.5.4.3 The discourse of Teacher 3's classroom in Week 15
In Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom, there were only a few English moves that

occurred in the classroom because Teacher 3 used mostly Chinese in
communicating with her students. See examples below:
).-

Exchange
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•

English moves:
I: Through something?
R: The air.
F: Through the air.
I: Ok. If I would like to say 'Mr. Wang would like to join bowling
competition tomorrow', how can we say this one?
R: B~~x7t4'.~~iJD'f*~~.I±- [Mr. Wang would like to join bowling
competition tomorrow].
F: So, it is a bowling competition. You can try to use this one, right?

These were the only two examples for English moves in Teacher 3's classroom in
Week 15. However, the researcher found that there were many examples that
occurred as 1-R-F Exchanges. For example:
I:

'J!M·~ [what is 'through']?

R: Through
F: Yes, through something, right?
This move involved the use of Chinese, English, and again English by the teacher.
This was also the kind of move that occurred most often in Teacher 3 's classroom.
•

Chinese moves:

Chinese was used constantly during Initiation, which explained why not all of the
Initiations have responses from the students. Instead the teacher had to explain the
meaning of the new word again. However, there were still some Chinese moves in
Week 15.
I: ~ Jl,~~ [How many types are there]?
R: ~m_~ [Many]
F: ~m_~ [Many]

I:

m 3 ilftm~-1i.IDJI!

[Chapter 3, where are we going]?
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R: ~-ii;41U$!t'I* [We are going to do some exercises]

F: ~-ii;'ti~!t-1* [We are going to do some exercises]
•

Combined English-Chinese moves:

In Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom, there were many examples of combined
English-Chinese usage. Although responses from the students were rare, with the
teacher's Follow-up, the student may have understood and learned deeper shades of
meanings of the words they practiced.
I: What about that? Lose weight, another word we say 'diet'. This one is diet,
right? f~~JJitB~m?i [Do you want to go on a diet]? ~m?i ... [Want to ... ]?
R: ~ [Yes]

F: -~ [Really]? 1'~ ... [Don't want...]. lltB~ [diet] is a diet.

I: So~~ [to fish], the measure word of ~ [fish] is?
R: ~ [the measure word of fish]

F : Um , because the word ~ [fish] is a long shape, so we have to use as
~ [one]. Fish is the long shape, something like this, right?

The researcher found that after Teacher 3 explained the word that she introduced,
she would always provide examples for her students. As in the first example, after
she had explained, she would ask the students whether they wanted to go on a diet,
and the students would respond. This shows that the students had learned both the
meanings of the new words, and how to use these words.

»

Sequence

In Week 15-Teacher 3's classroom, Sequence occurred only three times. All of them
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were used as exercises for the students to know how to use the new words they had
learned.
T:

Around Beijing?

Ss: :lt~~ Ii [around Beijing]
T:

Ah , :lt~~ Ii [around Beijing].

T:

Around this city? This city?

Ss: l!~:tJ&m~li [around this city]
T:

We say the specific measure word is l!~:tJ&m ~Ii [around this city], yes,
fa~ [very good].

T:

S 1, Where you would like to go to do exercise?

Sl: 1±~ [at home]
T:

1:E ~-ft« ff-Z. [What do you do at home] ? lllltt [Sleep]?

T:

S2, Where you would like to go to do exercise?

S2:

-f*lBi [Stadium],

T:

!l-fig-®*

S2:

1'* [will not]

T:

1' - ® [not together].

[Go with him]?

From the researcher's point of view, providing a Sequence immediately after the
explanation was a very useful tool which could have been used more. As the
questions repeated by one student were repeated by other students, the rest of the
students who had had no chance to answer the question in class might also get
involved in this repeated interaction. This is one place where a teacher can get away,
in a productive way, from strictly following the book.
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However, in Week 15 Teacher 3's classroom, problem occurred. That is, she
raised questions before the explanation of the lesson, but, as explained in the
previous section, there were sometimes no responses, because the questions were
too difficult for the students.
4.6 Teacher's interview

Since Interview I was held at the time of the mid-term exam while the researcher
took notes, most of the information about the teachers' background is found in
Chapter 3. Based on the second interview at the end of the semester, the researcher
found that the three teachers had different purposes in their use of English, Chinese
and combined English-Chinese in the classroom. (Interview, see Appendix II)
4.6.1 Teacher l's interview

English, as the medium language in the learning process, plays an important role in
the classroom. Teacher l's point of view is that English is an indispensable language
in conducting a class. However, through the interview with Teacher 1, the researcher
found that her purpose in using Chinese was that using the target language as much
as possible could help the students get involved with using the target language
themselves. Table 4.6. l below reveals some of Teacher l's ideas.
Table 4.6.1 Teacher l's interview
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Language(s)

Teacher 1
Some students cannot understand very quickly, because they still don't get

English

used to the Chinese words, they hardly listen to it. In ABAC they use more
English than Chinese, so they often listen to English words, so if we say it in
English they understand more quickly than saying in Chinese.

Chinese
combined
English-Chinese

I think to talk with them in Chinese is the best way. Because if I speak with
them in English all the time, they will not speak Chinese with me.
Now our goal is to let them acquire Chinese language ability. So as little as
we can use English to teach them is the better way.

In her class, Teacher 1 always tried to use as much Chinese with her students as

possible. Especially when she taught new words to the students, she often asked the
students to construct sentences using those new words. The Sequences that the
researcher listed in the previous section show how Teacher 1 drilled her students in
practicing the new words she just taught them. Through this method, the students
not only grasped the meaning of the new words, but also understood how to use the
words correctly.
4.6.2 Teacher 2 's interview

English was the most common language used in Teacher 2's classroom. There were
few I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences in Teacher 2's classroom because the teacher
spent most of the time explaining in both languages. According to the teacher,
sometimes, Thai language was also used in this classroom. As Teacher 2 revealed, if
the students still could not understand the meaning of what she said, she resorted to
using Thai.
Table 4.6.2 Teacher 2's interview
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Language(s)

Teacher2
I think as our course it is Introduction to Chinese, so just for now we'd

English

better use English, but when we move on to Chinese I, we can use more
Chinese with the students.
Question and answers, like when I ask questions and they answer. I will

Chinese

try to use Chinese first, and if they really don't understand it, I will
translate it into English, but I still expect the Chinese answer.
I try to speak Chinese first, then I translate it into English, and if they

combined
really don't understand, sometimes I have to use Thai language, to make
English-Chinese
sure they understand everything I say.

Teacher 2 provided examples which were beneficial for the students, for them to
understand the meaning of the target language. The teacher always tried to elicit the
opinion of the students as to whether they had understood her explanation or not. In
this classroom, the students very rarely had the chance to practice the target
language. Nevertheless, the frequency of 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences increased
in her classroom towards the end of the semester.
4.6.3 Teacher 3 's interview
In Teacher 3 's classroom, English was still the predominant medium of instruction

though she tried to lead and encourage the students to use as much Chinese as
possible.
Table 4.6.3 Teacher 3's interview
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Language(s)

Teacher3
Because this is just the basic class, if we try to use a lot of Chinese words

English

or Chinese pattern, they will not understand surely. So I think we have to
try to use more English than Chinese, it's better just for the beginning of

the semester.

Chinese

I try to ask them the question that they study at the past in Chinese.
And then we try to change some English word to Chinese, let them try to
understand. Sometimes I have to say Chinese sentence first, and then

combined
translate it into English at the same meaning, let them memorize. And
English-Chinese

next time I will use only this sentence in Chinese, no English anymore.
And they will understand what I'm saying.

Based on the interview with Teacher 3, the researcher found that the students'
background know ledge should also be considered, as Teacher 3 had mentioned.
Teacher 3 even tried to use I-R-F Exchanges in her class at times, but the students
were not able to respond. She explained, "The problem is that they don't go back
home and read a lot. I say each time in class that you have to go back home and
read over and over, but they don't. " So as a result of this situation, Teacher 3
reverted to explaining the lessons again when the students had not understood them.
4.7 Functions of the languages and classroom discourse in the three teachers'
classrooms
4.7.1 Function of the languages in the three teachers' classrooms
The transcripts taken from beginning, middle and end of the semester in these three
teachers' classrooms revealed that all three have used the languages very differently.
The researcher discovered that the function with the highest frequency for combined
English-Chinese usage in Teacher 1 and Teacher 2's classroom was the same in
Week 1 and Week 8; it was they used combined English-Chinese to explaining the
lesson content to the students. The highest frequency for only English and only
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Chinese usage in Teacher 1 and Teacher 3's classroom was the same in Week 1 and
Week 8, as they used only English to asking questions and used only Chinese to
providing feedbacks for the students' responses, even through the frequency of
occurrences was not exactly the same. However, in Week 15, how they used English,
Chinese, and combined English-Chinese changed in all their classrooms. Finally, for
all three teachers, the highest frequency of Chinese usage was asking questions
directly to the students which had the same function as for checking whether the
students had understood what they had learned. The following section concludes
these findings.
In order to see how the three teachers differ in the use of the languages and

how the use of these languages have shifted, the tables below show data collected
from each teacher in the three periods studied.
4.7.1.1 Function of languages in Teacher l's classroom
4.7.1.1 Teacher l's behavior

Duration

la
Telling Content

3a
Stimulating Content

4a
Rewarding Content

Week 1

E&C:30

E:l7

C:16

Week8

E&C:49t

E:33t

C:29t

Week 15

E & C:39

E:14 C:21 ~ ~

~

In Week 8, the arrows in la-Telling Content, 3a-Stimulating Content and

4a-Rewarding Content means combined English-Chinese, English and Chinese
usage have increased respectively. In Week 15, the arrow from 4a to 3a means the
highest frequency of using Chinese changed from 4a-Rewarding Content to
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3a-Stimulating Content.
In Week 1 and Week 8 the differences were only in the frequencies. This was

because compared with Week 1, the content of the lesson became more complex in
Week 8. And as the content of the lesson increased, the teacher had to explain and
conduct more drills in class. So the change was necessary.
In Week 15, however, the highest frequency of Chinese usage changed from

4a-Rewarding Content to 3a-Stimulating Content. Based on the recordings and
transcripts, the researcher found that during this time the classroom atmosphere was
very lively, and the relationship between the teacher and the students became closer.
The teacher used much more of the target language than in the previous weeks;
especially when she started to ask questions using the target language directly. Thus
this teacher seems to have taken the traditional teacher-centered approach the
farthest, perhaps just to the point where natural communication could begin to
happen, in fulfillment of the course goal of communicative language use.
4.7.1.2 Function oflanguages in Teacher 2's classroom
4.7.1.2 Teacher 2's behavior

Duration

la
Telling
Content

2b
Controlling
Organization

Week 1

E&C:41

E:lO

Week8

E & C:61 t

E:16 t

Week 15

E&C:28

E:6

3a
Stimulating
Content

~
~
C:lO

~ ~

4a
Rewarding
Content
C:2
C:5t

~~

The arrows in Week 8 show that la-Telling Content, 2b-Controlling Organization
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and 4a-Rewarding Content have all increased. But in Week 15, the arrow from 4a to
3a means the highest frequency of Chinese use has shifted from 4a-Rewarding
Content to 3a-Stimulating Content.

For Week 1 and Week 8 in Teacher 2 's class, the functions of the languages
she uses remain the same. English was used mostly for 2b-Controlling Organization,
Chinese was used for 4a-Rewarding Content, and combined English-Chinese was
used for la-Telling Content. The table shows that in Weeks 1 and 8, Telling Content
used up the most class time while Stimulating Content and Rewarding Content had
only a few occurrences. And even though Chinese was used most frequently for
Rewarding Content, the frequency of using Chinese compared with the use of both

languages together was still very much less.
In Week 15, however, Teacher 3 not only increased the use of the target

language, she also used it more often in 3a-Stimulating Content than in
4a-Rewarding Content. This means that at the end of the semester, Teacher 2 also

tried to ask questions using Chinese. Unfortunately, this may have been a bit late to
help the students be able to communicate more in Chinese.
4.7.1.3 Function of languages in Teacher 3's classroom
4.7.1.3 Teacher 3's behavior

Duration

la
Telling Content

Week 1

4a
Rewarding Content

E:32 C:31

E&C:34

E:34t

Week8
Week 15

3a
Stimulating Content

C:53t

E:25 C:38

E & C:60
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E&C:44t

The arrows in 3a-Stimulating Content and 4a-Rewarding Content in Week 8 means
that the quantity of English, Chinese and combined English-Chinese usage
increased. And in Week 15, the arrow from 4a to la shows that the highest
frequency of combined English-Chinese usage shifted from 4a-Rewarding Content
to la-Telling Content.
The shift revealed that the teacher always tried to ask questions in combined
English-Chinese. The rows Weeks 1 and Week 8 show that asking questions using
Chinese had the highest frequency, especially in Week 8. So in this higher level
Chinese class, Teacher 3 started to raise questions using the target language right
from the beginning of the semester, while in lower level Chinese classes, the
teachers only raised questions using Chinese at the end of the semester.
As the use of combined English-Chinese had the highest frequency in
4a-Rewarding Content in Weeks 1 and 8, it also means that after asking questions,

the teacher always gave feedback in both languages; sometimes even saying 'Yes'
and followed by the answer in Chinese ..
However, the changes in Teacher 3 's class in the end of the semester was that
the highest frequency

of combined English-Chinese usage shifted from

4a-Rewarding Content to la-Telling Content, because even when the teacher tried to

stimulate the students with questions, the students were not able to respond, so she
had to go back and explain that portion of the lesson again. Thus, at the end, the
movement toward communicative language use regressed.
4.7.2 Discourse of the three teachers' classroom
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4.7.2.1 Discourse of Teacher l's classroom

Throughout the whole semester, the students in Teacher 1's class were used to her
teaching style, the style of the teacher's behavior of language usage and shifts, and
they gradually accepted more of the target language that were taught in the
classroom. They were willing and able to answer the questions that the teacher
posed. This was because almost every time after the teacher explained new words,
she conducted the drills through 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequence structures, which
led to the students increased use of the target language under her direction. She
realized that at the end of the semester her students had the ability to respond to her
in the target language, because "now they learn more vocabulary, so there are more
things to say in Chinese." (Comment by Teacher 1 during the second interview)
Thus, initiating questions in Chinese increased when compared with the previous
week.
However, some problems remained in Teacher 1's class until the end of
semester. Most of the practice of the target language was according to the text book,
and, in the end, although the teacher had good rapport with her students, authentic
use of the target language did not quite come about in her classroom.
4. 7 .2.2 Discourse of Teacher 2 's classroom

At the beginning of the semester, 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences were rarely
conducted in Teacher 2 's classroom, and in the middle of the semester, while the
quantity of 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences increased, they were not substantial.
However, at the end of the semester many more 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences
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took place. This time, instead of providing feedback in Chinese by only repeating
the students' responses, Teacher 2 also initiated questions in Chinese. This change in
behavior was needed at the end of the semester because throughout the course of the
whole semester, students had not been practicing the target language as much as
they could have.
Thus, the problems in Teacher 2's class was that she explained too much of
the content of the lessons directly to the students instead of stimulating the students
to think and produce it by themselves. And even though at the end of the semester,
she increased the target language use in her class, the frequency of target language
practice was still not enough. That means that the students in Teacher 2's class had
only few opportunities to practice the target language they had learned.
4.7.2.3 Discourse of Teacher 3's classroom

Based on data from Teacher 3's class, the frequency of I-R-F Exchanges and
Sequences occurred the most when compared with the other two teachers. She not
only initiated questions to check the understanding of the new lesson, but she
always asked the students and encouraged them to recall past lessons. I-R-F
Exchanges occurred quite frequently in Teacher 3's classroom in Week 1 and Week
8. The transcripts also revealed that almost every time after the students responded
to her questions, she provided very positive Follow-ups.
At Week 15 however, the problem occurred that I-R-F Exchanges became
more seldom compared with the previous weeks. Almost every time the teacher
initiated questions, the students failed to respond. It could be that the knowledge
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was still new for the students so that they did not know the answer. It is also
possible that they had not followed the teacher's advice to prepare for the lesson
before coming to class. Thus, Teacher 3 was left with a problem that she had not had
at the beginning of the semester. More time would have been needed to overcome
this impasse in active language use that, unfortunately, occurred at the end of the
course.
4.8 Conclusion
In order to explore the function of the languages and classroom discourse in the

three teachers' classrooms, the researcher has listed and tabulated data from the
transcripts. According to the analyses, each teacher used the languages for different
purposes; and some were successful in overcoming challenges which led to the
students' correct usage of the target language, while some of the 1-R-F Sequences
were ineffective.
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Chapters
Conclusion

5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the answers to the research questions raised in Chapter One,
namely, the changing functions for the use of English and Chinese in the discourse
of the three classrooms (5.2), and how existing problems were resolved (or
remained unresolved) by the way the functions are carried out in the three
classrooms under study (5.3). Implications for language teaching (5.4) and the
limitations of the study (5.5) are addressed, and some suggestions for further
research (5.6) are offered.

5.2 What are the functions for which English and Chinese are used in the
discourse of the three classrooms under study, and how do they shift in the
course of the semester? (Research Question 1)
The functions for which English and Chinese were used were different in each
teacher's class as each teacher had her own way of performing the different
functions through the use of English and Chinese. Therefore, shifts in how the
languages were used, which occurred in every class, also differed in their character,
as is shown in the following discussion.
The data in the transcripts shows that English was used throughout the
semester for Stimulating Content in Teacher 1 and Teacher 3 's classrooms, and in

Controlling Organization in Teacher 2's classroom. There was no shift in this
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pattern up until the end of the semester.
Chinese was used for the function of Stimulating Content in Teacher 3's
classroom for the whole semester; and for Rewarding Content until the middle of
the semester in Teacher 1 and 2's classrooms. But towards the end of the semester,
all of the teachers' use of Chinese had shifted to Stimulating Content.
Combined English-Chinese were used for Telling Content in Teacher 1 and
2's classrooms for the entire semester. Until the middle of the semester, Teacher 3
used both languages for Rewarding Content, but towards the end of the semester
this shifted to Telling Content as well. What is significant in this study is that all of
the teachers increased target language usage throughout the semester. however, what
becomes clear, as well, is that the functions used by all the teachers are only
classroom ones which can be described by Sinclair and Brazil's "teacher's
behaviors", and not any functions of social interaction such as are found in real
world situations. Teacher 1 may at moments have come closest to reaching a kind of
natural interaction in her classroom, but did not really pursue it further.

5.3 What existing problems are solved or left unresolved by the way the
functions are carried out by the three teachers (Research Question 2)
Some problems were solved while others remained unresolved up until the end of
the study period. Problems that remained unresolved resulted from the lack of
authentic communication because teachers focused too much on following the text
book. The students were asked to memorize the vocabulary, grammar rules and
dialogues from the lesson. And the practice of the target language was not enough in
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some of the classes. However, within the limitations of the teaching environment,
the teachers taught in such a way that they generally increased the use of Chinese
over the course of the semester.

5.3.1 Problems that were solved from the way the functions were carried out by
the three teachers
Teacher 1 carried out many 1-R-F Exchanges and Sequences in class, so she led the
students to practice the target language with increasing accuracy and fluency, in the
sense of giving an immediate response. Furthermore, she always provided examples
after the explanations, even though most of the examples were according to the text
book. Domyei (2001: 72) asserted, "If the teachers make the process more
stimulating and enjoyable, it can greatly attract the students' involvement."
Especially in Week 15, the audio recording showed that, Teacher l's class had a
warm and affectionate tone, the relationship between the teacher and the students
seemed to become much closer and the interactions in Teacher l's class were more
effective than before as the researcher explained in a previous section (4.5.4.1).
Therefore, the teacher overcame the challenge of how to use the new words they
learned effectively by using I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences, though she did not
reach true communication with the students.
While Teacher 2 initially had fewer I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences in her
class, these had increased somewhat by the end of the semester. The results also
mean that she conducted more drills and interacted more with the students using the
target language, though hardly sufficiently to increase their fluent production.
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Since at the end of the semester in Teacher 3's class, the students did not
respond, the teacher had to go back to the explanation part. Having faced this
situation, Teacher 3 relied on her experience and promptly went back to the basic
strategy of Telling Content at the end of the semester because the students failed to
respond.

In this case, to explain the lesson to the students seemed more important,

so the teacher shifted to a more effective strategy to fit with the students' needs.

5.3.2 Problems that were left unresolved from the way the functions were
carried out by the three teachers
The data from the transcripts showed that one essential problem that remained
unresolved was the lack of authentic communication because teachers focused too
much on the textbook. Most of the teachers' teaching, examples and practice were
directly from the lesson. During the teaching period, the students were asked to
memorize the vocabulary, grammar rules and dialogues exactly from the lesson,
probably because it was considered the most 'effective' way to achieve higher
marks on the exam.
Teacher 1 overcame the challenge of how to use the new words students
learned effectively by using I-R-F Exchanges and Sequences; however, it was a
limited way, to be sure, and not one that led to natural conversation, because all of
the practices were from the textbook directly.
In Teacher 2's class, since she hardly gave the students any practice in

Chinese throughout most of the semester, she focused even less than the others on
the course goal (see 3.3) of developing conversational skills. Considering her
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teaching style, her students would appear to have remained farther than those in the
other classes from an ability to use the language for conversation.
As for Teacher 3, even though Weeks 1 and 8 showed a lot of I-R-F
Exchanges, and she used much of the target language in her class in Week 15, since
she always tried to initiate questions before the explanation, there were challenges
for the students. Particularly toward the end of the course, as some of the subject
matter she wanted answered was totally new for the students, they were unable to
respond correctly or at all. In such cases, I-R-F Exchanges almost always stopped at
the point of Initiation. In terms of the students reaching conversational proficiency,
therefore, it was a step backward.
All of the findings indicate that each teacher used different structures to teach
the target language. Teachers 1 and 3 always implemented I-R-F Exchanges and
Sequences while Teacher 2 always explained the lesson directly. The existing
problem in Teacher 2's class was the very rare opportunities she provided to the
students. And for Teacher 3, too many of the Initiations occurred in her class
remained unresponded to.
In the matter of using the languages: Teachers 1 and 3 always used English
and Chinese for Stimulating Content and Rewarding Content, while Teacher 2
always used combined English-Chinese for Telling Content. However, even though
Teacher 1 and 3 provided many of the opportunities to the students to practice the
target language, the practice focused too much on the textbook, limited the authentic
use of the target language. And since Teacher 2 gave many of the explanations, the
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students had less chance to practice the target language in her class as well. As the
above discussion seeks to make clear, the essential problem with all three teachers
was an overly traditional, teacher-centered teaching style. It was perfectly in tune
with an I-R-F classroom communication style, but did not go beyond it to seek to
promote real-life conversation in the classroom, as the course goals mandate.
Moreover, the differences in the three teachers' classrooms also shows in
terms of the shift of languages used for certain classroom functions: Teachers 1 and
2 shifted the use of Chinese from Rewarding Content to Stimulating Content, while
Teacher 3 returned to the use of combined English-Chinese to Telling Content
instead of Rewarding Content towards the end of the semester. Even though Teacher
2 started to ask questions directly in the target language in the end of the semester,
the frequent of the target language practices in her class still not enough for the
students to achieve the goal of learning the target language. Again, the problem with
all three teachers is that, no matter how much or how little a shift from English to
Chinese occurs in the classroom, only classroom functions in line with Sinclair and
Brazil's "teacher's behaviors" are affected, and real communicative functions
remain largely untried.
5.4 Limitations of the study

Around 25 teachers teach in the Department of Business Chinese of the Faculty of
Arts at Assumption University of Thailand. However, since only three of these
teachers were involved in this small-scale research, the rest of the teachers'
performances were not studied, and thus these results cannot be generalized for the
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whole department.
Also, although the data from the three classes researched contained every
detail from the transcripts, the researcher only recorded data from six classes per
teacher among the 4 classes per week, which totals 15 weeks of teaching for the
whole semester. Therefore, some useful data may not appear in the recorded classes.
And significantly, since the recorder was located in front of the teachers
during their teaching periods, the teacher may have been affected in her teaching by
the recording process. Some of the data may not be comparable with ordinary
(unrecorded) sessions. Furthermore, the student responses in the I-R-F Exchanges
and Sequences could not be clearly recorded.
Moreover, since the teachers and almost all of the students are Thai, the use of
English as the medium language to teach and learn Chinese may be artificial and
sometimes hinder maximum communication for all concerned. According to one of
the teachers, sometimes Thai language was also used in the classroom whether the
teacher used this third language to explain, or the students to ask questions. In fact,
as the grammar of Chinese language is more similar to Thai language than English,
it might have been much easier to use Thai to explain Chinese grammar rules or
some specific vocabulary, or to give examples, and Thai would have been more
directly understood by the students than English. However, since Thai was heard
only a limited number of times in the recordings and the researcher cannot
understand much Thai, the analysis of the use of Thai could not be included in this
research.
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Finally, since, as discussed above, the teachers' instruction was based on the
textbook and on largely outmoded methodologies (audio-lingual pattern drills and
direct method question and answer), the authentic learning environment was not
reached in their classroom. From the transcripts, most of the artificial dialogue and
conversations that the teacher introduced were from the lessons instead of authentic
conversations. Thus it was not possible to study natural functions of communication
in these classrooms as anticipated by the research questions.
5.5 Further research

Even though one Chinese I class was included in this research, it is still at a
relatively low level of Chinese instruction. Further research could be done to study
teachers of advanced courses, to see how they use the medium and target languages,
or shift from one language to the other, whether they mainly conduct drills and
interact with the students in the classroom in more communicative ways in order to
help them develop their target language learning. How these teachers of advance
courses behave, and how their background knowledge affects their teaching process
could also be studied.
Secondly, since Thai clause structure or grammar rules are much more similar
to Chinese than English, it might be preferable to teach Chinese using Thai as a
medium, and as a language of comparison, especially since the students are Ll
speakers of Thai. Because of this, a different, bi-lingual study could be done which
would compare a university where Thai is used as the medium to teach Chinese
with a university that uses English as the medium language such as Assumption
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University. Aspects to be studied would include how teachers perform in Thai as a
medium language as opposed to English, how it would impacts the learning of the
target language, and how shifts in the languages would occur during the learning
process in comparison with English as the medium. This proposed study might
elucidate which among the two languages was the most effective medium language
for teaching and learning Chinese in relation to the target students.
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Appendices
Appendix I Classroom audio recordings and transcripts burned onto CD
Appendix II
Teachers Interview Questions I

1. How long have you taught Chinese as a foreign language?
2. How long have you learned Chinese?
3. Teacher's attitude about using Chinese in the classroom?
4. Did you use more and more Chinese in the classroom?
5. How/When will you increase the amount of Chinese you use in class?
6. What were the difficulties for the teacher to lead the students to develop their
language?
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Teachers Interview Questions II

1. As the time passed in the course, students have been taught more vocabulary,
grammar, writing, speaking and listening knowledge. How much did the
students improve their Chinese language? Can you give some examples?
2. Did the students use more Chinese than before?
a)

If so, please list the examples of it.

b) If not, give the reason(s) for it.
3. How important was it to you to move the students from English to Chinese over
the semester?
4. What ways did you use to increase the use of Chinese?
a)

If the use increased, please list examples of it.

b) If not, give reason(s) for it.
5. How successful do you think you were overall?
6. What problems did you face in bringing about the use of more Chinese in class?
7. What activities were most useful in bringing about the change?
8. What other suggestion do you have for helping students become active uses of
Chinese?
9.

Did you use Thai in class? For what purposes and what situations did you use

it?
10. Teacher's beliefs about Chinese teaching?
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Interview I
Teacher 1

Note: (the two times interview were all made in English)
Teacher 1 has been teaching Chinese for more than 4 years at Assumption
University of Thailand. She completed her Bachelor's degree majoring in Chinese at
Assumption University; and did her thesis for her Master's degree in Chinese in
Beijing, China.
Teacher 1 taught 'Introduction to Chinese'. She would like to use more and more
Chinese from review of the sentences, the examples and the substitutions started
from the beginning of the semester. The difficulties she met were asked the students
to arranging the Chinese sentences, for example the use of verb, noun and adjective
correctly in the sentences.
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Interview I
Teacher2
Teacher 2 is in her first semester of teaching. She finished her Bachelor's degree in
Chinese at Assumption University, and pursued a Master's degree at the Foreign
Studies University in Beijing China.
Teacher 1 taught 'Introduction to Chinese'. She thought the appropriate time for use
more Chinese is after mid-term exam. And the problem for her was how effectively
use the medium language of English in class, because she thought the students'
English level were quite low, sometimes they could not understand the meaning of
Chinese through English correctly.
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Interview I
Teacher 3

Teacher 3 has been teaching Chinese the longest, and had just reached her 10th year.
She earned both her Bachelor's and Master's in Chinese in Thailand, at
Chulalongkorn University.
Teacher 3 taught the course 'Chinese I'. She would like to force the students to
speak more or doing more of the Chinese activities. She thought after mid-term
exam is the best time to lead the students to use more Chinese in class. The
difficulty she met was the grammars from English translate to Chinese.
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Interview II
Teacher 1

Question 1:
If you ask me about how much did the students improve their Chinese language, I
have to say that every student improve differently. Some students who have the
good basic in Chinese, they may improve a little bit, because my course is only the
basic course. But for those who never study Chinese before, in this course they
study more vocabulary, they improve a lot more than those who have the good basic.
But however I think overall every of them improve.
For example, from their exercise, from their homework, or all the performance in
the class or from their exam papers, I can know that students understand more about
how to use each vocabulary correctly.
Question 2:
Yes, because now they learn more vocabulary, so there are more things to say in
Chinese. Once I teach them new vocabulary, I will try to repeat that word in many
situations and in other class every vocabulary that we used to study, I try to use it
and speak it in Chinese with them all the time.
Question 3:
It's very important, because now our goal is to let them acquire Chinese language
ability. So as less as we can use English to teach them is the better way. If we can
teach Chinese by using Chinese language, the students can understand easier. And
because the foundation of the language in Chinese and English is very different, so
to explain Chinese by using English is quite difficult to understand. So if I can
change it from English to Chinese, I'm willing to do.
Question 4:
More of the time, I will speak with them in Chinese. And also in the class we have
some audio visual. We have some videos for them to listen, to see how the Chinese
people they talk in Chinese. And also we have conversation test, oral presentation,
to let them have a lot of chances to speak Chinese.
The topics usually is come from our textbook, and the situations are also changed,
for example how to take the bus, talking about study, talking about school, or where
do you go, something like this.
Question 5:
I think it's ok. I think we can measure them from their exercise, from their exam
paper and how much I can see them talk in the class.
Question 6:
Some students cannot understand very quickly, because they still don't get used to
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the Chinese words, they hardly listen to it. In ABAC they use more English than
Chinese, so they often listen to English word, so if we say it in English they
understand quickly than saying in Chinese. So when I explain with them in Chinese,
I have to speak quite slowly, and to see their response, and if they seem to do not
very understand, I may help them by translate it into English, something like this. If
I often use it in the class, and the students get used to it, they can understand it
quickly.
Question 7:
I think to talk with them in Chinese is the best way. Because if I speak with them in
English all the time, they will not speak Chinese with me. And also we have a lot of
activities combine together, to bring about this change, like I used to say,
conversation test, oral presentation, if their mouths get used to speak in Chinese,
they will be willing to speak it.
Question 8:
Actually I think we should hold the activities that can help the student to have
chance to contact with Chinese people, like we used to hold the Chinese camp
activities that the Taiwan students come to join with our students, get to know each
other, so they feel not afraid to use Chinese. And if they have Chinese friends, they
will be more interesting to study. They want to study so that they can talk with their
friends.
And for sure, if they have the chance to go to China to study for a period of time, it
will increase their interesting in Chinese too.
Question 9:
I use Thai a little bit and very few. I will use it when that Chinese word and English
word is very different to understand. You know Thai language and Chinese language
is related very closely. It's very similar in many words, and if we translate in Thai,
they quickly and immediately can understand the real meaning of that word. And
because Chinese and English culture is very different, so the way they express the
word in Chinese and English is very different, and the logical, and thinking of the
people is also different, so sometimes I need to use Thai language to explain the
word. Like many particles, like"ne" and "ba", in Thai language we have a lot like
"te" and "naa", and also some idioms, but in English we don't have it.
Question 10:
I think to teach Chinese very well, I have to improve myself all the time. I still have
to find more knowledge, find more background. If our textbook, our lesson talk
about history of China, and some place in China, I should find more information to
tell them, to let them have more impression and more understanding about the thing
we are going to study. Because some student never go to China, they don't have the
idea how is it. I should be able to explain to them, and I should learn more about
how to do more activities to make them feel happy to study.
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We should have good preparation in every class. We should study and we should
know what will be the problem for the student, we should notice the problem of the
students all the time. For example from the exercise, we can see many students
make the same mistake, so we have to know that how did they think and make this
mistake, and we have to make it clear in the class, and we have to bring it to explain
again in the class.
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Interview II
Teacher2
Question 1:
They speak more Chinese, but only just the simple patterns, like when I ask them
"do you understand", "~~n111'11", and they all answer in Chinese. And when
they have question, they just say it in Chinese "ll~IElM", something like that, the
simple things that they can use.
Question 2:
Yes, a little.
Question 3:
Because the vocabulary is still limited, so I think and as our course it is Introduction
to Chinese, so just for now we'd better use English, but when we move on to
Chinese I, we can use more Chinese with the students. It's important to move, but
right now we cannot do that.
Question 4:
Like when I ask whether they have question or not, whether they understand my
teaching, and when I tell them to turn to page something, not all the time, but most
in Chinese.
Question 5:
I think I'm in the middle, I'm not that successful. Because sometimes, some
students don't understand Chinese, they haven't study that Chinese vocabulary.
Question 6:
I think the problem is the vocabulary; they still have to learn more vocabulary, in
order to understand more Chinese. Now they just can make simple sentence in
Chinese, like what they like, what they don't like and introduce themselves.
Question 7:
Question and answers, like when I ask questions and they answer. I will try to use
Chinese first, and if they really don't understand it, I will translate it into English,
but I still expect the Chinese answer. And sometime they answer it in Chinese, but
sometimes they don't. It depends on whether they know how to answer or not and it
depends on the difficulty of the question.
Question 8:
Imitation and substitution, sometimes we change the subject or change the noun.
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Question 9:
Yes, sometimes. Because even though we use English to explain, and sometimes
they don't know what that English word means. I use Thai to help them understand
the English, in order to understand the Chinese meaning. And it's more clearly using
English. And for some grammar point, when we use Thai, it's better and easier for
student to understand. Because Chinese grammar and Thai grammar is more similar,
sometimes English grammar is more complicated, like tense.
Question 10:
My goal is to understand what I teach; I try to make sure they understand. I try to
speak Chinese first, then I translate it into English, and if they really don't
understand, sometimes I have to use Thai language, to make sure they understand
everything I say.
Every time I explain everything, at the end I will ask them "do you understand?",
"any questions", something like that. And if they have the question, they will ask.
Sometime they feel shy, especial! y they are Thai student, but sometime they
understand that there is nothing to be shy of.
I just see their responses and their facial expressions, if they don't understand, I can
see from their face.
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Interview II
Teacher3
Question 1:
I think as the time past, they can improve a lot on Chinese skill, grammar, writing,
speaking by practice in class, reading from the textbook and we have the dictation
once a week, so they have to go back home and try to memorize the vocabulary.
And we have the conversation; let the student come to show in front of the room
each week. And if we let the student to do the activities each week, I think they will
improve themselves certainly.
They have to practice how to make the conversation, and they have to memorize the
main structures from the textbook, they pick it, choose it from the textbook.
Question 2:
They can more understand than they study at the beginning of the semester. I try to
ask them the question that they study at the past in Chinese, student try to listen at
the first and answer the question. I think they can improve at this view in class. I try
to ask the same question, like "what are they doing?", "what happened".
Question 3:
I think it's important. Because this is just the basic class, if we try to use a lot of
Chinese words or Chinese pattern, they will not understand surely. So I think we
have to try to use more English than Chinese, it's better just for the beginning of the
semester. And then we try to change some English word to Chinese, let them try to
understand. Sometimes I have to say Chinese sentence first, and then translate it
into English at the same meaning, let them memorize. And next time I will use only
this sentence in Chinese, no English anymore. And they will understand what I'm
saying.
Question 4:
I will let the student go back home, memorize first, and when we start the class, if I
found the words that we study before, I will try to ask them what does it mean. Just
ask them after study this chapter, did they go back home and memorize it. And we
have the dictation, if we have enough time, we will call the student to come to write
the on the blackboard. Because they will be panic when they don't know they have
to write on the blackboard. If they can't write the characters, so they will shy and
they have to try to prepare first.
Question 5:
I think as average, I have to say this because it's not the same as what I expect
before, like the first semester and the second semester, the students are not the same.
As average, I think it's ok for me that try to let the student understand the how to
use the Chinese grammar, the usage of it. I think it's ok for me that can let them
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improve their Chinese, and prepare to study next the subject, like the Chinese II.
Question 6:
We have two problems, for the student themselves and also for the language. First
one for the student themselves, the problem is that they don't go back home and
read a lot. I say each time in class that you have to go back home and read over and
over, but they don't. Like today, some of them cannot answer the question, like what
does this new word mean, and also what we studies yesterday. That's the big
problem that they don't go back home, memorize that and prepare for the class. And
the second one is the language, in the exam at the translate part, it's a big problem.
Because we are Thai and the students try to translate the English to Thai first,
because they confuse about the structures of the English pattern, they try to compare
with the Chinese pattern. It makes them so difficult to translate. For example the
word "about" is in English, but in Chinese we have many words that can translate
into "about", like "*r","*~'',"*ll"

, they think they are the same. They don't

understand this English is not the same in Chinese. So sometime after class some of
them come to ask me in Thai, so I have to explain it in Thai, let them know this
Chinese word is not the same as the other Chinese word, although they are all
translate as "about" in English. Because Thai is the same like Chinese, there are
more meanings than in English.
Because for my class, most of them are using English, so I think the only one is that
they don't understand the patterns and the constructions that I try to speak to them
in class. Maybe they don't have a lot of chances to listen from the VCD, they don't
have chance to practice their listening skill.
Question 7:
I think the student center, let them practice a lot, do a lot of conversation, try to
make the question in class, let one student to ask their friends in class by using
Chinese. They can practice by using the real words.
They can practice from the conversation, we will try to ask the student to use this
pattern, and use the question word, but they have to change their own words. They
may change the place, change the verb, I think this one is the best way. And the
other one, we have the oral presentation; they have to go back home practice, pick
the topic. Like yesterday, we had the oral presentation, some of the students go back
home, and try to prepare the song, the Chinese song, and come to sing in class. And
their friends listen and sing along with him or her, and try to introduce the singer by
using Chinese. This one will make the student interested in Chinese; they may think
this song is so sweet so I have to sing along. Or many student come to introduce the
Chinese culture, let the student see how about China. They introduce the landmark
in Beijing, in Shanghai, so everyone feel so amazing, so they would like to go there,
so they will try to practice and read a lot and study more and more, in order to have
a chance to go there. Some students told me because one day they will go, so this
time they have to practice a lot.
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Question 8:
I think to let the students to see more Chinese movie, sing more Chinese songs can
help them to use more Chinese. Furthermore, to find some Chinese culture or the
traditional things to present in front of the class, also can help students understand
more Chinese.
Question 9:
No, I would like to let them listen a lot more in English than Chinese, so I will use
English than Chinese. Just sometimes when we finish the class, they have the
question like they don't understand what does this word means although they
translate it in English, so they come to ask me, but most surely they ask me in Thai,
so at that time I will answer in Thai, let them clear.
Question 10:
I think we have to have the helping hands, when they have problem they can come
to consult. Not only the problem in class, if they have the problem in their life, they
can come to consult me anytime. I think it's the best way to make us have the good
relation between the teacher and the students. If we have the good relation like this,
they don't fear to ask the question with me first in class and after the class too.
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Appendix III Lesson Content
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dul bu qi
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nl neng bang
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yl xia ma

~~ ~ ~ ca n yo u help me?

1,f-

Yes.

nl men hul kai qi che ma

1t 11'1 ~-Jf ~\-t Pfb?
1

Can yo u dri ve?
ta hul kai

wo bu

hul kai

1it~-Jf- ' ~ ~ ~-Jf

0

He ca n dri ve, but l cannot drive.

T Pfb ?
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Can You Help Me?

nl hul shuo hon yu mo

1,t ~i>L ~x._ i.g- 11 !.9?
Can you speak Chinese?

wo
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I can speak a little Chinese.
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Yes. I Sorry, you cannot smoke here.
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v.
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v.

bong

help

-T(-r)

adv.

ylxio

one time; once

~(-11-)

v.

hul

can

-Jt (fJtj )
/i-$-U\ if-)

v.

kai

drive

n.

qlche

car

v.

shuo

speak; say

adv.

yldianr

a little

v.

keyT

can; may

v.

chouyon

smoke cigarettes

pron.

zher

here

v.

y6uyong

swnn

v.

hu6bTng

skate
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~i~ New Words
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2.

*-#(k*)

3. Bt(Ht)
4. lk(lk)
5.

1±-(1±.)

conj.

he

and

n.

doxue

university

n.

shl

time

m.

Cl'

measure word

prep.

ZOI
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in· at' on
'

'
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6.

*.Air (kAit)

n.

dojie

avenue; street

7.

J:.(J:.)

prep.

shong

on

8.

1fl?J ?~ (1~ p},\)

adv.

our6n

by chance

9.

~~ll&(;fmi:!)

v.

xiangyu

meet; encounter

10. A_(A_)

adj.

jiu

long time

11. /G(/G)

adv.

bu

no; not

12. X(JL)

v.

jion

see

13. 1(1)

aux.

le

used after a verb to form the
past tense

14. 11JJ~ J L( 11JJ~ JG)

pron.

nor

where

+i= (_I_ ff)

n., v.

gongzuo

job; work

111.

suo

measure word f'or a school, a

15.

_-r_

16. ?fr (?fr)

~

hospital, etc.

17. il('~)
18.

11-(1-1-)

V.

dang

become

aux.

de

used c{/ter a verh to indicate
the degree

19. if.(ii)

adv.

hai

again; yet

20. Jf-Jl(*jt)

v.

blye

graduate

21. J6 Cfi)

prep.

hou

after

adv.

ylzhf

at all tin1es; always

23. ~(~)

n.

ji6

ho1ne

f-(¥t)

v.

gem

do

25. 111--W(!lrj{)

n.

woimoo

foreign trade

26. ~£_ 'f (.~& #)

adv.

jingch6ng

often

27. ttL-& ( tl! ,&_ )

v.

chuchai

go on a business trip

con;.

don

but

22.
24.

28.

-1L(-1L)

1e (1 8 )
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29. ~ ~ ,~. . (:ff :t ,'&)

adj.

you y1s1

interesting

~:!:- ~
( ···o
~~ $)
• '
fl

adj.

jieshi

strong

31. it(-tt)

v.

qing

please

32. 1\(1\)

v.

doi

replace; stand for

33. IOJ 11~ ( P"'911i)

v.

wenhou

give one's regards to

34. -Jt(-lt)

adv.

yldlng

sure; definitely

30.

...-p

...,,

...,,

~iW-~ Notes
-.

ff~~ i.RJi~i..g.'P)

Sentences with an Adjective as the Predicate

~*£,~~~A~~~~*~A#~~~~o£~~~$-~
A~$-i~ jg ifi
~

*

z !'81 ~ ';#; mi)J i~ "Jl"

UJ -Jfj $:- i~ jg ifi ~ ~

o

-JfJ ~ i~ iW ifi 6J 9=1 81 -iW ifi

I

0

A sentence, in which an adjective is acting as the predicate or the n1ain part
of the predicate, is known as a sentence with an adjective as a predicate. In Chinese,
adjectives and adjectival phrases can act as predicates directly. In such sentences,
the verb "fl" is not needed between subjects and adjectives or adjectival phrases.
In a sentence with an adjective as a predicate, the predicate is often an adjectival
phrase.

+ ~$-i~
Subject+ Adjective

£-ifI

59'
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?;- Jt-Jfj A Negative Form

~%

L~_ct +

.::f.

l
~ k .::f-1~~--------------------=~-=~-~-j

-Jfj $.-i~

+ ;f. +

~31' 1* .::f.:k.-3tt

+ Adjectives

. f-'.1orrn o t~
N otc: Tlie negative

r -*JlJ 1-11= 5~~:t,~,

"-i:;/FJ

~ \J] "

,'f!..·

,~-

· .,

IS

":TL

0

--I;-~ \J] "

IX.. /F1

.~- ,~-

•

Ol

";JL ~ \J] "

IX.. ,'-.j!,-

,,~-

1

0

L___________________ - - - - - - - Q u e s t i o n w i t h " Pft "

-~

"~"is

put at the end of the sentence following the preceding topic to raise a

question.
1--

~ " o/~/' MJ ~-t fOJ
.
. wit. I1
S1rnp le Quest1on

6]

"P~
/t::. "

i

Meaning of the Question

------------- - ------------------------------ ---- ------ ___ J__ -- - - -- ---- -------------- ------------------

ii14- -RAR -11J:Jt4~, })~14-%?
})~14- -----------------------~ ~Y4~?
---------------------------t-[ ----------- - - - - ----_i~!t

El ~-~:__1,f- ~ ?

________;__ 14~ ;t~Effel_/":l___________________ _
~ {J~ _L 11= 1tl~ :t I~'' 1,t ~?
I 1.t {J~ _L 11= ,1f: ~ ;j:-f?

~.* 3J Exercises

- ..

f~1}]

lmitation

1. *t~.::f.~ T

,

1,f-1±. 11JJ~JL1-11=?

2. 1,t 31' if.,t ~ ;j:-f?
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3.

_L

1t1Jf ;t- ~ {-f?

J£;r:1{f

0

1,t'%?

4. 1~ %%-kllr~Ei*Pf!i?

1~111 %~1~*' iAti#!

5. ~1\-*. l;iJ 11~ 1~111

0

_, ~t!k: Substitution

A-

1.t~€-f1'

B:

1~*'

**Pf!i?

iMiAt

0

<1T

<1T

-yJ-?-kfl;

il1lilll

<>f ~

J]Jcj~

f61 'if

r6J •~

A:

it_~]-=~__it_ ,t ~ {f?

B:

j~ 6!I~~-=-1t1 fl~ ~ ,'e,

*~

~1Jrp

I
o

_,
Make up Sentences Using the Following Words.

*

f1' if.

2. 1~

-5tll-5tll

1.

p

f!i

*

~~

1.t

1~
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3.

*

4.

-*. i1t

5.

~

6.

~ / ;f'~
,~~

8.

-*.

i1t

k~

~i;,~

k~

a1

1tl fr!J

~

1/i:

+

7. ~1*-

tll r

~k

Gn~etings

1,t

~M-1

~k
H:-~'
....-p

-A-

a1

,,, ,,,

jpjp

1,t

~}l:j~~i:~ English Translation
<' '.

'• (;'

: '.'

l I·;'."\,' l I 1•: !

f:

Ma Li : Hello, Liu Xin !
Liu Xin: Hello, Ma Lil
Ma Li : We have not seen each other for a long ti1ne. Where are you
working?
Liu Xin: I work at a university.
Ma Li : You have become a teacher. How are you getting along with your
job?
Liu Xin: Not bad. And you?
Ma Li : I have been working for a company since graduation.
Liu Xin: How is it?
Ma Li : Since it is a foreign trade company, I often go on business trips.
I am very tired but it is interesting.

Lesson 11
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Liu Xin: How about your health?
Ma Li : Pretty good.
Liu Xin: How are your parents?
Ma Li : They are fine, thank you.
Liu Xin: Please send my regards to them.
Ma Li : Sure.
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JI II

mo II sh!

f!

-) ,

zoi

J)

rnou do xue de xue sheng

~:~
,;l~

/:.'. 1~

:11-_ J......

f-

7K A

8-f,'J ,'.~'·
-=J-

qi che zl1c'm xi611g YLJ

{+-

;~

Jie

ke

4=- jJ;

,~ Jt:

qu

j ) f]~
\'

to men peng q160

J])j >Z..

~
--1--='
""
· : /)

-:,

o

#- --- ill il -if;

0

)

nor

a

wo jln cheng ban dionr sh!

-i- £Ht-#- 15! 11'! ,

~

fu

-7
~Hl A:
__ ---}

i!J._ !~;_

WO

guo w6ng

flng ne

ii£%-#-~o
1110 II

-/r~

fu Jing guong guong

WO qu w6ng

~

1--1"-

' " ' ,;L;

1it 1f J -

shl jie ke

1116 II

Jie ke

Ill

ke shl rno II de loo peng you

to men yr b1011 cJe11g cr1e yl bion t6n huo

~ll _if& ,

rno II

;J
_-L .,

jie

no shl /Ing gai qu kon kon

16i bei jlng zhe

I

n1 ne

me jiu

le

*- ~~;?: ~ ~ A 1

h6i mei qu

, i£ ~9:.. -i-
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jie ke

1~ it

tTng shu6 w6ng

fu Jing gai

: Plf iJL .£ ffit

n
~~:
mo

ke bu shi
~~~,

* i!.l

jt_ 1~ ~

1% o

.£ffit1t-~alt.~~~~T~~~o

gen wo

,~it:

jR~-~-£-P~,

n

bu cuo

w6ng fu Jing de goi zoo zhen sh! fang bion le loo boi xlng

jie ke

mo

yl

zoo de

qi qu ba

dul bu qi

hao bu hao

*f~*f?

WO jin tion sh! zoi mei gong fu

jie ke

nl jln cheng gon shen me

I~ Jt:

1.t itt.tA f-1t ~ ?

1110 II

WO you yr ge de gu6 peng you 16i bei jlng le

fl;~:

~*-1'--tt l!] JJJJ ~*- ~t ~
bei hoi gong yu6n

jie ke

WO pei

$. xt ~ t

~

xiang con guan gu gong

jlng shan he

1 , ~, 4'-J.VL ik ~ ~ ~ ilt ;fp

ta qu w6n wonr

WO dul bei jlng de jioo tong yl
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qlng chu

nl neng gei WO jie shoo yl
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xio mo

rP!9?
1110 II

nl qu w6ng fu jlng

yoo ling qi lu dion che

ke

yl xion zuo son son Wll ltJ

huo zhe zuo

di tie

doo xi zhT men huon
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~ i~ New Words
1.

)ij.:Pj (Ji.i:Pj)

adv.

pengqiao

by chance

2.

~t-$- .:1& (~\if .:1&)

n.

qlchezhon

bus stop

3.

~(~)

v.

deng

wait for

4.

-$- (if)

n.

che

bus; car

5.

ilifi-(1.l1fi)

v.

t6nhuo

haveaconversation

6.

11

interj.

a

used at the end of a sen-

1\>T (111\11)

tence to emphasize the tone
n.

7.

.tffi..(JA)

8.

)J, ~ (ihf ~)

9.

~(ii!.)

cheng

city; town

bon shl

handle affairs

v.

guong

stroll

1o. ~1-U~)

adv.

mei

no; not

11. ii(i&)

aux.

guo

an auxiliary word used a:fier
a verb to form the past tense

12. ;iI. ii (1@, tt)

v.

ylnggai

should

13 •

Ph- -./ ( uJo .;.." )

v.

ffngshuo

hear of; hear about

14.

?k_r!_(?i~)

v.

gaizoo

rebuild

adj.

fongbion

convenient

J

I

1-YL

}j,;:;

iX.,

15. 7J 1t.( ;5-1st)
16.

:t-11 -kl (::t-11 -Jii)

n.

laobaixlng

civilians

17.

1ftl(~tl)

prep.

gen

and

18.

11 ~( 11 ~)

interj.

ba

used at the end of a sen-

I

tence to emphasize the tone

19. ~,ff_(-f ~)
20. 1)((1}..)
21. ~(~~)

adv.

shlzoi

really

n.

g6ngfu

time

v.

xiong

think

91
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22. JA'- g] (!A'- IIJ )

n.

g6ngyu6n

park

2 3. M-(M-)
24. xt(1t)

v.

per

accompany

prep.

du(

to; for

25. ~ifR(~i@_)

n.

ji6ot6ng

transpmiation

26. ~tJ!.(~t~)

adj.

qlngchu

clear

prep.

ge1

to· for

28. JG(JC)
29. JJ$-(JJ$-)

adv.

xi an

first; at first

m.

1u

measure word

30. ~*(~*)
31. ~4=-(~-$-)

v.

huan

change

n

dianche

trolley bus

32. J~A!k (Jt!!A~)

n.

dltie

subway; underground

27.

~(~)
.-·p

..-p

...

....

'

~~~iRJ Proper Nouns
1. £Rt1t

W6ngfuJfng

Wangfujing (name ofa street)

(£At1t)

I

2.
3.
4.

(b
1,~- !@)
!- J_, (!- J-i )

Degu6

Gennany

Jfngshon

Jingshan (name of a park)

.:lti'4-(.:lt;'~)

Beihai

Beihai (name of a park)

Xizhlmen

Xizhimen (name of a place in Beijing)

Ji eke

Jack

".b
1,~-

~

5. VJJ 1L fl
(i!EJ _RF~)

6. ,~JL(,~JL)
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51~~ Notes
" ~ i.JJ 1:iJ Sentences Using a Series of Verbs

ii i)J 0 Jl ~5l

* tf3

~ 1--#J ii3] tir J€; ~~ ii 81

*

~i- JYl ~ '

tir -#J ia]

§~~~~,~~,#~a~~~~*,!€;--i}J~~~~-i}J~o
Sentences using a series of verbs refer to a grainmatical phen01nenon in
which two verbs appear together; the first verb indicates conditions such as
tendency, trend, harmony, and cooperation, while the second verb is the main
verb.
~~{%-A the Basic Patterns
~----·-------------

ii i}J 6J

Sentences Using a Series of Verbs

----------------<

$.-!L!f.t-#-~~o
----------------------------------~ [lg-1tt* JJtJJtJL
o

i.f.J i.m m:il: Verb Reduplication
i)J ·iaJ ~ 1t
1

t-- ;F i}J 11= rti ~i ff£~~,

st f8J 1$_ ,

*1t'E 7fjiR. :tA '

fi i}J +t i}J ii3] ' if-{-1) 81 ;ff AA {P A - A rJJJ # ~

81~1t7f31\7J ABAB

,t ~PA
JX.. {-1)

17

0

Ao

Verb reduplication is often used to indicate easy, transient, and tentative
actions. The reduplication form of a monosyllabic verb of future action is AA
and A - A. The reduplication form of a disyllabic verb of future action is
ABAB.
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' 1:'
-~
iVJ 1i3]
t7 it:

Verb Reduplication

117' ~~~~1r-~1r-i~ 11 ~?
-·

~1' Lffit-#-i5!i5!o

~ rcg-1~

*

---··--··--·--

J;tJ;t JLo

~M-1~1'-ik't~-~

0

~.* 5J Exercises
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f~ 17J Itnitation

1. ~i!.tAJJ',*, JL :f

2.
3.
4.
5.

=,

~1'-J..Jft#-~~o
~1%1tt1'-JJtJJtJLO
~*-1-it !!1 }]j] £*-~~ff:
1t-fiJ ~ 1L fl .:t#t 10 7 Ji~ 4-

1

0

0

~t~ Substitution

-:!- [I)

I

o

-i~

1"g

n

f 1J JJ7 Jt
+ :t !:: ·;fij.- i_"- [ZfJ

*

i_"-$}

+ J]}] Jz. 16 ~

*-~l

1t

.

I:-
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· .·.-}- ;.1'\

i J J:. ;if
1

;ff it i~l

$- It]
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~jcj~~i~ English Translation
(Ma Li is a student at a university. Jack is his old friend. They meet each other
at the bus stop, and are talking while waiting for the bus.)
Jack : Ma Li, where are you going?
Ma Li: Oh, Jack. I am going to handle some affairs in the city. How about
you?
Jack

I am just going to Wangfujing to have a stroll. I have been in Beijing
for a long time, but I have not been there since I came here.

Ma Li: Then it is necessary to have a look ..
Jack : I heard that Wangfujing has been rebuilt.
Ma Li: That is right. The rebuilding of Wangfujing benefits the people a lot.
Jack : C01ne with me, all right?
Ma Li: Sony, I am really not free today.
Jack : What are you doing in the city?
Jv1a Li: One of my friends, a German man, has come to Beijing. He would like
to visit the Imperial Palace, Jingshan Park, and Beihai Park. I have to
show him around.
Jack

I know nothing about transpotiation in Beijing. Can you give me a
brief introduction?

Ma Li: You can take bus No.335 first, then change to trolley bus No. 107 or
by subway to the Xizhimen stop.
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:1':..
( I'''

kt~

,-I;
/l..1

c;lli 111<'ii lJLICJ
u

xz_ -I~

IIJ

to

ICll

A_

zoi

bei jlng yu yon

llH~ll XllC XIClO !Cll

111

ji{~

ke

w6 rnen xue xioo zoi bei jlng de xi jioo

_j_

ll'J -'! A

~

bu

110

oil

zoi qTng hu6 do xue dong bion

Ii

yuan

-r ' -

~ _,,I, J.2.E'...

o

on

no

xue xioo qi6n bian shl shen me don wei

jie

ke

xue xiao qi6n bion shi st1I y6u yon jiu suo

~~:

he

st1en me di fang

11Cl

:..!:- 1-t.

ta

'

Oil

qlng t1u6 do xue

do xue xue xi

~~~~k~~~~ffl,

pong bion you

yl ge do shang diem

~~~-~*-~~o
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an no

xue xiao de ban gong 16u zai

ke

ban gong 16u zai jiao xue 16u

jie

~~:
an

no

jie

ke

,~ ~

ban gong 16u ff you

xi bian

~~~~~*~~i!Lo
jiao xue 16u

*-m~:

nor

yl ge

yin hang

~~~£~-+~ffo

11 you shen me

~i*;f~£~1t~?
dong r6n shl jioo shl

~

:

yl ceng you yl ge dian yTng ting

Pf\ Jt ~i :r ,

ylng ylng yu dian ylng
o..h 4+- 'Ji_ .b .§!.~
QA

1t fp

~ ."f)/

mei tian xia WU dou fang

- )[- ~ - + ~ 1:3 ff , -tt ~ r -t- ;tt~ JJt
ti

er ceng you yf ge she bei you li6ng de dian jiao shl
0

-=- )[- ~ - + i~ ~ 1fu R s'-J ~ :ti :£ ,

gong do liang de yu y6n c6i lioo he yin xiong zl liao

1*' *- -I- MJ i-§- 1: tt Ji:t ;fp -t-1~ 1f: Ji:t
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no

tu

jie

ke

LOi bc111 gong l<Su llOll [)ion

I~ ~

:

shu guon zoi shen me di fang

1±- j;, /~ ;f~ J6 iiL
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*-m~:
jie
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: oo
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jie

I~ ~
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bion you sl ge do xlng yue 1011 shl
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-j:_ iRJ New Words
1.

J~~(~~)

n.

difang

place

2.

tl:tJ ~ ~ (TffJ ~~ )

n.

xljiao

western suburb

3.

;j; ltL(~:i!)

n.

dongbion

east

4.

Wr 1tL (11fr:i!)

n.

qi6nbion

front

5.

;G itb (;G ilh)

n.

shfy6u

petroleum; oil

6.

~!'S(tf~)

n.

shangdian

shop; store

7.

n.

xibion

west

8.

tl:tJ 1tL (TffJ :i!)
1RAt(itlit)

n.

yfnh6ng

bank

9.

~ ,,,,
flk(*flk)
\El , ..... ,

adv.

d6ngr6n

of course; ce1iainly

10. ~i~(;.fi~)

n.

jiaoshl

classroom

1 1. /k(;f)

In.

ceng

floor; storey

n.

dionylngtlng

movie hall

13. ;6k~(;6kf13c)

v.

fongylng

show

~ Y2-?,
£-?. )
,f-.;; ( r;'?
~ .f-.;;

n

dianylng

film; inovie

15. ~~i~ (~;.ft~)

n.

dianjiaoshl

multin1edia lab

-t- 73'- (-t- 7t-)
17. 1JGR(1fR)
18. ;f~1*' (;flt_'*")

adv.

shffen

very

adj.

y6uli6ng

excellent

v.

tfgong

provide

*--I-(*- -_i-)

adj.

daliang

plenty of

20. -i-t§(~i:)

n.

yuyon

language

21. tt;ft(tt;ft)

n.

cailiao

material

22. ~1t(~1t)
23. 1f;ft (:~;ft)

n.

.'
yinx1ong

video

n.

zlliao

material

12.
14.

~ Y2-?,
,f-.;;

ff (r;'? Y2-J.
i'f--/ ~ )
~

16.

19.

~ ~

..,. .,.

)Q
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24. !6liL(1ii!_)

n.

houbian

rear; back

25. *-~ (k~)

adj.

doxlng

big

26. *~t(~~t)

adj

anjl'ng

quiet

27. J~(J~)

aux.

de

a structrual
auxiliary word

't- -h' (-it~)
28. ~11
I'_,, f3l

v.

dushu

read

'11-'/.:-(~ft.'/.:-)
"J,)t_~ ~)L~

n.

sheshT

facility

30. ~~liL( ~t:i!)

n.

beibian

north

n.

y6uyongchf

swilTilning pool

32. rnliL(mi!)

n.

n6nbian

south

r.r. J+; J.Z, ( ;-._r.- -r-1-;J: a )
33• Jltl..
;f'- .J-'l'J j;t //f'- ?jj

n.

16nqiuchang

basketball field

i4FJ4<-Jh (;}4pJJ<-.tw)

n.

p6iqiuchang

volleyball comi

35. ~Jil.(9Yi!)

n.

p6ngbion

side

36. ll~ .£ ( lJ~ lt)

n.

noli

there

37. ;Jt:A<li~ U7t *-~ )

n.

xlyTdion

laundry shop

38. J-2.it.it (Jl?. ~ 1t)

n.

llfoguan

barbershop

n.

xioomoibu

small shop;

29 •

31.

34.

39,

i#-i7j<..~~(i#17j<.~)

I

J'

*

~,~ (I J'

f

~~)

snack counter
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jj:~~ Notes

, 1J1il iRJ

Location Words

;fz. 7F -Ji foJ ~~ xt 1± Ji a1 i~ ~ ~ -}]- 1±i~
1±i~ :1f if- it-Ji 1± i~
";t.. , d!J, rn, ~t, ~, J6, £, :;{;, J:., -r, £, >7r,, ;f,
~* % JK-}j 1-i i~ ";t.. ii, ~ JiL, rtJ ii, ~tii, WJ ii, J6 ii,
£. ii , :;{; ii , J:. iiL , T iiL , £ iiL , >7 iiL" ;f o if- it-Ji 1± i~ 'f
r1t :t 1±--ft- 1~ ,£ i~ J6 ii , 1~1' if- JfJ , i;- A-Ji 1±i~ Pf v:J, if- JfJ
0

-}]-

r

o

A word that indicates a location is known as a location word. Location words
can be classified as two kinds: One is a simple location word such as "lJ;, iffJ,

nfr, 16, E.., ii, _!::_, r,
word such as "Jt- jiJ_' iffJ jiJ_'

r~, ~r,,

cation
j}]__,

_!::_ j}]__,

r

iiL, £

j}]__, )lj, j}]__".

£, )lr"; the other is a co1npound lo-

rn jiJ_'

~r. i/z_'

WJ jiJ_' /6 jiJ_' E.. jiJ_' ii

The sin1ple location words usually follow

nouns, and are rarely used alone. The compound location words also usually follow nouns, but they can be used alone.
_J_ ;;!-..- +.- •..J...
I iT'
+-- •..J... .-!:;"
4- A,_~
iT' 1lL
J.lL/fj -/1'-

.-...:L , -t.

ll'J

:11-~~
Ai o
·--

~Aio

~1n # t~1±-h"lf

~ iiJl-~

·--·-- --·

-

-

-

j'C,P,Jf~iio
--------------------··--- ----

-----·--

I

--- -------------- -

h"jfj'C,P,Jf o

~Airnii

_A_t_________________________________ ----..--- __ ) t ii____ . ;.f~:t-1~J~-~--------- j~_Yb_______

__ .ni ______________ -------------~------ ____________fl'.Li4. __ -~1~{~1Jff iiL _____ _ _
_ fe ___ -~-----~--

-~-14

---~---·----~---------·--~----~--~--- E..iiL
:;{;_________
:;{;itL
--·
J:.
J:.-1) - ;f.. ~
J:. ii

_______ .,...,...

~- -------~..,-...-~---·~-.--~,-...-.....-....-.-,...-.~..,..,..,...._..,,,.,......,...

=*-T

0

-·"""..,..._ ..

~---

__Bi~---

__ _

_J~*-1-g-Af;~ ~--*if+~~----------. 1' ~~~~iil
E..iiL __________j
OO~tt:;{;ii
:;{;itL _______ _
J:.iiL
J:. iiL
1

~~--,..........

_

-

-~~~- ~,....

=*-T

-

-,,--~...--~....

..... ,....,..,..,......,,_

~--~-
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rliL

r
..'£ 4(-~~1±.~~ ..'£ ~ SJ

.£iiL
5'riiL
------ ---------------·---·--

5'r

"--·-------- '--·

"~"

-"'

":11" 6J ~
"~nlE:_~4h,,

iF

o

0

rliL

,ti y ..'£ iiL
,tty 5'riZL ---

..'RliL
5'riiL

--------··-----·· -----

-·----- --

.

----·------------------·--------- -----

Sentence

m*-~ iF
.ft- t:f ,

0

*--f-rliL

"~~:11 ~4h" "~4h{i~n" ~

~n

-Atm "n foJT-£ iJJ + ~ 1i. iJJ,,

~

"~n:1] ~4h" MJ ~i~J(_~-Jt 81, ~ 1J~Jf] {f-:I& :f 4h,

~~1~m

-t ;g

"/fi"

~

0

sentence patterns are used to indicate "there is son1ething in

smne place",

"so1nething is in smne place", or

" it is son1ething in

some place". The "place nan1e +location word" pattern is often used to
indicate "place". The object of "there is something in some place" is
indefinite, and cannot be used with proper names, only common names.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - ----------·--------------------1.+1=:i_:k'" -1ii_/n
S
- g
,.... ·""-:,_ + -!_
'l_ -] + -.,
:.-,
.__ om c I) Ia cc + -1· J -t ,S0111 l~ I Ii 111
h_ ',,,

-------·---------

# ;f~.£:11-~ *-~~

-

--------------------------

0

>----------------------------------------------

)J,/~{! .£;1)-~1~At o
f--------------------------------~---------------------1

[!] ~ 1t ~~ JiL:1] ~

1

JJ~ Jl_;;1] iJ1J ~ k_~

IJtl 1lj:

]"'

~ _g~

0

>----------------------·------------------------l
o

~------------------"-~------------------

:lft~h +

.tf_ +

~~

Something +

~111 *;f~,t±.~~ ~ *-*

,ti# ;f~ 1±- j],/~ ;f~ tl!J liL
)J,/~;f~,t±.

t

. :t

+ Some Place

ff-:JlLo
0

m~1t;f!J6 JlLo

~#- ~Jf<- ~1±- ~ 1.. ~ 1r- ~ JiL

0

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----·--------------------------------------------------

.
·JIJT:MlliJlll 'N~w Standlil,n:t ·Ghioese ·:.
'

)

I

, 0

f

~

"
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~n +

Jl + ~~h S01ne Place
iJj<.. ~~ ;t j}]_Jl ~ 1- 16 %
I!] ~ 1t ~~ j}]_Jl J' ~ .g~
~ 1.-IB % tl!J jil_)t_j{ J;j<.Jh

'*

+

fl

+ S01nething

0

1

0

0

~fu 3J Exercises

- ,

f~ 17)

hnitation

1. ~ ;fX. nt 1/]_ll_Xi ~t!J h"Jf 1L fo,Jf
2. }J,./~t~ £~ -/i"-4RAt

0

o

3. ~ 11'1 # 1~1±- ~t if-*-~ :t j}]_
4. #;f~~Ji]_Jl ~ff,

0

0

5. })~) l_;~ ~ /i'--

6.
_,

*- ~ l)t) ~ j:

'* ,;)<_ ~~ ,,(±_ 00 -f; 1t ~ t, 1/]_

0

0

~t~~ Substitution

,-};, ~,;.. l ·4~I:
I

f1L -Tc

"'
.t -r

~~ 113 Ft

'l~@

-~lfi J:J~- J&;

J:J?_ ;1£_ ·tg

-t4rli<.Jh

~-

f ~; ~

2. ~#- ~Jj<.. ~~,,(£ 1t 2-. J~ ::t ?
~#- ~Jj<.. ~~,,(£

q: 1- ?iS % ~ JiL

0

~i

'*

t-1t

*~ JtiJ;j<._J!JJ

J£'£_tt
qi5-~

10
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3. ~ iJj<.. ~ ~ JiL)t1t 2'.. j:~ ~ ?
~,ij-~Jj<.. ~ ~ iiLJt '# _i_ 1il % a
~#i~

rb '€] / r-;:.
'b 1f/1T

#i'#;f~

Jf_ 'Jf.._1t

_,

~JS

ii\: t~ $ill' 91J fJJ-j" ~13.1:iJ T- 8{] ~ ,7!!, ~ ~ -*$
C01npare the Meanings of Following Two Groups of Sentences

*'

1. l!J .:f; 1t ~t iiL:11 /i"- J' .g~
2. )J, /~ i~ 1±. 00 -tJ 1t !&- iiL
1

I

0

'# _i_ 1lf % iEJ iiLJl _g_ J;jZ .th

4. ~7ti<.-a ~iiL:11-1'-~T
5.

*if 1t !&- iiLJl~~ ?1f

*

6. ~t-$-3& iiLJlJ~4*o
7. /A~~ Ntili~ -/i"-JA~J]

8. 44 f J;jZ .th 1±.$ J;jZ .th r~ j}]_

*'

.g~ 1±. f!l .:f; 1t .:H~ iiL

)J,/~;f~J&- jil_}t l!J

0

3.

J'

0

o

--_g_ J;j<.Jh

--

.:f11t

a

*' iiLJt '# _i_ 1lf %'-a

~T~iil.:11-1'-)J'Gi<.-a

~ ~ fojf !&- iiLJl *if 1t

0

a

0

;~ 4A iEJ iiLJl ~t-$- 3& o
0

- - /A~ J] 1±./~ ~ Nt 1li

o

0

_g_J.~fJh ~G JiL)t -i4f J;j<.Jh a

~~j~~i.f English Translation
(Jack is from the United States. He is studying at Beijing Language
University, and is talking about the university's facilities with Anna.)

Anna: Where is your university?
Jack: It is in the western suburbs of Beijing, close to the east gate of
Tsinghua University.
Anna: What is in front of your school?

4

o
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Jack: Petroleum Graduate School is in front of our university, and
there is a big store beside it.
Anna: Where is the office building?
Jack : The office building is to the west of the school building, and there is a
bank in the office building.
Anna: What is in the school building?
Jack: There are classrooms, of course. And, there is also a movie hall on the
first floor, showing English movies every afternoon. There is a
multimedia lab with excellent equip1nent on the second floor, where
plenty of language materials and video inf01mation are provided.
Anna: Where is the library?
Jack: It is behind the office building. There are four reading rooms where
students can read and study quietly.
Anna: Are there any exercise facilities?J ack : There is a swi1n1ning pool fo the north of the library. To the south of it,

there are courts for volleyball and basketball.
Anna: Are the dormitories on campus?
Jack : Yes, they are beside the swimn1ing pool. There is a laundry, a
barbershop, and other stores there.

I

1051

.
.
~-···~-..........
.
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.
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~ - -t - :J!r
3P-1-71'-

xioo yu6n

rr

n'I qu

WO

qu

WO ye

nor

tu

qu

tu

nl qu jie shu

hu6n shu

n1

shu guan

zoi

shu guan

1110

jie

Ji

ben

ne

tttJ'
..
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jiao shl

(

~i

2 0 7 11 \f' Q_

ff

'.t _w_ )
zhe xie dou shl

A:

%~

it ;trdul

,t.

Jl

shu guan de shu ma

!!] f; 1't a{;

fJ

P~

?

zhe xie dou shl

zen me

A:

tu

~

jie shu

1% fJ

?

pfng jie shu zheng jie

B : }{

tu

1% -:f; i£ 1%

o

shLt guon woi mion

nl ql:1

jie shu mo

wo qu

hC1 sh!

nl chang

qu

no

yue Ion shi shc1ng zl

ff shong zl

WO mei tian xia WU dou

qu

yue Ian shl zen me yang

A:

l)t)

:Pl '.t I~

hen do

nor

~

;f-f ?

ye hen gan jlng

r~n duo bu duo

xi mo

xi

-~ · .f
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ta

tu

shu guan

shu guan hen do

ye hen pioo 1iang
,J,,

~
di

coo

J~ '

$ J~

9=1 la]

'f X -f; ,

ye

Jl -1- 7J<- ~~

~~

you

shl ting yue Ian shl

~ ;fJl 11JT IJlJ ~ ]: '
jl suon
ting n shul ping
xue

xi dion nao zhT shi

XUS

shl

Sheng zoi

xue sheng ke

Cf 1- or
jl jioo shl

nor

du shu

nor

1±- }]~

ye zai

tu

fing woi yu

lu

16u shong h6i

yin

ti goo

Jl.i 11JT >11' i-§- ~ ~ ' J~ ~

shu guan

:if.

or

_t

o

you XU duo boo zhl he z6

xi

ke yl mian fei shong wang

5t t

1-tf

xue

h6i

v/,

shu

yl jie

;i~ Pf vA

nor

yl zoi

v/,

you hen duo tu

shu dou ke

7f' X -f; , it JJ:_t, -f;

mei tian dou you hen duo

0

shu guan Ii

zhe xie

sl ge yue Ian

coo

00 -f; 1t _f_ :111~ ~ 00 -f; '

0

you woi wen shu

tu shu guan h6i you

zhl

tu

lu

yl pion

__,___

1J:'- /if' %

di Zhong jian shl yl ge shul chi

you zhong wen shu

~

'db

.I. f],

men kou you

l#J

0

xue Sheng ke

yl zoi

nor

-~~1 .• ....,. .l:~1ti1':
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"f)!i; Y:_ j~~i~ English Translation
The Library in Our School

To the west of our school there is a four-storey building. It is our library.
The library is very large and beautiful. There is a lawn in front of the gate and
in the middle of the lawn there is a pond. There are many kinds of books in the
library, including Chinese books, and books in foreign languages. They all can
be borrowed.

There are four reading roon1s in the library, where there are a lot of newspapers and magazines. Many students read and study there every day. There is
an audio-visual reading roon1 upstairs, where students can listen to the recordings to i1nprove their listening c01nprehension. The co111puter room is also
inside the library, where students can learn about con1puters and use the
Internet, free of charge.
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Reference Words

,&(AIL)

m.

.

zuo

a measure word for a
building, a mountain, etc.

n.

jionzhu

architecture; building

adj.

piooliang

pretty
entrance

4.

fl o ( F, o)

n.

menkou

5.

Jt(J:t)

ni.

pron

piece

6.

~t(~~)

adj.

lu

green

7.

$J~( .:f.J~)

n.

coo di

lawn

...

8. 'f fETJ ( rf fai )
9. 7j<._ ~~ ( 1]<- ~~)

11.

zh6ngjian

middle

n.

shulchl

pond; pool

1O. 7)-- :Z_(1'r X)

n.

woiwen

foreign language

16u shong

upstairs

shltTng

audio-visual; seeing and

11. 1~ _t (i:i_L)
11.

hearing

13. 71--~ (7)-- if)

n.

... . ...,
waryu

foreign language

14. ~ 11-(4;R i})

n.

luyTn

recording

15. #SJ(8/:tl)

v.

xuexl

study

16. ~A~ ('t A~)

n.

dionnao

computer

~P-iY-, ( ~t:l"J~)

n.

zhTshi

knowledge

adj.

mionfei

free of charge

shong wong

go online

17.

18. Jtt(~f)

19. _t /#] (J:_ ~Ji] )
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·1~~ Notes
Interrogative Pronoun "~ ~"

The following is the way to ask a question about an action using the interrogative pronoun ";1f: Z. ".

iOJ ~

--

@]~---- -~~~~-~~-----------

r

Question
- :

,t. z 1% .:fJ ?
aJJ k 1,t ,t- z -!- l ;ft-#- ?
-----·-----------·------- ---

--

-

--------- --------------------------------------------------------- -----------------

Jt 1% .:fJ ijf_ 1%
i :Ji: -$- -!-- L --- ----- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------- !

0

--- -----+----------------------------------------------------------------------------I

0

l

i

i

1if-f-p ilt ,t- ~ {jl,Z ~ 7Jo HS K ~

-

~

§
--- -

PJT'
----

§ -j,}L, § l'PJ IOJ~o

------------ ---------------------·---------- ----- ----------------

xt ~~'

-1\~~.f-P~,

1t-i1

ii( \1~?

Modal Verb

-'\

~~~ i}ri~ Jf] 116] -f-iWif! Bt,

"Pf v/, "

-R ~Pf~~~ ~14- JG if-'

"RT~,:.("

J6 iiL-:lt--~ -:A~-r}ri~

o

~ Jt. st-:A~m "~ ~~"

~~~ i)Ji~
0

If a modal verb is the main predicate in a sentence, usually it is followed

by a common verb. The modal verb "Of Jt)," indicates possibility or whether
the action of the co1nmon verb is allowed by the conditions. Usually "~ ~t"
indicates the condition of objection.
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~Ji:Jf~J:\J

Positive Fonns

~fl}] k Pf v:J,
j

*-0

Negative Forn1s
·-------- ---

--

.

-·-·---

~fl}] k-1' ~~*o

r1iLPf v1' ~dJ J:~L

# 1-1f1 Pf v/, ,,(f.1)t) 'fl 1-: DJT ~ -=g-

o

;fi 1-: _f_ -1' ~~ ~dJ ~~L
# 1-1f1 -1' ~~,,(f. j)t) Jfl]: DJT ~ -:g-

'% ~fa11Jt §J .$-Bt~iJL "-1'1t" A% "-1'A"

o

Usually, when a brief answer is needed, Chinese use ":f.qt" or ".:Z.:.A".

~* 5J Exercises

-,

f~1J)

1.

I1nitation

,t: ~ 1% -f; ?

2. Jt1%-f;1£1%

*

0

3. 1,r- ~ 'JtJ ~ 1-: J:.
4. ~Jtl::. -f; ~~Pf v/, 1%

5.

mSJ T1Y:i?
o

# 1-1f1 Pf v/, ,,(±_}]~ £

_ , ~t~

,Jf Yr-1:§- ~ -:g-

11

0

Substitution

1. 1,f-,t~-!-lxt-#-?
~±-$--!-o
~X_

't

ff}i fP ~

iT-$ft-$±-$-

00 8}] g)

± JJJ:J )j___ 81; -$-

-t ~~t

~t;fl}

!- J-,

119- fl 11--$;l Itt

~n!'1

±J6tl

0
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2. i!.J LPf v:,( .t~ *r!l 11-Ib?

it JL/G ~t ;J-m J:!!L I

~ JLPf v:J, .t~ :J:rtL

4P:.J/f-

.tr _]iJ;~

Choose the Corresponding Adverbs to Fill in the Following Sentences

1. ~ -!-:i£-f;' (

2. ~ (

) -!- 00 -f; 1t

3.~**-T-1"-(

4. 15q ~ ]: (

5. JJj) (

) 1% JL~o

)

) Jt #

0

)-;i--0

*- ' ( )1fl -f 4r
tX. 6{; ill -f; J~t

0

0

6.

:1f ~ -9:_ -f; ,

7.

:ti _l ( ) ~~~PJf j)l] ~Io
# 1-.1n ur YA {f.iK~ # >] tt Alt ~i:i-iR'

8.

(

) ~ 9)-- 3:._ -f; , it JJ;_t, -f; (
(

) Pf v:J, 1%
) Pf v:,( Jt

t

0

_l [#]

0
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~-Sci~~ i.~ English Translation
(On the campus)
A: Where are you going?
B: I am going to the library. How about you?
A: I am going there, too.
B: Are you going to botTow some books?
A: To return and botTow son1e books.
(In the classroom)
A: Are all of these books borrowed from the library?
B: Yes, they are.
A: How do you borrow a book?
B: You use a library card.
(Outside the library)
A: Are you going to borrow some books?
B: No, I want to go to the reading room to study.
A: Do you go there often to study?
B: I go there every afternoon.
A: "Tell me about the reading roo1n.
B: It is quite big and clean.
A: Are there many people in the reading room?
B: Yes, but it is very quiet there.
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\i(1

Xlll

J:1J

-#jf

jl hao

jln ti an

A,kJL~ ?.

lfn h6r1~1 sheng

jln ti6n

;f,f. *~

1-

A,_k 8 }] 2 0 70

Ii Ci

Xln

wo men no tian koo shl

j1J

-#jf

lln bang sheng

;f,f. }~
Iiu

~

ba yue er shf hao

1n

PJJ~ A ~

0

iiZ ?

ershlliu hoo kao shl

1-

26 ~

::tt iiZ

Xln

shf jian

bu duo

0

fu

xf

11- Af_ ·t:k: i_

SJ

dei gan kuoi

Ifn bang sheng

xioo w6ng de sheng ri

shl sh en me shf hou

liu

jiu yue

ta

Xln

Ifn bang sheng

sl

hoo shl

WO men dei gei

ta

kai

0

de sheng ri

ge sheng ri

:tt- *~ 1- : ~ 1n 11- ~ 1~ 7f- Ii'- 1- El

wan hul

at ~

0
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lu

n'f kao

kao

lu

1iu

xTn

dul

J:1J

#jf :

xt, 1t :t Jit ~ Jt

duo qlng xie peng you

'

1

Ifn bong sheng

xTng

it *~ 1- :

1T,

/.-

boo zheng goo de re

1~

iiE ~~ iY/f

J~~

~

it ~~ JJA Ji.. ,

re

nao nao de

1A

1$J 1$1 a~

qi

yl

ju

-~l.~

0

~i~ New Words
1.

~ii\(df tir\)

v.

kaoshl

have an exam

2.
3.

Af'~*(~'f*)
1-8(±8)

adv.

gankuoi

as soon as possible

n.

shengri

birthday

4.

it(/)~)

v.

koi

hold

5.

fJJt~(Htlf)

n.

wanhul

evening party

6.

~ ;,:8
I~'

v.

consider; think over

7.

lfR ( lf J.

v.

kaolu
,,

JU

get together

8.

1*- iiE (+r'- -tst)

v.

baozheng

guarantee; assure

9.

q~(-1~)

v.

goo

make

adj.

'
renoo

lively

~T<-

-if5 },ig,
.{;-)

( .·

,'lT<.. . )

10. ;t).~ 1$) ( t-A lf(ij)
·~\~

IRJ l!k

Reading
ma

ma

n

11; fJ
xf hen

SJ

nu

n

n

de sheng ri

shl WO tong bon tong xue

Yl $. r6J

J}I r6J

dul tong xue ye

1tl ~x.. fJ , xt r6J #

wan hul

WO men shl hao peng you

# , $. 1f1 Yl *f JJA Ji..
fei ch6ng re qfng

~ ~f

'f 1A 'ft ,

do

jio

o

dou hen

ma

n xue

~
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jiu yue sl hoo shl ta
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you
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de
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xTn
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liu xTn tong xue
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yl
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ff xiao
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-t flft

ta

qu

WO mei
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shen me ben shi
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zul hou
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;=; -Jtf ,tf_

8~

xk 1- J; tf ,
11

goo goo xlng xlng de fen chi
-;;- -;;- ~ ~. i. l. /_"'-... \:1)-

rOJ rOJ /' /'

Yt:!f;
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/}

nl men d6u shl wo de

" 1,t 111

;tt~ J}_ ~ 8~

yl qi dul ta shu6
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.x... um,,,
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Wr ~

UiJ
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;;]. 11'] ~ ,L A:. ~i
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'+ 1n

*

zhl hao zai do jio mion qi6n xue moo

xt 1t/?; iJL :
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ma

JJJJ

diem r6n sheng ri
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J.. EJ ;RJl..
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~,\~, .:.:±El

wo yang yuan wong bu

,-t

;f:

zhu nl sheng ri

kuoi le

;fJG

'fJc Ff.

1t
1

1_ EJ
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fA

zoi tong
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wo men do jia

~ 1(]

II shf fen gon dong
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n

0

~}J-t~~i}J,

0

hao peng you

H
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II chuT mie le lo zhu
~}Jµj:J<_ j;ki}J~o
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~ ~t

gou jioo

ma

-1 /~ ~i

o

hai you de

shou xTn jiang WU qu

wei ma

you mei dong ren

EJ Ht~

wu

de tioo

shl fen kai

n 16 le yl
1~ j; ~ }J ;}_i 1 ta

shou feng qln

mon wei do jia

xlng le sheng ri wan hul

11

hua ji xiao pin
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r6J ~ 111 ~ 8~ S -¥Jk , ~ 8~ Jl'.)t
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*- ~'jf 1 ~it ~i
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EJ ,
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tong xue men you de chong ge

wan hul shang
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wo men ban wei

de sheng ri

1'±-

r6J
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*- ~ -
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ta shu6
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liao nl men
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Eng l'is I1 Trans l at10n
.

Birthday Party for Ma Li
Ma Li is my classmate and we are good friends. He studies very hard,
and he is really kind to us. We all like him. Ma Li's birthday was on

~ 11'1
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September 4th, and we held a birthday party for him.
At the party, some of us sang songs, some of us danced, and some of us
even performed funny skits, which amused us all very much. Liu Xin brought
his accordion to the party and played a "Xinjiang" melody for Ma Li; Li
Xiao1nan played the graceful guitar 1nusic of Hawaii for us; Iain not talented,
so I had to make the sounds of cats and dogs.
When our classmates brought out the birthday cake and lit the candles, Ma
Li blew out the candles and we all cheered. Then we enjoyed the cake. Ma Li
was very 1noved by that, and said, "You are all my good friends and I will remember you forever." We said loudly, "J\1a Li, Ma Li, happy birthday to you!"

Reference \Vnrds

1.

~ J)I( ~ J)l)

n.

t6ngban

in the same class

2.

if 8<] (:11 81.] )

pron.

youde

3.

11

some
.
.

4.

~3t J.f (.tf3t Jt)

5.

;fz. ;'j[ (At i'!i)

v., n.

biaoyan

perform; performance

6.

~t ;ff Ut ;ff)

adj.

hu6jT

funny; amusing

7.

1

n.

xiaopln

skit

8,

7t I(; ( fJfj I~)

adj.

koixin

happy; joyous

9.

~f)b (~ff)

v.

bei

have ... on one's back

10.

+flllf-(-f Jil3-f-) n.

shoufengqln

accordion

16

play( musical instruments sucl

S-¥Jk cs-¥Jk.)

chong ge

1

J'J10(1J'J'o)

11. ;Ji(;f_i)

tiao

v.

wu

.

s111g; s111g111g
dance; dancing

as accordion and violin )
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12.

it (it)

m.

shou

Birthday Party

a measure word for a
song, a poem, etc.

13. J;ttlb (jttlb)

n.

wuqu

music for dancing

14. 5.f(}f)

v.

tan

play(musical instruments

such as piano and guitar)
1n.,n.

qu

melody

1fw-k(1t. :k)

adj.

youmei

graceful; fine

17. i}J A(J}J A)

adj.

dongren

moving; touching

n.

jrta

a nieasure word/or a

15. tlb(tlb)
16.

t

18.

1~

ct 1~)

song; guitar

19. ~~(;f-~)

n.

benshi

talent; ability; skill

2 0. fZ *f (~1\ ~t)

adv.

zhlhao

have to

21. diJ WJ (\DJ 1]ff)

11.

mionqi6n

in front of; before

~(ij (~Mi)

n.

moo

cat

2 3. ~GJ (~GJ)

n.

gou

dog

24. fl~(P~)

V.

jiao

make a sound

25. ~{.¥-( 1f-*¥.,)

n.

dangao

cake

26. *j:yA (,W.J; #~)

v.

dianr6n

light up

27. ~if ):;k (s?tf\}i) )

n.

lozhu

candle

28. ~X.v-f P ({K 0f~)

n.

huanhusheng

loud cheers

29. PK(rik)

v.

chul

blow

X(1)~)

v.

mie

extinguish (a flame)

31. 7i-(0'-)

v.

fen

divide; separate

32. ~ i)J ( ~ f}J)

adj.

gandong

touched

33. 7i<.izl(7i<.it)

adv.

yongyuan

forever

34. ;$(,-$)

v.

wong

forget

22.

I

30.
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Proper Nouns

1.

ffiJf ~~ (-$Jf ~:; )

XTnjiang

Xinjiang (municipality)

2.

J:..~~(llA~)

xioweiyl

Hawaii

ai(BJiPJ{~~.:f.i!

E;

in

Time \Vords as Subjects

~M~~~*~~~~*~~-~~~~~o ~~: ~*
it z faJ ~~,ff 1£1or i}J-ii3J :fo ,% ii3J
0

Time words can be used as subjects and are very important pa11s of a sentence with a nominal predicate. Note that there is no verb or conjunction
between the subject and the predicate.

-4'- :K. 8 j] 20 -58l k !L-ij-?

0

4'-k£Ji}]ko

JYl ,(f_ /'-,

*'..:: -t- Ji T

9 J] 4 -ff Jl lJi }J 8<]

", ~, J=J ,

o

± El

El S~ i~ ):£:

0

How to Read the Year, Month. and Date

-+a<]~ ~!- Jl t~ Jlffe Jf ~~4it ~ - ~ - ~ ;~~ tB
1

*-

Read the year in numbers one by one in the proper order.

0
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1949-+
198 0-+
1997-+
2000-+
2001-+

}]

a~i~ i}, ~~4t ~~ tB

0

Read the month in numbers correctly.

4 }]

~}]

9 }]

1LJJ
-t}]
-t-JJ
-t _:=_ JJ

10 }]
11 }]

12 }]

EJ 6~ i~ i} ' ~~.tt ~ ~ ~ ~ iF EJ $}] 8~
0

" EJ " 0 1.g- tf Pf v/, iJL "1-"

Read the date in nun1bers cotrectly. "~" can be used as the oral forn1
of " El " when expressing the date.

8 1- /8 EJ

141- /14

EJ

19-1-/19 EJ

201- /20
271-/27

EJ

i'-1-t~1-

I'- EJ

I -t~ E1
-t JL1- I -t 1L E1
_::_ -t -5- I _::_ -t E1
_::_ -t -t -5- I _::_ -t -t E1

·--·--·--- .. ···------------·---····--·-·······---····· ·········--·i····---······-·······

EJ

I

Q
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,

f~ 1J]

Imitation

1. A,A_ 8 jJ 20 ~o
2. 2 6 ~ ~ iJ-\
3. 9

4.
5.

JJ

4 ~ JL ~ J'J

a11- El

0

t: B)t l_ JJ k ~ 5if- 1 - tliJ 1fu -k ~)J A a~ "}[_~ ~ -t 1~ \iIJ
1±- f6] 111 fl~ ~}\._Pf f 'f ' fl; }J vk_J(_ 1 ~-M-:J::k

*

, Mt£R
1.

0

o

o

Substitution

4"- :k IL J=l JL -ij- ?
4"- k_-~~~? f] E~ ~
o

_:=:-_

}=] ;\~ ~

- jJ --ij-

-t __::_ f J __::_ --t- _FL -~ij-

-¥f

-T j) -1-

--t: }] --=- -i- -;~ -~t-

_TL}=) -

--=- f] -t fc __;i

\07 j) ~

-t- -ij-

2. A, A_£ JtJJ JL?
A,A_£$JJ~

-

-

0

-.

. / '\

El

I A_
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Read the Following Dates

-"

19584-7}] 22~
196 3 4- 11 }] 4 ~
19784-9}] 8~
1985-+ 12}] 25 ~
19944-10}] 18~
1997 4- 7 }] 3 ~
19 99 4- 6 }] 11 ~
20014-5}] 23~
20024-2}] 12~
20044-8}] 31~

~ Y:_ i~~ i~ English Translation
Liu

Xin: What is the date today?

Lin Bangsheng : It is August 20th.
Liu

Xin: When do we have the exam?

Lin Bangsheng: We will have the exam on the 26th.
Liu

Xin: There is not much time left. We should review our lessons
as soon as possible.

Lin Bangsheng: When is Xiao Wang's birthday?
Liu

Xin: His birthday is on September 4th.

Lin Bangsheng: We need to hold a birthday party for him.
Liu

Xin: That is right. Think it over. We should invite many of our
friends.

Lin Bangsheng: OK, surely it will tum out to be a lively party.
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fi

liu

do

~ 1J

k ¥-

yl

mo

ye

~

fJ .

1iu

do

j1J

*- ;;-- :

ye

do

er

le

-=- -r

*-~
1!11
l1 '
ba shl er le
i\..

-t :::_ T

-a;

fJ .

1!11 ~

ye

you

liu

do

j1J

*- ;;-- :
n

nln duo do

ye

n

1l:;

sh!

if- G fi ;"'- -1-

ma

ma

bo

.- . N
. 1:._·1·· ·,1,
1f~

zhl hen jian kang

II

11;

Jin ni6n yl jing

nln shen

zi

*- 3

~JJ

duo do le

*- T

0

?

.

?

fl ge

hai

1!11 ;tr JL ~ 1~
yl ge

zi

-t- Jl.. -t '

fJ . Jl.. -t 3'

4it T

nln you

zhen ylng long

er

le

0

1f. Ji- i;_t

yT ge

;tr er

ff

3'

sul shu

nu

- *
~

er

Jl..

0
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liu

do ye

Jlj k_

n

mo

liCi

it- :

do ye

Jlj

*- + :

mo

II

:h ..

Y:;
liu

do

Jlj

*- +:

mo
ll;

ye

II

WU sh! bo

le

-t /\.. 1

Ji
you

jl

ge

ge

yl
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o

sun

zi

ya

SLHl

zi

he sun

xi

fu zoi shong hoi

- t- ' .J1J' -1- :fp .r+ ~~ ~3 1±. J:.
you ch6ng sun zi

you

Jin

ge ch6ng SLJll

111611

Ji

le

i~

0

bo

nG

sul le

:h .

1iu

do

j1J

*- f-:

ve

mo

ii

I1;

:h

j\rl 111611 licm~1

sul duo

fC1

le

qi

sl

shl tong tong le

~ ir§J New Words

*- f-ck. *)

n.

do ye

2.
3.
4.

_If- (.If-)

n.

er

ear

~(~)
BR(9tl)

adj.

long

deaf

n.

yon

eye

5.

1tJ(1tJ)

v.

huo

poor eyesight; farsighted

6.
7.

1t~(1t/!)

adj.

jionkong

healthy

y 4t(~ti)

n.

sulshu

age

1.

4-1-

4-1-

....,

uncle
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adj.

ylnglang

healthy and strong (to
describe an old person)

1~ -t (1g: -t)

n.

h6izi

child

10. JL-t(5l-f)

n.

erzi

son

-k JL(~-5-l)

n.

nu'er

daughter

adj.

duo

many; much; over; more

9.
11.

12. ~(i)

than
n.

sunzi

grandson

n.

sunxffu

granddaughter-in-law

1:"1+-t (-.t lf-f)
16. !" 11J'-kC~ ;;,f, -k)

11.

ch6ngsunzi

great-grandson

n.

ch6ngsunnu

great-granddaughter

17. ~ (~)

Ill.

sul

age

18. ~(~)

II.

loo

the aged

19. i& ~ (i&7 tu

n.

fuqi

good luck; fortune

13. 1J' -t (.J,f- -f)
1

14. 1J,-,kt
1

*3 (.:},~~ 1.~ -itt)

15.

"€"~ ~ i~ Proper Nouns
Shanghai

::-\+ '3i +n ~ J+:I '3i
J)<; li::1 'l'H i!f.J m lJ:::t
l!Sl -tlt- r6J

T

(~-tll: ~

T)

Shanghai (city)

Idioms and Common Expressions
slshlt6ngt6ng

four generations under
one roof
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\ :?.=;

IRJ l~ Reading
gong ren w6ng zhong

..r.. A
w6ng zhong shl yl ge gong ren

ren loo

ze

1£ ~ 1£ ?~ ' k r
jia

11 gong chang hen yuan

%<= ~ 1..
h6i

T 1f<.. iz1 , 1E- k
bu

ff bian ke y1

guan

can

xi huan do Ion

jia

le

Ian

guon xun lion

yoo can

qiu

ta

ju

do

de

~..r..~R

loo dong m6 fon

suT ran

*- ~~ if ~ fij -f iE ii

ze gong ren

de

fi1 -t ..r.. A 81

qiu

h6i neng do

bu

Ian qiu

do

de xiang dang bu

qiu

ju

n

f(j

poi qiu

jln you

le

bu

de

bl

yu

yl

zuo

ff

ta

yu

ta

dou qu

ff

yu

xTng qT tian

ta

men

ta

zhe ge

soi

1~

o

he ping pang qiu

mei tian xio ban yl hou

cuo

dai

ta

;;f&i ;f 1J 1t ii& o

ta men gong chong fu

qiu

ta

£81~-i}J{~~o

le

jia bei jing shl Ian

qi6n qu zhu zhen

Ian

1~ 1-A.
fu

ii: }(_ T ..r.. 1?-- 81 -t _g~ ,
hen

ta gong zuo ren

don shl ta c6ng 16i mei you chi dao zoo tul guo

shl chang gong hul de gon

ta

le

~~~~jTo

shl chang ff

ren yuon

,t

jin ni6n WU shl duo

l~k-+..r..A,
zhen fu

_I_

de peng you d6u hul

---
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English Translation
Worker Wang Zhong

Wang Zhong is a worker who is over fifty years old. He is a role model in
the factory because he works carefully, and willingly bears the burden of hard
work. Although he lives far from the factory, he never comes late or leaves
early. Wang Zhong goes to work on time every day. He is also the leader of
the labor union and is in charge of the workers' welfare.

He also likes playing basketball very 1nuch. There is a gymnasium near the
factory where workers can play basketball, volleyball, and table tennis. Wang
Zhong joined the basketball club and he goes to practice after work every day.
He plays basketball quite well. His teain will take part in the club's basketball
match this Sunday. His friends will go to cheer hi1n on.

~;tj-iliJi! Reference Words

1.

91-t(~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

r

-t)

v.

fuze

take charge

n.

chang

factory

n.

m6fon

role inodel; exa111ple

,f;t 3R.)

adv.

c6ngl6i

ever

~.t;ff U~:tf)

adv.

me1you

not; without

J&.f1J (i/!flj)

v.

ch1doo

be late for

7. -fi!(-f~)

v.

zoo tuI

leave early

8.

1-1t-( _L 1f)

n.

gonghul

labor union

9.

-t .g~ (~-t .g,~)

n.

gonbu

(hli)

;f~~(;f~~)

J-A.

*(

...

v

·leader
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10. ~& ;f 1J ( ~&, ;f 1J )

n.

fUll

welfare

1tJl!i(1;fi!)
12. 1Jt- ~ .g~ (1J!.~ .g~)

n.

doiyu

treatment

n.

julebu

club

13. ~~f J;Rd4f J;j-(.)

n.

paiqiu

volleyball

14. iJll ~* (~Jlj Mt)

V.

xunlion

train

15. ~~-J(~t,f.)

v., n.

blsoi

compete; competition

11.

qu

16. })if -i-(]ff -i-)

qian

17. !1}J f#-( JI}J ~.f)

zhu zhen

go
cheer

~ ~ ;g i~ Proper Nouns

Beijing Basketball Club
Julebu

rr. ':Ei..+n ~ m
m 1~
':Ji.
Idioms and Common Expressions

JJ.X.1~ 'l'H ;f.i

1±-711:£- ?~
(11-1#-1±-P~)

renl6orenyuon

work hard and not be upset by
criticism

;.I~~ Notes
'\ i:B] ICJ fl::~

Asking One's Age

10J-ft!Jt~:t11f.xt ~' fOJ J~-t~rOJ
~!OJ

"1,tJL# T? " IOJA-JfJ

"1,t ~ k T? " !'OJ :t A~ 101 "1!!i ~ k,* ~t T? " ~ "~ 7
-f ~t:.i T ? " xt-G 1'--t # v/, _ta~ :t A l1f v/, 1°1 "1$ ~ ~? "
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You need to estimate a person's age before asking him/her what it is. To
children you should ask "1.t JL if 1 ? "; to adults, ask "1.t J, k 1 ? "; to
elderly people, ask "1t J, kif 4It 1? " or "J, k .lf-t(; 1 ? "; to people
more than seventy or eighty years, ask "1t ~JI=? "
:J:~ -t , 1/r~ JL

#1

?

1i1J'-t JL# 1?
1

1t3k1?
1

1'£3 k 1?

1

1t-kt-kt3
1

*- 1?

:t-~t..3

*-# ~t 1?
1t%%3 *-# ~t 1?
i vrr1~, 1$ 3 *--+~G 1?
1

-, ~ + ff~~ i.WJ

J, +Adjective

"3" JfJ ~~kfti] 0 rf, i~ fOJ~Ift,
7fJ $. ia] " Jl=. rf :ff) $.ia] ~ 7-J ifi 1f -it

~tit~

o

£-~{~~

"3

0

The adverb "J," is 1nostly used in interrogative sentences to inquire about
the degree, or the number. The basic form is "J, +adjective", where the
adjectives are mostly single-syllable.

+
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~t ~ ~ J:.i~* ff, :Qi?
tA.~t ~ .t1J J:. ~fiJ: ~ ~ *JL~ ff,

*at laJ ?

it ~~4-t;1r ff,*-?
1,t-l- 3' *-~a~ ~i?
1,t a~ &-t;1r 3' k?
}]~ 1~ ::t-

*- ~ ~ J, *-:37 4it 1 ?

b -/::;- P._
>'
11J,/fJ

~.

_..).-

?

~* 5J Exercises

-,

1~1J] Imitation

1•

< ?•

1~~ -fT .:£,~-

l"'J ft[ J

2. JL-t § k 1 ?
3. it .:J~ -t ~ -1--

4. 1~1n i

r r1t

5. 1~i1tiA.~

=,

IL-* 1 ?

llt*
a#- if
91-t,

1t

0

1±9J-1±P~o

~t«: Substitution

JL-* 1?
4'-4- 3 -* 1

1. 1,tJL-t

0

5_* 63/-f- 103/ 85/
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2. 1,t~kT?
A,Jf- 20 (

-~--

35(jl)

0

41(3/)

50(*)

18(-*)

3. k-%- , 1~ ~ k _ff-~(; 1 ?

A,_ff- 68
70 (

:=:"

*)

)
82 (

@] ~l' 91J(DJ@:

*)

2. 1~§ k_ff-~(; 1?

"*

85 (

3t)

Answer the Following Questions

1. 1,t ,{£ _I:_ ;£} 1i. § !z 1 ?

3. ~t

76 ( ~/ )

~ J=_;£}-1f §

iz1?

4. ~t"*a~~k* § 1t-?
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~-$!:_ j}~~ i.~ English Translation
(Although Lao Liu turned 82 this year, he is still healthy, and has neither poor
eyesight nor hearing problems.)
Ma

Li: May I ask how old you are?

Lao Liu : I am 82 years old.
Ma

Li : You are really healthy and strong. How many children do you have?

Lao Liu : I have a son and a daughter.
Ma

Li : How old is your son?

Lao Liu : He is 58.
Ma

Li : How many grandsons do you have?

Lao Liu : I have one. My grandson and his wife live in Shanghai.
I\1a

Li : You may have a great-grandson, I guess?

f_,ao Liu : I have a great-granddaughter.

Ma

Li : How old is she?

Lao L,iu : She is over two years old.
Ma

Li : You are so lucky. You have four generations under one roof.
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~i~ New Words
1.

~(~)

pron.

mou

certain

2.
3.

tB #&..~.± ( ill Jf,&_;f.±)

n.

chubonshe

publishing house

~(~)

ni.

jia

a measure word for a
bank, a store etc.

4.

~ii(~i&)

conj.

buguo

but

5.

~~ $.if (.~ -tJf-)

v., n.

bianjl

edit; editor

6.

~p )p1J ( ~p )pi])

v.

ylnshuo

print

7.

/Jo J}I (/Jo J}I)

jio ban

work overtime

8.

~ -fr.tJ
;(,~ -fr.t]
::.±..:. ( -r,.,,_
::.±..:. )

n.

leixfng

kind; type

9.

7J dO (:t dG)

n.

fOngmion

aspect; respect

#¢-(?;- ~)

ac~j.

gudian

class ical

11. JJl1~(JJl1\)

adj.

xiondoi

modern

:fttl (:f+;Ji_)

n.

kefl

science and technology

13. ~±1?-(;f± 1{-)

n.

shehul

comn1unity; society

-~ ~ '" 1t
/,A_~(~
.j .. )

v.

xionmu

envy; adrnire

ni.

ten

a 1neasure word for a

10.
12.
14.

*

15. 17i-(1Jt)

document, a newspaper,
etc.

16. })~ ~ ( })~ ».})

5Z. ( ~
it.
1'%- ~)

17.

.:iI:-

18.

if% Ul (~Jr- Ul)

1'%-

,~,~

,~,~

pron .

'
name

then

n.

' '
y1y1

significance; meaning

' .
you y1s1

interesting

v
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~j(i~H~ English Translation

Xu Xia and Her Job
Xu Xia is my good friend, and we have known each other for eight years.
She is now 27 years old but still has no boyfriend. She is a good-looking girl.
She has big eyes and long black hair.
She works as a secretary in the head office of the Mechanism Import and
Export Trade Company of China. Every day she is busy with her work for eight
hours without any free ti1ne. Besides that, she often works extra hours. Every
morning when she gets to the office, she is busy providing documents, copying
materials, typing written data, and answering phone calls. Xu Xia has told me
that she does not want to be single, but because her work keeps her so busy,
she does not have much time for a social life.

~~iil]ig

1.

Reference Words

~it;t (~(i~)

2. 9RDt(EflD-fi))
3. 1* ($Jl)
4. ~ ,~K(.~ )i)
5. 4LtM~(JltM~)

adj.

n6nkon

ugly

n.

yanjing

eye

n.

t6u

head

adj.

wOhei

black; jet-black

n.

pljianta

long hair down to one's
shoulders

6. *JG{~( ~~ifA)
7. i!i:B 0 (11!.!B
•/ ( ...Mi
,~,)
8. ,g,
9. i~(I'~)
10. ~ 1)¥) (~ ft9)

0)

n.

JIX18

·- .'

machine; mechanism

v.

jlnchukou

import and export

adj.

zong

general

adj.

man

full

n.

kongxi6n

spare time

...,
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11. ;)J,1~1: (¥J/f ;~ :f":)

n.

bongongshl

::t.14-(j:_14-)
i.. ~r (~i~r)

n.

wen11on

document; file

v.

fuyln

copy

14. ~A(-$;f:A)

v.

1uru

type

15. 4~(~i-)
16. ~.t ff (1~ 3{)

v.

jie

pick up

adj.

du shen

single; unmarried

17. ~)~(~Jl)

n.

kongr

free time

18. /i'-A.(100 A.)

n.

geren

individual; persom

Zh6nggu6 Jixie

Machine Import and Expc

Jlnchukou Maoyl

Trade Company of China

12.
13.

~ ~ ~ i~

.,,,.

.. ,

... ,.

office

Proper Nouns

( l-t7 l~ i~~t1t1X.11t ill

0 ~~

zonggongsT

±1 .~,@j~\._ a) )
& 'li+n ~ R=l 'li
px, li::i 'l'H ff; m li::i

Idioms and Common Expressions
in addition

chuclzhTwoi

·±m:R Notes

1i'1"=t:

, ai (BJ im

Time Words

at l'aJ ii3J Jt-:h ifJJ ~_g~13"-, at,*, ii3J *:frr at .f!ii3J *
if fl .ttrl ~ - at i J , fofr iW at & ii3J *fl .ttrl-.f! st faJ

0

fo!f ifr at}~, i

1

0

Ti1ne words can be classified into two types. They are either point-oftime words, or period-of-time words. A point-of-time word refers to a certa
inoment, and a period-of-time word indicates a period of time.
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8f ,#..:i~-it Point-of-Time Words
-,#, -,#,-f

.

at .fh"J i~ Period-of-Time Words] .
-1--,J, at -1--+ J' 8t
I
1

ff,fJ I#, -

t J 7L I#, ..::.. -t 7t

-:~Ht

4'-k

SJ] k

-k

1
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j.

-=--t77'-if
-k+

i*Jlk

Jik

I

-1--£M -t--f £$}]
rttj 1-- £ $}]
it_{--£$}] T t-£$}]
- J:l ..::. }] it_ 1-- }] T 1--}] -1--}] -1--+ }] rJJJ t- }]
2001-+ 2005-+
<+-+ --+ --++ 11J; lf3-4- -l;lf1'-lf- 8Jl 4-/g-JL
-f k

I

£ $}] -

£

~i !BJ ~I' i.!

Time Complements

ut (r3] ;f< 1---it- ,
f8J ';jf ffl
o

/i'- J' at"
1

$}]..::..

~4-

at .f,~ i~ it it~ i}J i~ J6 0_ ,

;fJ_ iG i)J +tit~~ 61 8·J-

R Et f8] " " JG-if-'' " JG t- }] " " JG t- :i ftJJ " " IL J:" " " JL
~ ~-til i'OJ -:ko *~ ~ita~-i-5-, Pf v:,( ~4-~it--tJlfiJ 6J -t lfl
'' $;

0

~0_, ~O~~~Pf~~~+g-~~~-=j-~f60_o ~~~A:
Ti1ne co1nplements are usually constructed by putting the period-of-time
after the verb, indicating the duration of the action, and are turned into a question by using "~

*at!'SJ",

"llilf-", "fl.iii'-}]", "ll.i/i'-:f_Ji}1", "fl.if\_" or

"Jli/i'- J' at". If there is an object, the object c.an be put at the front of the
1

sentence, but in spoken language it can also be put at the end of the sentence.
The basic form is:
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@) ~ Answer

Question

1,t 11- tl!J 4(-{i 1 p *-at fElJ ?
1,t 1~ ,~ 1 p *-at fa]?

··----- --------· ------------------------------------------------------------------

- -------------

------·--·-------

- . .,--------------- ·---

-

1,t 111 iA -i1' 1 p *- at fElJ ?
JJ~ t- i
1,t 1n ~,XJL 1 § *-at
---- --

r

--·

---------

---------------·- .. ------- --- --- --

~ 111 t.; ~~ iA. -i1'1i.
-- --- -------------- ------·----

1

- -----

--

---------

...

-- - ·-·---------------------- ----------

. --+-f 1

0

~-¥--*-~-+ 1

~5l i-§-1 ?

JI_ /i"-- J1

11t##-*--k~;k-[1=J

JLt-£JlJJ? .

i#j 1-- 2f_ JlJL
~k

1JLk1?
1

1}~5]

1

0

0

10

i#j t- -f J'\ st

k_-$- BJt,~, !Lf- J" St 1?

0

-- ---·-- --------------

• ~1flµt 1-t--f 1J" ata1tffi..o

1,t #SJ 1 JLt-}]
1~#i

--- ----

-

0

-

· 1,t *-~t ~§*-at fElJ 1?
. 1,tlf-*. JL-f 1 ?

- "

J" at

-

---·

r ~ 111 ~_xJL 1 ~ t?5/ t-

JJ~ t- i

fEl] ?

1,t 111 µt 1 § *-at fa] tl1 tffi..?

* 4- 1
-

I

1

0

Exercises

f~ 11.f Iinitation

-t ~ffii 4Jf-, ;M a1 P1 -t ~r ~ 1 L
~ 111a~1-1/pA,W ;M -t /"---t Ao
if Bt 11~ ~ JJP J)I, flt_t 1f 1f 1-1/p flj f- - -=-, ~,
-t- ~ 81 . JYl1\ a1 , i+.tt a1 . iEk ~t:; 81. ~±~ 81. 1- ~-12 a~ ;t~if

i. ~:;tt~ Jt, ;Ma~ ~
2.

3.
4.

o

5. ~111iA.-i1' ~~~/"--41
6. ~-fr ;r: )t

m~3; ~ ,

0

JZ Jt 1- 11 k

li: ,

1

~_t ?£: JL ~It- ;jc t- A fOJ iJ!

o

0
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~t~ Substitution

1. 1,t1n-fft~_t~*atfaJa~i*-?
~ 111%~_tVSJ1'--, J,

at a~ i*-

0

r.r.
11.k
..I11L

J;tJL

-1'- J' ut i*- :9:_
1Llt-f k

1f-. .~,

-~JL

Jt<'

' ,

I

1-11

_:f 7"-1l:t

+ /i'- J' at ~ -£1;
I

~

;f~

81

Rewrite the Following Sentences with Ti1ne Cornplements
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~ Y:_ i~~ l~ English Translation
(Wang Xia is working at a publishing house. Zhang Wen is her good friend.
One day, they were talking about Wang Xia 's job.)
Zhang Wen : What is your job now?
Wang Xia : I am working at a publishing house.
Zhang Wen : Are you busy with your work?
Wang Xia : Very busy, but it is very interesting.
Zhang Wen : How many employees are there in your publishing house?
Wang Xia : About seventy to eighty.
Zhang Wen : Are they all editors?
Wang Xia : Not all of them. Some are responsible for editing, and s01ne for
printing.
Zhang Wen: Is it tiring?
Wang Xia : Yes. Sometimes I need to work overtime until midnight.
Zhang Wen : Your salary must be very high then.
Wang Xia : It is fairly high.
Zhang Wen : What kinds of books are published there?
Wang Xia : All kinds of books, including classicaL modern, technical,
political. social, and others.
Zhang Wen: I envy you. You have such an interesting job.

